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Abstract

Equality is a prominent value in modern moral, legal and political philosophy. There is, however, much controversy over the meaning of the concept and its moral implications. In this thesis I argue that the recent scepticism expressed by some writers about the prospects of reaching any agreement about what equality means is not well founded. The idea is not an empty one. The difficulty in pinning down its exact meaning and implications for our social ethics is caused by its abstractness, not its vacuity.

The moral significance of equality can be expressed in the idea of basic equality – the requirement that persons are to be treated as equals and accorded equal concern and respect. That idea is morally justifiable and plays an important role in modern moral theory. If we accept that human beings are equal in important respects and that a commitment to basic equality as a moral ideal makes sense because of our shared human condition, then it follows that respect for that value is implicit in each instance of our moral decision making.

The abstractness of basic equality means that it cannot serve as a straightforward rule which can be easily applied to disputes about who should or should not receive equal treatment. There is no list of prohibited grounds of differentiation that applies in all circumstances. Thoughtful moral judgments about the denial of basic equality typically demand sophisticated assessments of whether the interests of all affected parties have been taken into account and different sorts of denial of basic equality will require consideration of different factors.

Attempts have been made in recent equality law jurisprudence to find a less abstract concept of equality that can inform the interpretation of the law. These are unsuccessful because basic equality cannot be reduced to some simpler, rule like, standard. These understandable attempts to make this area of law more manageable are not good explanations of what is morally important about the idea of equality. Clarity about the meaning and purpose of contemporary discrimination law is not likely to be achieved by further attempts to say what this law is really about. The law is difficult to apply because it is in the same broad terms as the idea of basic equality.
The central moral quandaries of recent jurisprudential thought about basic equality concern the appropriateness of different treatment on grounds which can be used to discriminate against people. The difficulties that courts have with these issues are not remarkable because the moral issues are intractable. Issues such as indirect discrimination or the fairness of affirmative action policies require in depth consideration of the interests and concerns of all affected parties and will not be resolved by the application of any simple algorithm based on a less abstract definition of equality. These issues are difficult to resolve, not because we do not know what equality is but because weighing the competing concerns of affected parties while paying attention to other important values is a complex and often difficult task.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Equality is a core value in moral, political and legal philosophy. Morally and politically it is seen as an important part of the justification of the distribution of rights and goods and the democratic form of government generally. It also plays important roles in other areas of moral concern. Jurisprudentially, equality has become central to modern Bills of Rights discourse and finds its most obvious role in anti-discrimination provisions in Bills of Rights and human rights legislation. The idea of equality is also used to justify or discredit a wide range of other laws, from take-over codes to tax legislation. Equality is not a new idea, of course, but it does enjoy particularly high prestige in much current political and legal thought. As Louis Pojman and Robert Westmoreland, in the introduction to their recent anthology on the idea of equality, write:

It is one of the basic tenets of almost all contemporary moral and political theories that humans are essentially equal, of equal worth, and should have this ideal reflected in the economic, social, and political structures of society.¹

The editors of that compendium cite Will Kymlicka who has suggested that all theories of justice that are taken seriously today are egalitarian in the sense that equality is their foundational value.² Kymlicka was, in turn, taking this idea of equality's central role in modern political philosophy from the work of Ronald Dworkin who has, over the last twenty-five years or so, had a great deal to say about the importance of the idea of equality.³ The popularity of the idea of equality is, however, not matched by agreement about what upholding that value entails in terms of the specific treatment that persons are due.

If Kymlicka is right to say that, for example, Robert Nozick's and Karl Marx's social theories are both in some sense egalitarian theories,⁴ we cannot know all of what is to be done to achieve a just social order simply by concluding it will be one based on equality simpliciter. Naturally, Kymlicka and Dworkin and other writers who compare and contrast different sorts of equality understand this. They are not suggesting that we all now agree on what kinds of

equality are required in a just society. Dworkin's own work is concerned with defending particular conceptions of equality rather than the plain assertion that 'equality' is what we are after. He and others have written extensively about which kind of equality produces the best theory of; distributive equality, political equality, equal liberty, and so on.7

Although there is plenty of disagreement about which equalities we should value and employ in the creation and maintenance of a just society, the underlying egalitarianism identified by Kymlicka is itself a substantial value. The substance of what Kymlicka identifies as common in modern political philosophy is the requirement "that the government treat its citizens with equal consideration; each citizen is entitled to equal concern and respect".9 There are theories that deny this, even if they are rare, but those who are egalitarians, in this broad sense, are in agreement at this abstract level at least. They may, and often do, disagree about some of the implications of that general belief in equal human worth but they are, nevertheless, constrained by it.

There is then, in modern social ethics, an abstract notion of equality, a belief in the equal worth of human beings, about which there is widespread agreement, and a large range of specific equalities about which there is much disagreement. These two senses capture the difference between, as John Rawls puts it: "equality as it is invoked in connection with the distribution of certain goods....and equality as it applies to the respect which is owed to persons irrespective of their social position."10 Noting the difference between these two meanings of 'equality' helps to explain in what sense it is useful to refer to a libertarian like Robert Nozick or to an apparent opponent of equality like Anthony Flew as 'egalitarians'.11 Libertarians are sometimes said to eschew equality in favour of freedom but it is equality in particular instances of Rawls's first sense that are usually thought to be in tension with liberty.

---

4 Kymlicka Contemporary Political Philosophy, above n 2, 4.
5 In the sense of the distinction between concepts and conceptions he uses, he tries to work out the requirements of equality. See Ronald Dworkin Law’s Empire (Fontana Press, London, 1986) 70-71. I will argue we also need an appropriate concept of equality.
6 In this essay I shall be placing words (that I am not citing) in inverted commas very often. The reason for this is that I discuss the use of certain words a great deal. I will use single inverted commas when I do that to avoid cluttering the text too much.
7 See Dworkin Sovereign Virtue, above n 3.
8 I use the words 'egalitarianism' and 'egalitarian' to denote a general belief in human equality rather than as a specific idea about economic equality. The word 'equality' itself often has a specific economic or distributional connotation but I shall not intend that meaning unless I say so.
9 Kymlicka Contemporary Political Philosophy, above n 2, 4.
It is at least rare in modern academic political argument to find a justification for the freedom to treat some as intrinsically less worthy of respect than others.

There is much debate, in political philosophy, about the implications of ‘basic equality’, to use the term Jeremy Waldron uses to refer to the abstract belief in equal human worth. As Waldron says:

> A tremendous amount of energy has been devoted to... [equality as a specific standard]... in recent political philosophy: people ask whether equality of wealth, income, or happiness is something we should aim for; whether it is an acceptable aim in itself or code for something else, like the mitigation of poverty; whether it implies an unacceptable levelling; whether, if achieved, it could possibly be stable; how it is related to other social values such as efficiency, liberty, and the rule of law etc.

The difficulty in sorting out which type or types of equality are morally supportable is also reflected, as one would expect, in modern jurisprudential debates about the meaning of equality provisions in Bills of Rights. These provisions are principally concerned with discrimination. In the United States the fundamental point of the equality provisions found in the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution is now construed quite differently to the way it was a hundred years ago and there is, still today, not much agreement in the US Supreme Court about the meaning of the right. Equality provisions found in recently introduced Bills of Rights and various sorts of human rights legislation are, too, the source of labyrinthine expositions in which courts try to fathom what conception of equality or discrimination the legislature had in mind. There is some consensus amongst political and legal philosophers about equality as a social norm, in the sense of a basic restraint. All who take the idea at all seriously now agree that treating people differently just because of their race or sex is wrong. On the other hand there is little agreement about

---

12 Jeremy Waldron “Three Essays on Basic Equality” (unpublished, 1999 -2003) (Hereinafter BE). Page numbers may differ depending on the version referred to. The essays are cited in Jeremy Waldron God Locke and Equality (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2002). They are available on request, from Professor Waldron. The essays are an extremely useful guide to what has been written about the justification of basic equality (as opposed to its policy implications). Professor Waldron’s own contribution to the topic, while tentative, is very helpful and I will refer to it often. It is a neglected topic.
13 BE above n 12, 2. This is only a reference to debates which would fall under the heading of economic equality.
economic equality between individuals or nations. And while there is a strong consensus on matters of race and sex (and some of the other ‘forbidden grounds’ for discrimination that are found in modern Bills of Rights, such as religion and national or ethnic origin) that agreement entails only condemnation of ‘direct’ discrimination and perhaps some forms of obvious ‘indirect’ discrimination.

There is widespread agreement that we should not have arbitrarily treated some groups of people differently in the past. That accord does not extend, in particular, to questions of remedial action in favour of communities disadvantaged by earlier discrimination. The fight over affirmative action has been bitter and divisive. The affirmative action debate is, however, only a part of, or sometimes a reflection of, a broader new set of difficulties we now have in deciding which differences between groups and individuals are morally relevant. These are various and complex.

The debate on gender and sex, for example, which raises questions about equal treatment and appropriate different treatment, is now not only about whether affirmative action is permissible. There is debate about whether it is, to make up for hostile discrimination practised by men who thought or think that women are inherently less capable of filling demanding professional roles. But those concerned to achieve justice for women now also argue about whether women really are just the same as men in all relevant respects. Earlier ideas that equality requires that women should be treated the same as men are now challenged by the suggestion that some differences between the sexes may be real and not just the fruits of chauvinist rationalisation.

Race and gender are difficult topics but they are at least matched by the issues and challenges which come under the rubric of ‘cultural equality’. The word ‘culture’ can refer to entire ways

---


16 The distinction between sex and gender is used to denote the difference between biological differences and social roles.

of life which, while clearly different in many respects, are, according to some, all equal in some sense. This gives rise to a number of difficult ethical questions because, first, the very existence of some cultural entities is, and should be in the view of many, doubted. And while there are generalisations that people make about the behaviour and attitudes of members of racial or ethnic groups, for example, that are reasonably accurate, some do not seem at all plausible.

'Multiculturalism' as a policy gives rise to a substantial set of questions about what should or should not be made equal. Many of these questions do not as yet have universally convincing answers. And it is not hard to see why. For one thing if a culture is a way of life – a way of doing things – then as a factual thesis cultural equality runs up against the very stubborn intuition that there are always better and worse ways of doing things. It is not clear in what sense these different strategies for dealing with life are meant to be equal. The point for now is simply, again, that with culture, as with race and gender, it is not always clear or uncontroversial what the dictates of equality are.

There is, however, despite the fact of many differences of opinion in areas such as race, sex and culture, widespread agreement that equality at a more abstract level is important and that much more work needs to be done to sort out what action that implies. But there are some who think the difficulty in finding out what it is that equality requires is not just that one has to choose between different conceptions of equality, to decide what or which equality or equalities are fundamental and which incidental. There are those who think the problem is a more basic one: ‘equality’ is not a useful concept at all. Professor Peter Westen has proposed that we recognise the “emptiness” of the idea of equality or at least the “derivative” nature of statements about normative equality. Professor Westen argues that not only are calls for equality often elliptical but also that when the desired metric, in terms of which equality is required, is identified, the rule of distribution that is being commended can be expressed without any reference to equality. Talk of equality is not only often confusing and misleading, it is redundant. Westen is not alone in thinking that equality is a worthless concept. Other

---

18 See ch V below.
legal philosophers, including leading British scholar Joseph Raz, have expressed similar views.21

If one takes this criticism of the usefulness of ‘equality’ seriously one’s starting point, in any treatment of the point and value of equality, must be its refutation. I will accordingly, in chapter two, first set out Westen’s thesis and then turn to a promising exploration of the point of talk about equality which was a direct response to his redundancy thesis. This is the response to Westen’s suggestion, that talk about equality is pointless and misleading, made by Jeremy Waldron, first expressed in his review of Westen’s book Speaking of Equality.22 I will agree with Waldron’s analysis and offer an expanded argument, which I think is consistent with his. While Westen has helped to identify the sources of much confusing talk about equality, his work has failed to make the distinction, made by Rawls and others, between the role played by ‘equality’ in claims for treatment made in terms of other standards, and the abstract equality expressed as the idea that we should treat people with equal concern and respect.

Demands for equality in specific contexts are often inchoate because they do not specify the measure by which they want people to be equal. Westen shows that when we know what the desired standard is we are able to express the claim without reference to ‘equality’. But when we ask what justifies the principles Westen has liberated from their egalitarian baggage, part of the answer is, very often: equality. ‘Equality’ in the sense of the basic equality which dictates that the interests of all persons concerned must be taken into account when deciding how society is to be ordered and in morally relevant decision making generally.

For the abstract egalitarian, rules and policies of distribution must pass a threshold test: does this proposed guideline or strategy ignore the interests and concerns of anyone affected by it? If it does it is morally impermissible. Equality will not do all the justifying that needs to be done. Different responses to social problems may equally satisfy its demands. We still need to ask if the rule or policy serves certain other important values such as efficiency or liberty. But equality acts as a fundamental constraint. I will argue that while Westen usefully stresses the confusing nature of much talk about equality, and while he is right to point out the

manipulative uses that the vague positive connotations of the word may allow, he has not shown that ‘equality’ as a basic constraint on all rule and policy making is redundant. That notion of ‘basic equality’ is clear and has substance. There is no good reason to stop speaking of equality. Westen thinks there is because he has forgotten about half of the idea of equality – the most fundamental part of it.

The core idea of basic equality is well known, at least intuitively; we should treat people as equals. Its justification and role in social policy making are not particularly well understood. It is a very abstract idea and that has tempted some to replace it with various conceptions of equality. But conceptions of some broad notion must come from the same concept, and a clear concept of equality is missing in much recent jurisprudential writing. That concept, the idea of equal human worth, is not another conception amongst many; it is, I will argue, the concept of equality which will in turn require equal treatment or equal outcomes sometimes and unequal treatment or unequal outcomes at other times.

I think remembering this will help us to think more clearly about the moral importance of equality. But accepting that it cannot be reduced to a simpler, more concrete, idea that could be applied like a rule does mean admitting that equality’s conundrums will be with us for some time. It is hard to know, for example, whether treating people as equals justifies the use of affirmative action, and simply choosing a conception of equality which determines the matter one way or the other by semantic fiat does not solve the moral problem.

Equality as a basic constraint on policy goals is quite abstract and its implications still have to be argued about, as they of course are. Perhaps a more neglected task has been the justification of the commitment to basic equality itself. I will address this issue in chapter three. The idea of equal human worth is of course the rallying point of our intellectual resistance to, and political struggles against, racism and sexism and the like; it is the point of a large part of the twentieth century’s political philosophising. But what supports that belief? There is an important sense in which individual humans are in fact equal. We share what John Rawls calls ‘range properties’. Human characteristics like rationality, capacity for moral judgment and our specifically human needs are properties that we share even if we do not share them in equal amounts. It makes sense then to think of each other as equals in a way that we are not the equals of cats or trees.
In part, particularly at the level of group conflicts, we have been largely engaged in factual disputes with those who contend that some races, or women in general, do not share these properties to a significant extent. When arguing with advocates of discrimination we have tried to point out that group differences they pointed to were either imaginary or irrelevant. We may feel that those factual arguments have been won but things may seem more difficult when we consider individual differences. Some of these are ineliminable; however we might improve our social structures: some kinds of factual inequalities are, for better or worse, a part of the human condition.

I will argue that this gives us no reason to reject basic equality. The racist’s (or sexist’s or whatever) crude elitism is not improved by a social order based on privileging every conceivable superiority. Such a system would be unworkable, unsaleable and cruel. Moreover, the focus on facts about our individual differences can make us forget another important fact about who we are; we are social creatures. The fact of our interdependence is not socially constructed. Better forms of cooperation can make our lives go better but without some cooperation we cannot live at all. Although it is ultimately a matter of choice, it makes sense to respond to the sameness we share with other humans by embracing them as equals.

After offering a justification of our commitment to basic equality I will consider the nature of this value more closely in chapter four. The idea of an equal concern for others comes close to a general idea of morality itself but I will argue that it is not an essential part of morality. We may think any moral outlook that does not include a commitment to basic equality is deficient for that reason but that does not mean that it is not a moral outlook. Basic equality also entails more than the idea that our moral judgments be ‘universalizable’. That requirement is consistent with the denial of basic equality because universalizability only requires that we treat like cases alike and, as I will argue later, that understanding of what ‘equality’ means in modern political philosophy and human rights theory does not take us very far.

The general nature of basic equality lies, rather, in its relevance to so much of our ethical thought. If we do value it, we always have to consider the interests and concerns of others. While it does have a role in the decision making of individuals, and not just communities, I will argue that a special concern for those closest to us need not be inconsistent with a commitment to basic equality. That commitment will mean, though, that we may not put the
interests of our families or friends above the requirements of justice. And this limited justifiable partiality is not easily extended to wider groupings such as ethnic groups.

I will then, in chapter five, consider the scope of basic equality further by reflecting on what it means to deny it. My remarks in this regard will not be intended as attempts to resolve all (or, in some cases, any) of the important issues concerning the types of discrimination that I discuss. My purpose will mainly be to indicate something of the range and perplexity of these. Because basic equality is quite an abstract value it is not possible to reduce to a simple formula all the considerations one should take into account when deciding whether it has been disregarded in a particular case. Racism and sexism, for example, are alike in some respects but differ in others and they both differ from religious or cultural discrimination in important ways. In every case there are specific questions to ask which might not always, or ever, apply in other cases. With regard to racism and sexism it is important to pay attention to new scientific findings about difference. There are no differences in either case that justify discrimination. But while different social circumstances are those most relevant to discussions about race (or ethnicity) there may be biological differences between men and women which, while they do not support old prejudices, do suggest, at least contributory, reasons other than discrimination for uneven representation in certain fields.

The question of culture, as I have already noted, looms large in contemporary discussions about equality. Those discussions will go better once we have agreed not to rely on any of the dubious sorts of cultural relativism. Ethical criticism must not acknowledge any no go areas: morality is a jealous god. Cultural accommodation which respects this, on the other hand, is a worthy goal. That is where the interesting arguments are. I will argue that while exemptions from the application of general laws of universal application seem intuitively acceptable, we still have some way to go in finding a complete justification for them. This is only one of many unresolved issues in the area of cultural equality.

Even if we think commitment to basic equality is a sine qua non of good political philosophy we have to ask how that affects the implementation of other values or if that commitment is even consistent with some political ideals that are currently thought worthwhile. I will focus, in chapter six, on an aspect of the relationship between equality and liberty. Talk about these two values dominates much of modern political philosophy and there is much to say about how they relate to each other. I will argue that the fundamental freedoms that are typically
found in a Bill of Rights are compatible with basic equality. Indeed a commitment to it provides one reason for upholding these freedoms though that does not mean that these basic freedoms are only entailments of basic equality.

There is, on the other hand, a choice to be made at times between freedom and the various equalities we may pursue as a matter of social policy. I note, though, that these clashes are not between basic equality and liberty. We have a duty, as individual moral agents and through our governmental structures, to uphold the values we believe in, but the desire to institute policies compelling others to live according to basic equality’s dictates has to be weighed against considerations of freedom.

The remaining chapters address aspects of the application of basic equality. After arguing that basic equality is a substantive value which is worth upholding, and outlining something of the basic nature and demands of this value, in the context of other values, I turn, in chapter seven, to the troubled discourse of current equality jurisprudence. Equality is not just a moral and political idea. It is also enshrined in contemporary law. That law, which outlaws various forms of discrimination, is seen by many as an important tool to prevent the denial of common humanity in our public life. But it is not always easy to interpret and apply. The idea of basic equality captures what is of central importance in talk about equality but it is an abstract idea and cannot be easily applied in the manner of a rule. That is not a reason not to have abstract values. But it is a reason to expect difficulties if we use them as rules.

In the last decades of the twentieth century, in particular, liberal democracies in North America and elsewhere have tried to give effect to their commitment to basic equality by enacting ‘equality laws’. The laws are important and worthwhile but the interpretation of this human rights legislation and that of older (and recent) constitutional provisions dealing with discrimination has proved difficult. Much recent legal theorising about discrimination is characterised by seemingly endless debate about what ‘equality’ means. It has either forgotten that it means treating people as equals or is reluctant to state the obvious because that abstract idea is not amenable to straightforward application in difficult cases.

Unfortunately that is also true of the various conceptions of equality that are offered as alternatives. Nor do these resolve any of our most important debates about what a commitment to basic equality demands. There are some things that basic equality clearly rules
out, for example differentiation\textsuperscript{23} on the grounds of race and sex motivated by the idea that one race or sex is superior. But the abstractness of basic equality means that we cannot read off its general formulation a solution to our questions about many matters that concern us: even such matters as affirmative action and indirect discrimination which take centre stage in much equality jurisprudence.

What basic equality, together with other considerations, requires in relation to these and many other topical issues is controversial, and the controversy will not be ended simply by choosing a conception of ‘equality’ which determines that our intuitions about these matters are justified. A lot of recent equality jurisprudence vacillates between that unjustified optimism, and doubt that equality has anything at all to contribute to debates about these issues. I will illustrate this by discussing some current, in the end unsatisfactory, ways of talking about the underlying purpose of discrimination law. I will argue that talk about ‘substantive equality’ does not offer much help, though it purports to, in understanding what is morally important about equality. The idea of ‘dignity’ as it is used in recent equality jurisprudence is suggestive of something important. But the denial of basic equality does not consist, as some recent jurisprudence sometimes suggests it does, simply in the subjective injury to an individual’s sense of his own dignity. We might say that the dignity which is the inherent worth of every person inspires our commitment to basic equality. But that sense of ‘dignity’ is even more abstract than the idea of basic equality itself. It will not serve as a concretisation of the latter.

The failure of recent attempts in discrimination law theory to recognise that equality is an abstract value, not empty but also not very specific, will lead some to think of replacing it as the rationale for discrimination law. Hugh Collins’s recent idea that discrimination law is really about ‘social inclusion’ is negatively inspired by the failure of various interpretations of that law in terms of equality. But ‘social inclusion’ itself awaits a fuller jurisprudential treatment. In particular its own relationship with the great Enlightenment values of equality, liberty and community needs to be clarified.

In general I think more jurisprudence should come before future legislative drafting here. The law is probably just incurably abstract. Basic equality will not stop being an abstract idea; however we dress it up in terms of new theories or ‘conceptions’ of equality. It will not be

\textsuperscript{23} I say ‘differentiation’ here rather than ‘discrimination’ because I take discrimination to be obviously wrong. Not all differentiation is wrong – only differentiation which is unfair.
possible, then, to solve any of the complicated issues that we discuss under the rubric of
equality by coming up with a better or more specific idea that is easier to apply. The solution
to equality’s puzzles requires sophisticated moral analysis and some issues will just be very
difficult to resolve at all in the foreseeable future. This is partly because we have to weigh up
competing concerns in our analyses of these problems. Preventing discrimination involves
limiting people’s freedom. This is not a reason to think basic equality clashes with freedom. It
is an illustration, however, of how various goals to achieve particular equalities may clash
with particular freedoms. Equality as a social policy goal can also clash with other values,
such as efficiency. There are often difficult choices to make here. When we move beyond the
prohibition of future acts of direct discrimination, however, things get even more complicated.

In chapter eight I note that recently a set of intractable issues has occupied us concerning the
propriety of differential treatment on grounds once thought to be only useful for those who
had discriminatory purposes. Our commitment to basic equality will make us want to respond
to the disadvantage caused by discrimination. When we do this by trying to prevent ‘indirect
discrimination’ we do not have to only contend with clashes between our goal of achieving
more equal outcomes for disadvantaged groups and concerns about freedom and efficiency.
We also have to consider the right of all affected parties, including the members of other
groups, to be treated as equals. The idea of indirect discrimination is a prominent one in
discrimination law theory. I think the essence of its ‘indirectness’ is that it is not done
intentionally. That does mean, as some have noted, that the idea extends the usual meaning of
‘discrimination’.

There is a tension between wanting to prevent the effects of unintentional ‘discrimination’
and not wanting to impose burdens on employers and others, who have not deliberately or
carelessly discriminated against anyone, which are not imposed on other members of society.
Any response to inadvertent indirect discrimination must not impose all the costs of dealing
with the effects of past discrimination on one group alone.

Affirmative action is perhaps the most intractable ‘equality issue’. Its relationship to our
commitment to basic equality is not straightforward. It is plausible, however, to see
affirmative action as a well intentioned response to the effects of earlier denials of basic
equality. On the other hand not all of the elements of a full argument to justify this form of
preferential treatment are convincing. In chapter nine I suggest that a forward looking justification for affirmative action which stresses the need to improve the present circumstances of its target group is the most promising candidate for our moral approval, although the issue of its fairness to some members of other groups is not quite resolved. The problem in broad terms is the same as the obstacle facing the justification of current remedies for indirect discrimination. Respect for the basic equality of those concerned is a crucial requirement for any justified preferential treatment of certain groups and we do not seem to be clear enough about the positive effects and costs of such policies to be able to prosecute them with much confidence. I make some suggestions about how, if we are to practise affirmative action at all, we may practise it in ways which match our best rationale for doing it. The debate about affirmative action is not over. It may be that the role basic equality plays in its justification will only become clearer once we understand better the role it plays in justifying ways of distributing goods generally.

Equality’s controversies are many. There are important topics that I do not deal with at all, or only make a few passing remarks about in this essay. That is because each of them is too large to be dealt with at once, along with all the others. The question of economic or distributional equality, for example, is of great importance. For many it denotes most or all that ‘equality’ means. But this explains why it, like gender equality, needs its own specialised treatment. There are also relatively new issues, or issues that have taken on a new urgency. Equality between nations is such an issue. As a moral principle, basic equality would seem to apply to the citizens of the world, but this is only slightly recognised in current national arrangements. These are just some of equality’s issues that need much more consideration.

Although my concern to understand equality is jurisprudential, as well as moral, I do not provide a summary or a systematic analysis of discrimination law. Works that do are among those which have attracted my critical attention although I do not mean to disparage them in general. They are attempting to do what is very difficult - state the law in a very confusing area of law. They would be easier to write and more satisfying to read if the law itself was less obscure.

When I do mention specific laws or cases it might seem that I have disproportionately chosen North American, particularly United States, examples. That is true, but only because that
region's cases are probably more well known, in jurisdictions around the world. To the charge that I am aiding and abetting jurisprudential imperialism I plead guilty. But there are mitigating circumstances. To the extent that so many countries adopt trends in North American human rights law or frame their own laws as revisions of the law of that region, that law inevitably serves as the logical starting point for discussion about affirmative action, indirect discrimination and so on. I also believe that those of us who are not North Americans find their discussions helpful because we really do, and should have, similar political and moral concerns. In particular I do not think basic equality is a worthwhile value in only some cultural settings. I think it has universal importance though its implications, like those of any value, might be different in different contexts.

There is much useful legal and political writing about equality issues but I think, particularly in jurisprudence, it is a good time to go back to the conceptual drawing board and think for a while about the fundamental nature of the value we are discussing. Much of what I want to say is in the form of a reminder rather than a discovery. Discourse on equality has become fragmented and once now isolated parts of it are reconnected both the unavoidable difficulties and the possibilities for new dialogue will be clearer.

Chapter II Why Should We Speak Of Equality?

Why Westen Thinks ‘Equality’ is Empty

Professor Westen’s thesis about equality is not just that there are many different views about how we should or should not be treated equally, although that is an obvious problem posed by the use of the concept. ‘Equality’ is also a vacuous concept because any rule we might choose to live by achieves equality in that everyone to whom the rule applies is treated equally, simply by being subject to the same rule. This follows, says Westen, from the very meaning of the word. By ‘equality’ he “mean[s] the proposition in law and morals that ‘people who are alike should be treated alike’ and its correlative, that ‘people who are unalike should be treated unalike’”.¹ In order to say anything about equality that is morally interesting, Westen argues, we will have to say which similarities or differences are morally relevant or, in the jurisprudential terms he uses, which rights people (or a certain group of people) should have. Once we know that, he says, we know that ‘equality’ is otiose, and this is why Westen wants us to stop talking about it.²

After a thorough and lengthy analysis of the idea of equality in general, in his book on the subject, Westen provides another definition of prescriptive equality, now in terms of the relevant differences: “[equality is] the comparative relationship that obtains among persons who are completely identical in relevant prescriptive respects”.³ As with his earlier definition, what is morally relevant is always another matter. Normative equality is just the formal aspect of having any moral or legal rule, Westen says. In itself it does not help us to decide what is to be done. Westen does not simply want to save us from pointless discussion using redundant terms. He also thinks rhetoric on equality can at times be misleading and manipulative when people fail to provide a full argument for a moral view or a particular policy, relying instead on the positive associations of the word ‘equality’. We can see this happening in the debate about affirmative action.

We are familiar with the argument made by opponents of that policy that there is a plain contradiction in holding that discrimination is wrong when black people or women, for

² Ibid 542.
example, are discriminated against but not wrong when white males are discriminated against. Advocates of affirmative action also often expound their justifications of that response to earlier negative discrimination in egalitarian terms. They argue that affirmative action provides ‘real equality of opportunity’, or, more optimistically, that it is a means of achieving ‘equality of outcomes’ between the different groups.

Professor Westen illustrates the elliptical use of ‘equality’ in affirmative action debates in the context of the dispute over whether affirmative action programmes are valid under the Equal Protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution. Westen argues that different conclusions about that follow from premises containing different views about what should be equal. He thinks the civil rights cases of the 1950s and 1960s, which were decided on the basis that blacks and whites are equal in some sense, did not have to decide in exactly what sense a black person was (prescriptively) equal to a white person, and that the controversy over affirmative action forced egalitarians to confront this issue.

The advent of preferential policies forced Americans to consider whether racial equality under the Constitution meant that no person, white or black, should ever be disadvantaged on grounds of race, or that no black person (and no person from any other community already disadvantaged by discrimination) should be disadvantaged on the grounds of race. Of course it is, as a matter of US Supreme Court jurisprudence, still not really clear what the US Constitution means for affirmative action. Westen’s point is that just being in favour of ‘equality’ will not in itself determine how we should think about remedial group preferences.

Westen thinks that this problem and others posed in terms of the, seemingly, contradictory or competing demands of equality, should be solved without reference to ‘equality’, which is really a quite unnecessary idea. His first (in the book length version of the thesis) of many illustrations of the redundancy of ‘equality’ is the wording of the proposed Equal Rights Amendment to the US Constitution which read as follows:

4 Ibid 269-270.
5 Ibid.
6 Grutter v Bollinger 539 US 306 (2003). This is the Court’s latest attempt. The judgment is as divided as ever.
Equality of Rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the national government or by the states on account of sex. 7

Westen thinks the word ‘equality’ in this formulation is superfluous because the authors may have made their point more concisely without it:

Rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the national government or by the states on account of sex.8

Just as he thinks that removing references to equality takes nothing away from statements about what is or is not morally relevant, Westen’s thesis is also that reliance on the language of egalitarianism will not, in itself, solve anything, morally speaking. His conclusion, that equality as a moral, legal and political idea is sometimes worse than ineffective, is disconcerting because many programmes for social reform have been proposed and undertaken in the name of equality. Discrimination on the grounds of race and gender, for example, have been and still are, high on the agenda of those seeking a more just society. It seems axiomatic to many that eradicating racism and sexism is something worth doing because we value equality. But even anti-discrimination rights, whose very purpose is to achieve equality in certain respects, and so, as Westen puts it “stand in a special relationship to equality”9 are not the whole of what equality is about and that whole is the much less interesting fact that all rights result in prescriptive equality.

It is central to Westen’s thesis that all rights, including anti-discrimination rights can be expressed without any reference to equality. In his discussion of anti-discrimination rights Westen notes two forms they can take:

F1: If persons in class X receive benefit B, then persons in class Y shall also receive benefit B or;

F2: If any persons in class X receive benefit B, then all persons in class X shall receive benefit B.10

As these examples show, we can express the essence of anti-discrimination rules in either of these formulations without any use of the term ‘equality’: “simply by specifying who the X’s are, who the Y’s are, and what the benefits B are”.11 If the concept is not even needed here, it

7 Westen Speaking of Equality, above n 3, xiii.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid 142.
10 Ibid 145.
11 Ibid.
may seem difficult to see where it is required. If its use can only lead to confusion about which standards are being recommended why refer to equality at all?

Waldron's Defence of Equality

Jeremy Waldron expresses the essence of Westen's view, in his review of Speaking of Equality, as follows:

The language of equality is a rhetorical cover under which political claims are advanced and contested; but it very seldom captures the substance of those political claims in any clear or interesting way.¹²

Professor Waldron agrees with the lexicological point that 'equality' is strictly redundant in the formulation of many rights. If we believe, for example, that all people should have votes of equal weight because all people are rational, rather than votes of unequal weight, weighted in accordance with their various formal educational achievements, we can just say “weight should be assigned to people’s votes on the basis of their rationality”.¹³ I think we will need to make it clear that by saying all people are rational we are not suggesting that all people are equally intelligent or wise, just that rationality itself is something we all (or almost all of us) share. But this is also not a point about equality; it is just a generalisation that we know is true.

In the same way Waldron notes that in a situation where the law allows public demonstrations but, de facto, only one racial group is allowed to protest, one does not have to talk about equality to explain what is wrong. The moral problem can be expressed simply by saying that the other group ought to be allowed freedom of expression and association.¹⁴ Waldron also accepts that Westen is right to say that his point is equally valid whether applied to discourse on “non-comparative standards” or talk about “comparative standards”. Waldron explains these terms:

A noncomparative standard is one that entitles each person to some good or liberty by virtue of possessing some feature or characteristic: “Anyone who is a citizen has the right to demonstrate peacefully.” If P and Q are both citizens, then P has the right to demonstrate (because P is a citizen) and Q has the right to demonstrate (because Q is a citizen). Although they both end up with a similar liberty, the equality or similarity is incidental. Q has a right to a liberty which is similar to that afforded P because Q, like P, is a citizen, not because it is important for Q and P to be treated the same. With

¹³ Ibid 1355.
¹⁴ Ibid 1356.
comparative principles, by contrast, what matters for a given person is the relation between what she gets and what others get. We usually think about voting this way. Since the value of someone's vote is the difference it makes in an election in which other people also cast their vote, anyone concerned to get a vote will be deeply interested in whether her vote has the same weight. The idea of a comparison matters here in a way that it does not matter in the case of the right to demonstrate. For the latter case, universalizability really does all the work that equality appears to do.15

Waldron accepts that even comparative principles do not necessarily involve a reference to equality. In terms of one of his examples I have mentioned, if we believe weight should be assigned to people's votes on the basis of their (common) rationality rather than on their various educational qualifications, we can express that, as I just have, without reference to 'equality'.16 Waldron also agrees that Westen's point is a good one even in relation to anti-discrimination laws, whether one is thinking of direct discrimination or indirect discrimination. Waldron discusses the example of height requirements in police force recruitment.

Where these are used they will have a 'disparate impact' on women because they are, on average, shorter. The result is an inequality in the treatment of women as compared to men just as it would be if a law directly discriminated against women by not allowing any woman to become a police officer. But that is not the end of the matter as a question of justice. We still have to ask whether there should be a height restriction policy for entry into the police force despite the consequent disadvantage suffered by female applicants. Is there a good reason for having this requirement which will result in proportionately fewer women in the police force of a jurisdiction that adopts it? Waldron appreciates that Westen has made this clear. But he bemoans the fact that Westen provides little help in ascertaining what the right and wrong principles of distribution are.17

In his discussion of what these might be Waldron finds a role for equality as a necessary, if not sufficient, condition for the appropriate principles. Here Waldron means the abstract egalitarian ideal identified above. Some principles of distribution do not show concern for everyone's interests and it is therefore natural to criticise these in terms of that 'basic' equality. In a later, expanded, version of this illustration Waldron18 notes that if we want tall police officers so they can be seen in a crowd or because they are more intimidating it cannot be objected that these concerns are sexist – that they do not take the needs of women into

15 Waldron 'The Substance of Equality', above n 12, 1356.
16 Ibid 1356.
17 Ibid 1358.
account. But if we wanted to have the height requirement because it supported macho values that would be a motivation that ignored the interests of women and would thus not be consistent with fidelity to basic equality.

Waldron illustrates the point again by discussing the failure of the Israeli government, during then recent attacks by Iraqi forces during the Gulf War, to distribute gas masks to those living in the Occupied Territories. Because gas masks were scarce the government gave priority to citizens. They might, of course, have employed other principles of priority. They could have, for example, given priority to emergency workers or to those most at risk. These two alternatives, unlike the decision to favour citizens over non-citizens, take everyone’s interests into account. If emergency workers are given priority in the distribution of gas masks it will not be because they are seen as more important, the point will rather be that they will be better able to help those affected by the attacks. Again if the most vulnerable are given the masks in a situation of scarcity the motivation is to give protection to those who need it most rather than to unfairly discriminate against other groups potentially affected.

Which of the alternatives to favouring citizens over non-citizens that Waldron suggests, is the best, is an open question. Waldron’s point is that equality of concern favours either of them over an option (such as giving the masks to citizens only) that does not take the interests of some people under threat seriously. Equality as a moral concept can thus be seen, Waldron argues, to play an important role in arguments about just distributions, at least to the extent that it rules out options that do not take every affected person’s right to be treated as an equal into account. Equality thus conceived is not a simple rule to apply to the sorts of social moral problems Westen and Waldron discuss; it is a “deep principle” which it seems natural to use when referring to the rejection of social attitudes and policies based on racism and sexism or any other denial of equal human worth.

19 Waldron “The Substance of Equality”, above n 12, 1360-1; BE, above n 18, 12.
20 Waldron “The Substance of Equality”, above n 12, 1363.
The Point of Talk about Equality

I think Waldron is right to say that Westen has overlooked this aspect of talk about equality. Westen’s analysis does not reach the abstract egalitarianism identified above as the principle that the interests of all affected persons must be taken into account when distributing social goods. There are, as we have seen, three strands to Westen’s thesis. First, although the word in itself does not mean different things in different contexts, equality is a relational concept. Unless it is obvious from the context we have to ask: equality of what? ‘Equality’ is like ‘freedom’ in that regard. We need to know in what respect a person or a group is free or wishes to be free before we can understand, or judge from a moral point of view, their freedom. We all approve of some equalities and freedoms and disapprove of others. This characteristic of the term ‘equality’ is particularly likely to produce semantic confusion because equality is a “virtue” word. It does not look good to be against it.

The second aspect of Westen’s thesis flows from this and is that unscrupulous or careless advocates of controversial distribution claims may realise that by justifying their positions in terms of equality per se, instead of identifying clearly what equality they want to achieve, they can put their opponents on the defensive. But this strategy is a sleight of hand as it ignores the fact that each equality produces its own inequality. If, for example, we approve of affirmative action because of equality (to achieve a more equal representation of certain groups in a particular prized social position) we must approve of the unequal treatment of all similarly qualified applicants who are not members of a currently targeted group. That inequality may be justified but we cannot have it both ways. So just being in favour of equality, in this sense, does not tell us what to do. Westen’s analysis is right to stress this. We often have to choose between the different actual distributional equalities that result from different choices about what people deserve. Waldron’s critique does not deny this but suggests that equality, in the sense of a belief in equal human worth, can help us to decide which specific equalities we wish to achieve. The result achieved thereby can, as Westen says, be expressed without reference to equality, but its justification may be, without redundancy, expressed in the language of equality.

22 Westen Speaking of Equality, above n 3, ch 11.
If the fact that equality is a relational term, coupled with its positive connotations, was all that Westen could say in favour of abandoning the idea we should also have reason to stop talking about other concepts which are vague when expressed at an abstract level and which are also at times applied in controversial ways and supported by incomplete practical reasoning. Talk about the idea of ‘freedom’, for example, is also, as already noted, vague if we do not specify who is to be free, from what and so on. ‘Freedom’ is a relational concept. That word also has positive connotations: people value freedom for themselves and others, but we do not always know what it is they want until we know which conception of freedom they are using and how they are applying it. And we do not always want people to have the freedom they desire any more than we want people who are not really equal in morally relevant respects to be treated equally. Westen himself makes this point:

Of course, equality is not the only form of normative discourse that lends itself to ambiguity. Claims of rights and freedoms can also be stated ambiguously. Thus, one cannot meaningfully assert a ‘right’ without specifying more or less precisely who is entitled to what from whom. No one can meaningfully assert a prescriptive ‘freedom’ without specifying more or less who ought to be unconstrained by what to do what.  

Many of the points Westen makes about equality are indeed also true of the general term ‘freedom’. The latter term enjoys positive connotations although it is not always, morally speaking, a good thing. ‘Freedom’ is not, strictly speaking, an evaluative term, anymore than ‘equality’ is. And yet it is sometimes used as if it is and in ways that do not literally specify who is to be free from what. That use is elliptical of course. If someone says, for example: “The East Timorese have won their freedom at last”, we will likely conclude the speaker means to applaud the fact that those people now have something like Isaiah Berlin’s “positive freedom”. That is to say, the speaker means that the East Timorese now have, as she thinks they should have had previously, the freedom to govern themselves as an autonomous people. Berlin compares and contrasts the notion of positive freedom with that of “negative freedom” by which he means the civil liberties people enjoy in a liberal state. If someone says:

“Citizens of America are free to criticise their political leaders” we will assume it is Berlin’s negative conception of freedom she is employing. In this example too the speaker will be

---

23 Ibid 268-269.
25 Ibid 122.
taken to be saying that the freedom under discussion is a good thing. But some may disagree. And these two notions of freedom may be confused (as Berlin was at pains to point out) and used in misleading or manipulative ways.

Moreover we sometimes have to choose between them, which we do, for example, when we decide whether to respect the sovereignty of a state which does not grant its citizens civil rights, and of course that choice cannot be made by resorting to the value of ‘freedom’ itself. We see then, limiting the discussion to the two types of freedom one author discusses in one essay, that at least some of the problems that Westen has identified in his analysis of talk about equality are not peculiar to that concept.

But Westen makes a third claim about equality. It is not just a tricky concept that we must use more carefully: it is an entirely unnecessary idea. We can clear up a lot of confusion and avoid obfuscation by saying what, or who, we want to make equal, and in what respect. But when we do, we will find we have no need for the word ‘equality’. Claims to rights, even the right not to be discriminated against, can be made without reference to equality. Westen compares the wording of the Equal Rights Amendment (referred to above) which does include the word ‘equality’ with that of the Nineteenth Amendment to the US Constitution which reads:

The right to vote shall not be abridged or denied by the national government or by the states on account of sex. 26

Referring to this right as the “equal right to vote”, would be semantically redundant says Westen.27 But when we ask, again, what the moral point of the Nineteenth Amendment is, the most obvious answer is that it expresses a commitment to the equal human worth of women and men. That is why rules of the sort expressed in the Nineteenth Amendment are thought to be, quite naturally, as much about equality as the particular right they express. Not just in the sense that they, like all rules, treat all people affected by them equally in terms of their content, but also in the prescriptive sense that they give effect to equality as a value, the value referred to by the term ‘basic equality’.

26 Westen Speaking of Equality, above n 3, 145.
27 Ibid.
The question remains, however, whether the essence of this abstract right to equality can itself be expressed without reference to ‘equality’. If Westen’s thesis passes this hurdle it might seem to have won the day. But that will only be so if the resulting formulation of the idea captures the essence of the value more naturally than the expression ‘basic equality’ or its other specifically egalitarian formulations. I think Westen can do the reduction but only trivially. The result is not a more efficient, clear or natural way of stating the value to which we are referring. Westen can say, by means of reduction, in response to the idea that the concerns or interests of affected persons should be taken into account equally in decisions of social distribution, that when making such distributions the only relevant criterion is personhood. The reduction is possible but pointless. The word ‘personhood’ in that formulation of the idea of basic equality suggests the very universality that ‘equality’ does.

It is, then, in no way redundant to use the word ‘equality’ to refer to the idea that everyone’s interests must be taken into account when distributing social goods. Indeed, it is the alternative which is straining. Westen’s point was supposed to be that the idea of equality was redundant, not that he could find technically adequate synonyms for the word. For the most part, as Waldron notes, Westen’s account says very little about equality in this more abstract sense. Westen comes closest to discussing the abstract notion of equal worth in a brief discussion of Ronald Dworkin’s well-known distinction between “equal treatment” and “treatment as an equal”.

Dworkin used the example of a parent who has two children suffering from the same disease but to different degrees. The one is dying from the disease while the other is merely uncomfortable. Equal treatment would be meted out if the one remaining dose of the required medicine were allocated by the flip of a coin. But this arbitrary method of deciding who gets the medicine would not treat the children as equals; as worthy of equal concern. Waldron concedes, rightly, that Westen is syntactically correct to say that Dworkin could just talk about a right to concern and respect owed to humanity as such, rather than a right to equal concern and respect. But the word ‘equal’ seems a natural one to use in our world where irrelevant distinctions between groups of people are so often made and where so many

political causes are concerned with fighting policies and practices of discrimination.\textsuperscript{30} And the concern and respect is owed to all humans because they are equals.

If equality is, as I think it is, a useful concept, then Dworkin’s distinction between equal treatment and ‘treatment as an equal’ is also useful because it helps us to get a sense of what is normatively important in talk about equality. In his example of the two sick children we see at once the unfairness, in this case, of equal treatment. To be fair, to do the right thing in this situation, requires not giving the children equal treatment. Giving the medicine to the child that needs it most treats the children as equals because it takes both their interests (which are different) seriously. That is what is normatively important. As Dworkin says:

This example shows that the right to treatment as an equal is fundamental, and the right to equal treatment, derivative. In some cases the right to treatment as an equal will entail a right to equal treatment, but not, by any means, in all circumstances.\textsuperscript{31}

Westen is correct to say that ‘as equals’ can, again, just mean treating people as those who happen to be governed by a certain rule.\textsuperscript{32} Dworkin’s formulation, however, is meant to be normative in a sense that ‘as equals’ need not always be. The children in his example should be, we think, treated unequally, not equally, and Westen is right to say that this is partly because they are not equals (in terms of their need for medicine and under any rule which pays proper attention to those needs). It is clear from the context in Taking Rights Seriously, however, that Dworkin is arguing for equal concern and respect and not for equality in the sense of the open formula of treating likes alike. I have argued that because this concern and respect is to be accorded on the basis of undifferentiated personhood it is not inappropriate and is indeed apposite to refer to it as ‘equal’ concern and respect and to acknowledge that this is what egalitarianism is, fundamentally.

Our commitment to basic equality gives us a moral reason to have a rule that human need should prevail in deciding which of the children in Dworkin’s example should get the medicine. Westen cites the following passage from HLA Hart as “the argument that the word ‘equal’ does not add anything to what Dworkin means by ‘concern and respect’”:

When it is argued that the denial to some of a certain freedom, say to some form of religious worship or to some form of sexual relations, is essentially a denial of equal concern and respect, the word ‘equal’ is

\textsuperscript{30} Waldron “The Substance of Equality”, above n 12, 1362.
\textsuperscript{31} Dworkin Taking Rights Seriously, above n 29, 227.
\textsuperscript{32} Westen Speaking of Equality, above n 3, 103.
playing an empty but misleading role. The vice of the denial of such freedom is not its inequality or unequal impact: if that were the vice the prohibition by a tyrant of all forms of religious worship or sexual activity would not increase the scale of the evil as in fact it surely would, and the evil would vanish if all were converted to the banned faith or to the prohibited form of sexual relationship. The evil is the denial of liberty or respect; not equal liberty or equal respect: and what is deplorable is the ill-treatment of the victims and not the relational matter of the unfairness of their treatment compared with others.  

This is a very interesting passage, worthy of study for what it suggests about the relationship between two important political values; but it should be noted that Hart is not here arguing to establish the redundancy of 'equality'; he merely wants to distinguish it from liberty (and perhaps other values, like respect). He is worried by Dworkin's imperial claims for 'equality', not the idea that equality, properly defined and limited, is a useful one. Hart does not believe equality is redundant: he simply wants to tame its ambition to be the political value from which all else flows. What he says next makes this apparent:

This becomes clear if we contrast with this spurious invocation of equality a genuine case of failure to treat men as equals in the literal sense of these words: namely literal double counting, giving the Brahmin or the white man two votes to the Untouchable's or the black man's single vote. Here the single vote given to the latter is indeed bad just because the others are given two; it is, unlike the denial of a religious or sexual freedom, a genuine denial of equality of concern and respect, and this evil would vanish and not increase if the restriction to a single vote were made universal.  

So Hart's point is not Westen's. Westen would not want us to complain about the racism of the constitutional arrangements in Hart's examples by talking about 'equality'. Hart is quite happy to do that and his phrase "to treat men as equals" seems quite clearly to denote basic equality. We do not respect this fundamental and abstract equality; we fail to take all affected person's interests into account, if we deny people the right to an equal vote on account of the colour of their skin. Hart does not want to abandon the idea of equality: he is applying it. He is merely taking a position on the relationship between equality and other political values. His comment that "equality" is playing an "empty and misleading role" must be understood in its context; that of Hart's argument against understanding infringements of liberty as breaches of equality. Hart also thinks that "respect" is a separate value - "[t]he evil is the denial of liberty or respect; not equal liberty or equal respect". It is of course, at some level, but what Dworkin means by "concern and respect" in the phrase "equal concern and respect" appears to be quite abstract. The whole notion seems to be one of equality in the abstract sense whose usefulness I have endorsed.

---

34 See below, ch VI.
35 Hart “Between Utility and Rights”, above n 33, 845.
Westen’s focus has been the accurate observation that calls for equal treatment often beg the question. Equal treatment is not always justified. But the requirement that people should be treated as equals helps to determine whether it is or is not in a particular instance. The scope of Westen’s analysis will not generate this insight. The belief that all people count, and matter equally, is not empty or tautological. But that belief cannot be derived, without more, from the idea that equals should be treated equally and unequals should be treated unequally. The Aristotelian idea of equality that Westen works with does not entail modern egalitarianism. Aristotle did not think that we are all equal or that we should all be treated with equal concern and respect. And his ‘likes should be treated alike’ formula does not force him to think that. It does not compel him to accept any specific judgment about who should or should not be treated equally, and it was not intended to compel any such conclusion. His response to the query he phrased about the equality that should be assigned to equals – “equals and unequals - yes; but equals and unequal in what?” — is not the modern egalitarian one which denies that only some kinds of people count.

The idea of the fundamental equality of all persons, which appears to be implicit in modern political philosophy is, on the other hand, a clear affirmation that everyone’s interests and concerns must be taken into account. It would be wrong to conclude, therefore, that because use of the idea of equality can be vague or elliptical it is unnecessary and has no useful role in jurisprudential discourse or political philosophy. The meaning of equality as a fundamental commitment to equal human worth is clear, though abstract. It is an abstract principle that can be used to justify the allocation of rights and goods in society. Its application will at times be controversial and sometimes relatively straightforward.

In deciding which policies and practices are consistent with that value, it is true, however, that questions will have to be answered about what should, in another sense of the word, be equal and what should not be equal. Questions like: if we respect the fundamental equality of all persons does that entail the equalisation of income? Or the rejection of all policies that take race into account, directly or indirectly? And so on. These questions still need to be answered and they are questions about equality, though, as I said, they are questions about a different application of that word; its use in Rawls’s first category of equality: “as it is invoked in connection with the distribution of certain goods.”

Specific prescriptions of equality or inequality of treatment are often discussed in confusing and misleading ways because, as Westen says, even at this level ‘equality’ has positive connotations and ‘inequality’ negative ones. But equal treatment and different treatment both require justification. Neither is automatically warranted. That ‘equality’ in the abstract sense of ‘basic equality’ can supply part of that justification is surely part of the reason why things so often get muddled when we speak of equality – we do not always identify which sense of the word we mean. But that is a solution, as Waldron points out, to the puzzles that Westen identifies, that he fails to recognise and that is because he does not recognise the meaning of ‘equality’ suggested here. Basic equality, or in Rawls’s terms “equality as it applies to the respect which is owed to persons irrespective of their social position”, is not empty. It has a content: the respect which is owed to all by virtue of their personhood, the consideration, in the realm of policy making, of the interests of all affected persons. Equality in this sense is not just the requirement of consistency. It is not satisfied by a policy or practice that is equally harsh to all concerned. Consistency is a requirement of good moral thinking of course. But it cannot on its own justify the requirement that everyone’s interests should be taken into account. An elite might consistently not do that. Basic equality does require that and the fundamental role it plays in modern political philosophy should make us wonder why more has not been written about it and about why we accord it such pride of place in our social and legal theory.

Waldron asks this question when he notes that while a lot has been written about equality as an aim very little has been written about “the basic equality of all humans as a premise or assumption of moral and political thought”. He offers what he says are tentative remarks in his interesting essays but thinks there is still more to be said about this. Similarly Louis Pojman thinks that recent justifications for equality as a sine qua non of political philosophy that have been offered are not convincing and leave basic equality unjustified despite widespread, almost universal, reliance on it as an axiom of modern political philosophy. Waldron and Pojman’s point should give us pause I think. We should have some idea at least why what we take to be axiomatic in political theory is valuable. I will argue that we can, as long as we accept that embracing basic equality can only be justified as part of the adopting of
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a coherent set of ethical commitments, chosen by us, the purpose of which is to enhance our communal life in the circumstances in which we find ourselves. I will agree with the non-cognitivist school of metaethics that no argument will show that equality's rejection is wrong in the way that a mistaken view about some scientific fact might be shown to be wrong but that does not mean we choose our moral systems (including our commitment to basic equality) arbitrarily, we choose them for the purpose just noted and our arguments about their respective merits are therefore quite sensible.

In discussions of equality's merits it is often asked why we take to be equal, creatures, human beings, who are so different from each other in so many respects. I think it is true that for basic equality to make sense we must think that humans are alike in some fundamental way or ways. Even if, however, we do believe that people are basically alike, so that a commitment to basic equality is not peculiar, we must accept that this does not make it 'right' in the sense that we are right to believe the earth is not flat. This is because ethics is a practical matter. Knowledge of right and wrong is "a matter of knowing how to act, when to withdraw, whom to admire, more than knowing that anything is the case". Basic equality is not unique in this respect. We cannot point to any facts or sequence of reasoning which demonstrate that its rejection is necessarily irrational. Morality does have a purpose however, and its point allows us to assess the respective merits of different ethical attitudes. Our ethical views must make sense as attempts to improve our circumstances in a less than perfect world. Basic equality makes sense, first, because its rejection in the form of group prejudices is grounded on differences which are often imaginary or misunderstood. Human beings, as individuals, also share important characteristics and the recognition of this makes sense of our commitment to basic equality.

If we tried to implement a more objectively based elitism grounded in our individual differences we would not only find it to be impractical; we would also be hard pressed to justify the harshness and exclusiveness of a system that did not even pretend to be devoted to the common good. It makes more sense to note the ways in which humans are equal, the important fact of our interdependence, and the opportunities for a richer communal life made possible by a commitment to basic equality.

Chapter III Why Do We Value Basic Equality?

Introduction

The 'basic equality' identified here and found not to be redundant is an important value in modern political philosophy. I began by citing just some of the contemporary writers who stress this. But what establishes its importance? It is true, as Will Kymlicka puts it, that:

If a theory claimed that some people were not entitled to equal consideration from the government, if it claimed that certain kinds of people just do not matter as much as others, then most people in the modern world would reject that theory immediately.¹

That the equal consideration of the interests of persons acts as a constraint on our political ends is widely accepted. There are of course modern political programmes that are clearly not egalitarian. The policies of Nazism or Apartheid, the lack of concern for non-citizens shown by the Israeli government during the Gulf War discussed by Waldron, and the ongoing restriction of civil, political and socio-economic rights of women in some countries are examples of policies that fail this test. Although basic equality does not, of itself, tell us everything about what should replace Nazism or apartheid or patriarchy, it does rule out every policy option, and so these too, that treats some people as less worthy of consideration than others.

But what justifies the rejection of political theories that deny the right to concern and respect to all persons? Why must all political ends, including each equality of end, respect basic equality as a constraint? Why do we think that equality in this sense is non negotiable if we are to do good political philosophy? We may think we can dispense with the views of those who lived in very different times and had very different worldviews. And we may just choose not to take modern racists and other contemporary inegalitarian thinkers seriously. But that would be to leave something that we take to be axiomatic in our political philosophy unjustified.

As Jeremy Waldron reminds us, in context, philosophy does not rest just because of unanimous consent to some conclusion:

¹ Will Kymlicka Contemporary Political Philosophy (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1990) 4-5.
We are all agreed that the sun will rise tomorrow in the east, but that is not a reason to stop discussing problems like induction, causation, the regularity of nature, and the reality of the external world. Indeed it is one of the marks of philosophy to continue investigation into an issue long after everyone else has reached agreement about it for practical purposes and gone home to play backgammon.²

Many political and legal philosophers do just make the assumption of basic equality and then move on to work out the implications of a commitment to that value. And they might do that just because basic equality is taken to be so fundamental to our social thinking but of course it need not be and that means there is justificatory work to be done.

Basic equality is a prescriptive belief; it is not in itself a description of how humans are, in fact, the same; although it might be thought to depend on such a belief. It is often noted that we maintain a belief in basic equality despite enormous factual differences between individual human beings. Pojman and Westmoreland, for example, put the matter well:

It is an empirical fact that human beings are unequal in almost every way. They are of different shapes, sizes, and sexes, different genetic endowments, and different abilities. From the earliest age, some children manifest gregariousness, others pugnacity, some pleasant dispositions, others dullness and apathy. Take any characteristic you like: whether it be health, longevity, strength, athletic prowess, sense of humour, ear for music, intelligence, social sensitivity, ability to deliberate or do abstract thinking, sense of responsibility, self discipline or hormonal endowment (e.g. levels of testosterone and endorphins) and you will find vast differences between humans, ranging from very high amounts of these traits to very low amounts.³

These factual differences, which I assume most people would accept are real enough at least when understood as individual differences (and not as, for example, biological differences between racial groups), can be seen as an embarrassment for both basic equality and for equality as a policy aim or goal. Egalitarian policies designed to get around or even mitigate these factual human differences may provoke charges of hubris. The accusation may be fair or unfair and that will partly depend on what basic equality dictates.

Differences among humans also make us think about justifications for basic equality though. If we had, as humans, nothing or little in common with each other it would be odd to think of ourselves as one another’s equals. Odd in the way it would be queer to think of ourselves as the equals of trees. Of course it does not follow from the variation in the human range that we have nothing in common. What people who do not believe in basic equality usually do, however, is rely on real or supposed differences. A clear expression of this sort of view, held

by the early twentieth century philosopher Hastings Rashdall, is cited by Waldron. Rashdall wrote:

 Individuals, or races, with higher capacities (i.e. capacities for a higher sort of Well-being) have a right to more than merely equal consideration as compared to those of lower capacities. 

Rashdall’s view is not, as Waldron notes, utilitarian. Rashdall does not justify giving more consideration to “individuals or races with higher capacities” because he thinks that will benefit everyone, including ‘lesser’ human beings: he just does not think that those he designates lesser beings count or at least not as much. As Waldron puts it, Rashdall’s view “imports inequality into the very foundation of moral and political argument” while basic equality entails that “[m]oral argument ranges over the good of all human beings, and that range does not admit of any further fundamental divisions.” Rashdall clearly wanted to exclude certain groups from equality’s protection.

We reject Rashdall’s views on race; we think he is just wrong on this. There are no races (whatever ‘race’ might mean after a thorough critique of the idea) with “higher capacities” in some intrinsic sense, that we know of, although history does of course leave some groups worse off on the whole, including their preparedness for certain tasks. We also now reject the view that one sex is in some sense or senses a higher or even fundamentally different form of life than the other. Whatever the differences between the sexes may be they are not, in our view, of the kind that make one a more valuable sort of human being than the other. Differences between the sexes like physical strength, the ability to give birth to offspring and biological or even psychological differences related to these are all things we may sometimes need to take into account when deciding how to treat people but they are not rational grounds on which to discriminate against people. We are, though, still left with the issue of individual differences between people.

The differences between individual humans are great as the nice collection of examples given by Pojman and Westmoreland cited above reminds us. They are not all of the same kind and that fact will be relevant at the level of deciding policy. Some were unfairly caused by our
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social structures and some of these in turn (though not all) may be corrected by new ones or better applications of old policies. Some of the differences again are just a matter of genetic or social luck but we might want to argue that that should not influence an individual’s chance to have a good life or, more cautiously, at least commit ourselves to avoid discriminating against the less fortunate. Some of the differences between us that might be relevant when thinking about the appropriate way to treat people, for example things like physical and mental well being, are even chosen in the sense that often we might have taken better care of ourselves. In this last case we also want to avoid discriminating against people who are, to some extent at least, authors of their own misfortune and we might still want to do more than that to ameliorate their circumstances. Our moral response to all three kinds of differences will not be unanimous. There are of course different views about how to respond to each of these factual inequalities. But those I have just mentioned are all prima facie consistent with a commitment to basic equality.

Is that commitment justified if we, as individuals, are so different? While it is possible to refute the racist and to demonstrate that he or she is at least often guilty of bad faith, it is not possible to deconstruct all of our individual differences. Why then do we choose to think of each other as equals? Why do we think it is right to say:

“I am as good as anybody else; I may not be as clever or hardworking as you are, but I am as good as you are.”

Range Properties

We are different in many ways of course but we also have much in common. What we have in common we may not, of course, have in equal amounts. It is useful to think of the thing or things that make us like other people as “range properties”. Jeremy Waldron defines this idea, which he takes from John Rawls:

RP: R is a range property if it is a binary or non-scalar property (one either has it or one does not) which applies to a class of items that may also be understood in a scalar way, i.e. in terms of a scale measuring the degree to which an item possesses the associated scalar property S.
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We recognise a common moral capacity, for example, or we may focus on our nature as rational beings. We may all have these range properties but because they are range properties we do not all have them, or need to have them, to the same degree. We have them in the way that a particular city may be just as much in a certain state in America as another city is, although the first is near the border and the second in the middle of the state.\(^{11}\)

Cases like those of the infant or the cognitively disabled person do not have to be seen as extremes on an artificially extended range.\(^{12}\) Some people have little of what we usually take to be characteristic of humans. Infancy is a notorious topic in this regard. But children have the potential to become fully human: of course we never say they are not human. One can therefore, agree with the suggestion Waldron takes from John Locke, that very young children will become our equals because they will, all being well, become like us more fully as they mature. I think Waldron rightly rejects, therefore, Peter Singer’s worry that we cannot find the relevant difference between a human infant and an adult non human primate.\(^{13}\) And we can think of the severely disabled as victims of a tragic loss of their capacities, as we of course do, rather than as a different sort of being. As Stanley Benn says in the context of cognitive disability:

> For if someone is deficient in this way, he is falling short of what, in some sense, he ought to have been, given the species to which by nature he belongs; it is, indeed, to be deprived of the possibility of fully realising his nature. So where the mental limitations of the dog can be amusing, without lapse of taste, those of an imbecile are tragic and appalling.\(^{14}\)

I do not mean to suggest that these special cases do not raise particular, and very complex, issues of their own. They do require separate, special, treatment and I do not engage in that here. I do think, though, that the points made by Locke and Benn that I have cited here suggest a way to understand why we feel that children and cognitively disabled people share a common humanity with us. But Rawls did not think that the idea of a range property per se covered such cases.\(^{15}\)

For the usual range of human condition philosophers have relied on different aspects of our shared humanity as the appropriate range property which makes us deserving of equal
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concern. Rawls himself, whose *Theory of Justice* is premised on basic equality takes it to be
the common human capacity for moral personality.\(^{16}\) Moral persons are capable of having a
conception of their good and of having a sense of justice. This is what makes us moral equals,
in Rawls’s view.

But why choose this capacity? Waldron suggests that from a moral point of view we may be
more inclined to focus on common *needs*. It might seem odd to think that our capacity to be
moral is what entitles us to consideration when moral calculations are done.\(^{17}\) It is true, on the
other hand, that morality is a joint enterprise and those beings with whom we share the range
property of moral capacity are also those with whom we can have common moral
understandings and commitments and form a moral community. That does not mean we have
no moral duties with respect to non-human animals but they will be different, sometimes,
from our duties in respect of humans. (We should, in some suitable way, care about the
wellbeing of animals but our moral concern for them need not extend to considerations about
capacities they do not have.)

We often deny basic equality by limiting the exercise of peculiarly human capacities. In
particular we often impose our conception of the good on others in ways that cannot be
justified as expressions of genuine concern for them. This denies their status as equals. The
nomination of the range property ‘moral capacity’ as a candidate for explaining why we think
of our ourselves as equals need not be motivated simply by a concern not be judged by those
who can judge us. It can instead be a recognition of a special human capacity, the suppression
of which is an injury to anyone who is denied the right to develop and express it.

There are of course other range properties we could choose from. We might think it more
appropriate to focus on people’s needs and (more generally) capacities. It is important, as
Waldron notes, to choose not just any range property or properties but one(s) that will explain
our commitment to basic equality and what that requires.\(^{18}\) It is not necessary to choose just
one range property as the property that makes us equals. Our moral capacity, human
intelligence and similar set of needs may all contribute to a collection of range properties that
make us equals.

\(^{16}\) Ibid 505-510.

\(^{17}\) See *BE*, above n 2, 63.

\(^{18}\) *BE* above n 2, 55-56.
Metaethical Considerations

Even if we think we can show that humans are equal in this more complex sense, though, the question still remains: what moral conclusion can we draw from this? Despite the plain evidence of differences between individual human beings we may think that there are appropriate range properties which make us equal in at least that sense. I think in this we are on the right track. But what can we infer from that, ethically speaking? Can we simply argue that because we are alike we should be treated alike, in the general sense of having our interests taken into account along with everyone else’s? If we do, are we not proceeding from an ‘is’ to an ‘ought’, inferring values from facts, without providing a reason for doing this?19

The idea expressed in the slogan ‘no ought from an is’ is that nothing about how things should be follows from facts about the way things are. At least they do not as a matter of logic. It does not follow, for example, from the fact that kicking a dog causes the dog pain that we should not kick it. What is missing is our moral opinion that causing pain to dogs in this way is wrong. We are, of course, normally quite happy just to say ‘don’t do that, you are hurting the dog’, but that expression is elliptic. What is missing is a moral proposition to the effect that causing hurt to animals in this way is wrong. The is/ought distinction has many detractors but it is difficult to see why anyone would not want to be able to distinguish, generally, between how things are and how they ought to be.

I think it is not easy to avoid metaethical questions here precisely because basic equality is such a fundamental part of our social morality. It is not an application of a more general ethical theory (whose own ultimate justification we might postpone). So it cannot be read off our prior commitment to a yet more fundamental ethical idea. Jeremy Waldron makes this point in terms of the connection between basic equality and utilitarianism. He chides Isaiah Berlin for thinking that basic equality might be defended on utilitarian grounds. This is confused, Waldron notes, because the maxim “every man to count for one, nobody for more than one” which Berlin thinks could be defended on utilitarian grounds, is itself one of utilitarianism’s axioms.20 Indeed one of the many current critiques of that system of social

19 The most famous source of the distinction between “is” and “ought” in moral philosophy is L A Selby Bigge (ed) David Hume A Treatise of Human Nature (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1888) III i 1.
ethics is the charge that utilitarianism does not treat people as equals.\textsuperscript{21} Equality is thus used both to argue for, and against, utilitarianism: it cannot be the product of that ethical system.\textsuperscript{22} The most celebrated political theory of the twentieth century is in the same boat. John Rawls’s theory of justice, ‘justice as fairness’, is premised on basic equality – hence the need to justify that belief after setting out the basic theory.\textsuperscript{23} Contractarian theories in general obey basic equality’s injunction to include the concerns of all affected persons in ethical decision making. The contract is meant to be one made by equals.

Asking what basic equality is itself based on, therefore, a large part of asking what modern political philosophy is based on. And the answer to that question is, for some: nothing really. It might just be a commitment we choose to have. Margaret McDonald has written:

Value utterances are more like records of decisions than propositions. To assert that ‘Freedom is better than slavery’ or ‘All men are of equal worth’ is not to state a fact but to choose a side. It announces This is where I stand.\textsuperscript{24}

This noncognitivist approach which originated, in modern moral philosophy, in David Hume’s thesis, just mentioned, that no ‘ought’ can be deduced from an ‘is’ threatens to leave us where we started; with no reason for believing in equality, although equality would then be no worse off than liberty, or kindness or any other moral commitment.

We do give reasons, though, when we argue for or against basic equality. Our arguments are usually about the facts concerning the ways in which human beings differ and are the same. The observation that these debates are usually about the facts of the matter would not surprise a non-cognitivist like Alfred Ayer. He thought that moral argument could only really be about the facts of the matter or the logic of applying principles consistently. We could only have a ‘moral’ debate if we were already in agreement about the moral issue concerning which itself there could be no real discussion; since moral statements are not propositions but expressions of approval.\textsuperscript{25}


\textsuperscript{22} We should be clear here that we are talking about basic equality. Equality as a policy aim in various areas could of course be inspired by utilitarianism. One might think, as some have, that income disparity should not be too great because the notion of marginal utility tells us that increases in income produce more welfare at the lower end of the socio-economic scale.

\textsuperscript{23} Rawls \textit{A Theory of Justice}, above n 15, 504.

\textsuperscript{24} Margaret McDonald “Natural Rights” (1947) reprinted in Jeremy Waldron (ed) \textit{Theories of Rights} (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1984) 35, cited in BE, above n 2, 42.

It is not quite true that our moral commitments are lined up in advance of any factual discussion. Our attitudes, including our moral attitudes, change during discussions about the facts. But I agree they are not to be inferred from the facts.

So how could we respond, then, to someone who agreed that we are alike in the way or ways we agree matter but who refuses nonetheless to embrace basic equality? Such an opponent would not be the usual anti-equality advocate of course. The usual sort, like Hastings Rashdall, do not agree, as a matter of fact, that we are each other's equals. They usually do agree with the human rights advocate about what is important (rationality, moral capacity, structure of needs etc) but disagree with us about whether people of colour or women or some other group of people have those attributes. As Bernard Williams notes, the racist does not usually rest his case with “but they are black”: “black” is normally a proxy for a deficiency of attributes the racist agrees with us are important. And racists are not done with finding differences of course. But they are not usually arguing with us about whether, if we were equal in the ways they think we are not, we should treat each other as equals.

The non-cognitivist position stresses, though, that whether or not we agree about descriptive equality, the facts of the matter will never be enough to show that basic equality is a good thing. In the end it is something we have to choose. The racist might want to live by a principle of discrimination even if she agrees with us that other races are not different to her own in the way that racial science proclaimed. Bernard Williams may want to say:

The principle that men should be differentially treated in respect of welfare merely on grounds of their colour is not a special sort of moral principle, but (if anything) a purely arbitrary assertion of will...

But it is a norm racists can adopt if they so choose. The reasoning they may use to justify their position may be so bad, though, that we do not need to take it seriously.

I think that non-cognitivism is right to insist we have to choose our norms. Here it is right to insist that the rightness of our commitment to basic equality cannot be inferred from any descriptive equality. But that does not mean we cannot have reasons for our commitment to
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basic equality. We can, though not the kind of reasons that we want in order to see if something is the case as a matter of fact. I do not think accepting non-cognitivism means that we cannot give any reasons for our value commitments. Even Ayer, the arch non-cognitivist I referred to just now, did not think that our moral views were simply a matter of taste like a love of ice-cream is:

This [his emotivist theory of ethics] does not mean that we have to regard every moral standpoint as equally correct. In holding a moral principle, one regards it as valid for others besides oneself, whether they think so or not. In cases where they do not think so, it will depend on their circumstances whether one judges that they are unenlightened or morally at fault. What has to be admitted is that there is no way of proving that they are mistaken. The most that one can do is argue ad hominem. One may be able to show that their principles are inconsistent, or that they are based on factual assumptions which are false, or that they are the product of bad reasoning, or that they lead to consequences which their advocates are not prepared to stand by [hence all the ethical argumentation which proceeds reductio ad absurdum]30.

The fact that we do reason about ethical matters and that that reasoning can make or not make sense explains why we do not have to accept just any old moral conclusion and are suspicious of moral opinions that just announce themselves ex cathedra. I think that is something like the point just referred to that Bernard Williams is making about the strange racists who would base their views on colour alone. They have no reasons that make any sense. They are a bit like the person in G E M Anscombe's example of someone who gathered together all the green books in his house and laid them out on the roof and explained his action by saying he had no special reason to behave like this. He just felt like it.31 Some ends that humans might adopt just do not make any sense, in our world.

We do give reasons for our practical conclusions, including our moral conclusions when pressed. 'This is just the way we do it' sounds more like a confession of laziness than a thoughtful contribution to moral thinking. To be taken seriously our reasons must make sense but that of course leaves room for much disagreement. There is no bedrock on which all our ethical reasoning rests but we do give reasons, our ethical commitments are not invented arbitrarily.

At least much modern political theorising, and practical ethicizing about equality and other social ideals, seems to proceed on these non-cognitivist assumptions. It does this by weighing up various intuitions or accepted principles and teasing out their consequences and the

revealing of the assumptions behind them. We ask whether if we believe in liberty we can believe in equality as well. And what sense of ‘equality’ might conflict with which sense of ‘liberty’? And whether these ideals enhance ‘community’ or are compatible with the efficiency needed to exploit and preserve our environment. There is not much in the way of providing proofs for basic axioms. Foundationalism has receded because ethical scepticism hovers in the meta-ethical background.

It might be that instead a coherentialist approach is at least implied in much modern political thought. We examine each other’s positions for internal consistency. Assuming the importance of a cluster of values we ask: does this theory, which implies a commitment to equality of some sort, pay enough attention to the needs of women or disabled people or poor nations? Does that approach, which stresses the rights of peoples to determine their destinies place enough stress on the protection of the autonomy of individuals?

But coherence by itself is not enough to ensure that our moral thinking is the best it can be. Louis Pojman, after dismissing some recent attempts to justify basic equality, opines: “[i]f an egalitarianism [sic] rights theory is to succeed, my guess is that it will be a coherentalist theory...”32 But after rejecting an example of that approach, that of the Marxist egalitarian Kai Nielsen, Pojman qualifies his confidence in coherence by noting two problems. No convincing coherentialist account has been produced yet. The second objection is seemingly more damning:

Coherentist justifications in general are subject to the criticism of not tying into reality. A Nazi world view, a religious fundamentalist theology, and Nielsen’s Marxist egalitarianism, not to mention fairy tales, are all coherent and internally consistent, but no more than one of these mutually incompatible world views can be correct.33

One can entertain serious doubts about the coherence or internal consistency of some of these world views I would have thought. Be that as it may. The consequences of living by these different world views will be different. And that will help us choose between them. But only because of other values we want to uphold, so the point is taken: coherence is not enough.

Coherence is important, but as Simon Blackburn notes:
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It [coherence] should not blind us to other virtues. As well as coherence, there are maturity, imagination, sympathy, and culture. An immature, unimaginative, unsympathetic, and uncultivated ethic might be quite coherent...34

We might focus too much on a too narrow range of values, as fundamentalists of all sorts often do, which is internally coherent but ignores important concerns of others. Coherence is important. An ethic which used the other ingredients Blackburn mentions well would still have to be coherent – as any theory must. But even when they are, and all these other things are respected, ethical assessments still do not seem grounded in the way that natural science is.

But though it does not follow, as a matter of logic, from the fact that we are equal in some way or ways that we should treat one another as equals, there is, I think, some kind of connection between the ‘is’ and the ‘ought’ here. Even if we cannot prove that everyone should join our egalitarian consensus we can argue that it makes sense. It is a bit odd, although not logically incorrect, for one to agree that humans are alike in some fundamental non-scalar sense or senses, and then turn one’s back on prescriptive equality, if one wants to be moral at all. It may be an open question, as G E Moore famously put it,35 whether the facts about anything authorise our adopting, as a matter of logic, any view about what is good. But we probably need our notion of descriptive equality, expressed here in terms of the Rawlsian idea of range properties, to make sense of prescriptive equality. Possibly because one supervenes on the other.36

In his recent book on John Locke’s theory of equality Jeremy Waldron discusses, in the context of John Locke’s theologically based theory of human equality, the difference between prescriptive equality supervening on descriptive equality and the former being an implication of the latter. Locke himself did not believe, Waldron explains, that one could argue from the relevant factual similarity (corporeal rationality being the key thing for Locke) to the value of normative equality. Locke just realised, as we usually do, that there clearly seems to be some connection between the fact that there are beings who are alike in an important way and the

34 Simon Blackburn Ruling Passions (Oxford University, Oxford, 1998) 310. This book is a major recent non-cognitivist treatise which also provides a very useful grounding in modern moral theory. The alternatives to ‘expressivism’, the term Blackburn uses in place of the older term ‘non-cognitivism’, are very well expounded and analysed.
36 See Waldron, God Locke and Equality, above n 20, 69.
commitment to treating them all as equals.\textsuperscript{37} The idea of supervenience in ethical theory means: "the requirement that moral judgments supervene, or are consequential upon natural facts".\textsuperscript{38} The supervenience thesis holds that two states of affairs could not be identical in their natural aspects but differ morally. But that is consistent with accepting that the moral evaluation itself is not determined by the natural state of affairs. Different evaluators will, of course, sometimes assess the same situation differently. Getting the 'ought' of basic equality from the 'is' of some specified factual human equality makes sense but the former is not implied by the latter.

The, at least plausible, connection between descriptive and prescriptive equality which we can think of in terms of the supervenience idea, explains why most of the debates we have and have had about equality are about how we are or are not the same in what we think are morally relevant ways. We often assume that if we can show that the purported difference is imaginary our opponents will agree that the treatment we are concerned about was discriminatory. Political movements seeking greater equality have generally argued in this way. And their racist, sexist or homophobic opponents usually respond by justifying their unfair practices and policies by reference to alleged significant differences which make one group, in their view, inferior to others.

The facts are on the side of the basic egalitarian here and in terms of individuals we can justify our commitment to basic equality by relying on the range property idea. But because there is no logical connection between our sameness (or our differences) and adopting any value we must allow that others might prefer to focus on the individual differences themselves – the different points we occupy on the ranges. In terms of those we are not equal. Why should our social ethics not supervene on that fact?

\textsuperscript{37} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{38} Simon Blackburn \textit{Spreading the Word} (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1984) 220. 'Natural' here is not the opposite of 'supernatural'. The theory of supervenience is not metaphysically fussy. The 'natural fact' that inspires a commitment to basic equality, for example, could, for the purposes of the supervenience requirement, be that we are all made in the image of God, although that would make the argument a lot more complicated.
The Ethics of Superiority

Louis Pojman thinks “the empirical and theoretical data we have count against the notion of equal worth”\(^\text{39}\). Pojman means these individual differences between human beings. He appears to think focussing on these makes more sense than relying on the factual equality of humans Rawls points to in his range property idea. But why should these individual differences make us think there is no reason to adopt basic equality as a norm? Why should our differences in physical strength, intelligence, wisdom or foresight lead us to think it would be better not to adopt that principle? Pojman says: “[e]mpirically, it looks like Churchill, Gandhi, and Mother Teresa have more value than Jack- the- Ripper or Adolf Hitler”\(^\text{40}\). They do in a way, but only in the sense that they made a more positive contribution to our moral environment. The other two belonged in jail because of the threat they together represented to prostitutes, Jews and world peace. But why does it follow from that that moral argument should not have to consider their good? Moral argument may have justified killing Hitler during the war but it could have done that while still not discounting his interests (to not be tortured gratuitously if caught alive for example) entirely. Even more so it is not clear why moral argument should not equally consider the good of Einstein and someone else not as clever as he was.

Larry Alexander notes that it is controversial whether all biases, against persons, are wrong:

> Many believe that all persons deserve equal concern and respect, but many others believe that the morally virtuous deserve more concern and respect than the morally vicious. For this group, a bias in favour of the virtuous and against the vicious is not only morally permissible but morally required.\(^\text{41}\)

But I do not see how a bias in favour of anyone, in the sense that we could see some as intrinsically more worthy than others, could be justified simply because they are more virtuous. That of course is not to say that we should not be biased in favour of their virtue itself and against the viciousness of others. And that bias will require us to treat people differently. As I said it may even require us to imprison them or take their lives in defence of others. What more could be required from those who think the virtuous deserve more than equal concern and respect? Should we discriminate between the morally superior and the

\(^{39}\) Ibid.
\(^{40}\) Pojman “Are Human Rights Based on Equal Worth?”, above n 32, 621.
morally less accomplished in the same way that some have discriminated in favour of whites and against blacks?

If we are convinced of the similarity of our human condition, which Rawls expresses in terms of the range property idea, why do individual differences justify the denial of basic equality? I think they do not. Such a denial makes no sense, first, because it is not practical. Historical examples of elitism based on groups had one advantage over a more careful rejection of basic equality, one based on the different estimation of the worth of individuals. They were much more practical. A society which accorded rights on a differential basis according to individual differences would be completely unworkable. Of course racial classification under apartheid, for example, was ultimately incoherent, but it worked, more or less, at least for a while. It worked because the groups were more or less identifiable and not so many as to necessitate the countless bureaucratic distinctions that would be necessary if almost everyone (or everyone at the same point on a continuum of, say, intelligence scores) constituted her own category of citizen. To work at all, elitist systems have to conflate many distinctions that could be made, thus undermining their own rationale. It may seem odd to accuse those who reject basic equality of being too idealistic but it must be remembered that not all ideals are pleasant ones and those that we dislike can be criticised for being impractical just as much as those we favour.

An accurate elitist morality would also not convince enough people for it to serve as a tie that binds. A moral idea that is to serve its purpose as an alternative to the war of all against all must appeal to at least a good number of people. Strict elitism would be its own bar to any sort of solidarity and therefore unworkable on that count as well. The rejection of basic equality which relies on the fact of our individual differences is also just not decent. We cannot all build rockets or cure intransigent diseases but that is not a worthy reason to deny any of us access to as much education as we may benefit from.

The crude rejection of basic equality found in its racist or sexist variety often involved that particular inequality of course: separate schools for blacks in South Africa and the United States and exclusion from tertiary education of women in many countries. The obvious cruelty of those policies, which were based on group favouritism rather than on the real ability

---

of individuals, is matched by one that would divert all resources to a small elite, more objectively determined than the taxonomy of the racist or sexist allows, that might achieve marginally more learning for a few at the expense of what the rest might learn with a more even sharing of resources\(^4\). A strict elitism values only excellence. And it employs a limited vision of excellence at that. It is one that counteracts human sympathy and the possibility of rich community that a commitment to basic equality makes possible. It also fails, thus, to allow coherent coexistence with other commonly held political values.

One of the most basic facts about humans is that we are social creatures. Interdependence is not a socially constructed product of political philosophy. It is a fact of nature we can only ignore at our peril. Given the existence of equality, in terms of range properties, and the fact of our individual differences it makes sense to choose to value a basic equality which entails a commitment to equal consideration to the interests of each person. That is if we do not want the awful consequences I have suggested issue from the moral elitism which takes its cue from our individual differences. We cannot ignore the individual differences. We do have to respond to them when, for example, choosing between medical school applicants or aspirant national sports players. But we do not have to think these differences determine anyone’s intrinsic worth.

One reason to reject basic equality, though, might be the thought that we often have to choose between equality and some other value – the usual candidate is freedom. The relationship between equality and liberty (and other values such as ‘community’) is a prominent topic in our political thought. The distinction made by Waldron and others, that I have explored here, between basic equality and equality as an aim, suggests, I think, that it is going to be a policy that promotes a particular equality (of whatever) that will be in tension with (a particular) liberty. Equality of wealth will be, for example, in tension with absolute economic freedom. Basic equality, on the other hand, may coexist with the principal freedoms of speech, association, movement and so on that have an important place in modern political philosophy. I will return to the relationship between basic equality and other values after considering the scope of basic equality.

---

\(^4\) This is quite different, of course, from allowing distinction to count in the allocation of scarce educational resources such as university places. That can, all things being equal, be consistent with basic equality. This stresses once again that basic equality does not always require equal treatment.
Equality is a central value in modern political theory. Even those who do not think it is our "sovereign virtue"\textsuperscript{44} take it seriously. When commentators rail against it they commonly have some kind of policy aim in mind (equal wealth or income is a popular target) rather than the basic equality discussed here. That fundamental commitment to take everyone into account in our moral calculations is not immune to attack nor is it always honoured but it is, now, seldom dismissed as wrongheaded. Equality's popularity may make it difficult to be against but that does not justify our acceptance of this way of deciding the range of moral argument. That, the justification of basic equality, I have tried to do by noting the unattractiveness of the alternative.

\textsuperscript{44} The title of Ronald Dworkin's recent book, above n 8.
Chapter IV The Scope of Basic Equality

Introduction

I have tried to defend from the charge of vacuity, and justify our acceptance of, a fundamental commitment to basic equality. Basic equality is a large notion and its implications will not always be apparent. There will be different views about what commitment to it entails and there are no short cuts to the resolution of many controversial policy issues. On the other hand we do know what equality is, it does not need a new ingredient for its meaning to be revealed: we are committed to treating persons as equals. But more must be said about basic equality's role and status in political ethics and moral thinking generally.

In my justification of basic equality I have relied on a bare sketch of what that value entails and I will now say something more about its scope. The entailments of basic equality are many of course and my remarks in this chapter will only try to add, to the basic notion I have introduced above, a rudimentary understanding of basic equality's place in our ethical thinking. I will suggest that the general nature of basic equality does not mean that there can be no moral thinking which does not respect it. Equality is, however, general in the sense that it has application in every moral assessment for those who are committed to it. Basic equality requires impartiality as between persons in the construction and application of other values and that we act impartially in general.

Although my main concern throughout this work is with the political and legal dimensions of basic equality I will say something about how commitment to basic equality implicates all of our moral thinking including the personal and political levels. We want our governments to uphold equality because we think that it is a fundamental part of our moral obligation to others generally. Equality is not only a political concept; though our personal and political obligations to treat each other as equals are not symmetrical in all aspects.

Basic Equality and Morality

I have been talking about basic equality as a 'value'. This is right in the sense that it is something that we do value. We think it is a good thing to observe. But basic equality is also a
part of our whole moral structure in the sense that commitment to it means there is no moral argument of which it does not form a (usually implied) part. If one agrees to be bound by its dictates one cannot, on pain of inconsistency, simply ignore the interests of some in deciding what should be done. This is true, although sometimes in different ways, at the level of both personal and political ethics.

We cannot, though, despite the fundamental role played by basic equality for those who maintain its importance, claim there can be no real moral system which does not include a commitment to basic equality. It is perfectly possible for racists, for example, to have moral views and commitments, and they typically do. A commitment to basic equality is not an essential component of a moral system, however deficient we might think a set of moral values is without it. The fact that we think it is a sine qua non of ethical decision making does not make it one as a matter of logic.

It might seem too generous to say that the racist has a moral ‘system’. But by that I do not mean that his views are well ordered. Clearly they are not. Although other implications of basic equality may be justifiably controversial, the requirement not to discriminate against people on the ground of race is not. For the racist’s views to make sense at all they must rely on some relevant difference between racial groups, and there is none that would make any moral sense of the various forms of discrimination that less favoured races have suffered and continue to suffer. This is what our best information today tells us and that has been the case for some time.¹

What should we think, then, of the morality of a person who, like the racist, clearly does not believe in basic equality? We surely cannot demand that every morality must be coherent and consistent with our best understanding of the human situation, including our understanding of humans as the equals of one another. Very few people are educated to the extent of having that level of understanding. We cannot, in the case of racism again, assume everyone understands the factual basis of non-racism. But that is no reason to think someone who does not has no truly moral views. It is simply good reason to think his moral views are seriously limited. If we were presented with someone with a pre-Copernican cosmology we would not deny that she had a cosmology.

¹ I have tried to use ‘his’ and ‘hers’ and their cognates evenly, hopefully not making either the villain on too many occasions.
The problem with this line of argument though, one might think, is that it seems to have forgotten the very point of morality: to get along with others in a cooperative way in the circumstances we share.\(^3\) Our very survival depends on the enterprise, although we also think our existence is better if it is in the context of a caring community. We disagree about the content of morality of course, but when we do so, thoughtfully, we disagree in familiar ways. Moral argument is a particular form of arguing. An important aspect of this type of reasoning is the demand that we ask ourselves to consider whether we would wish our suggestions about how others should be treated to apply to us. It is not surprising that something like the Golden Rule is a recurring theme in the history of moral thought. Someone who refuses to offer any reason for distinguishing between categories of persons is not partaking in moral argument, strictly speaking, we might think.

We must think there are worse and better ways to conduct moral argument, unless we embrace a crude relativism; which we should not. One argument against that sort of relativism is that it allows us to believe that all sorts of contradictory conclusions can be good answers to a moral question as long as they are being asked by different people or different groups of people: no relevant difference is required; only difference itself. The racist might rely on that sort of thinking but only at the cost of plausibility. If we reject crude relativism we will require moral conclusions to be justified in ways that show how they are good for all of us and respect us all, regardless of what is acceptable in a particular community.

Proceeding in this way it does not seem difficult to show that the racist is wrong. He either appeals to differences we can show him do not exist or do not have the significance he thinks they do, or he appeals to race per se, which just does not make any sense. Even though the racist does not give up the argument so easily, assuming any further points he makes will be as unconvincing as the ones he has made already, we may feel justified in saying there is no good moral defence of racism.

Of course apart from racism and other group prejudice there is still the argument from individual differences to deal with. I have argued above\(^4\) that there is a good response to be made to that argument but it cannot be knocked down simply by stipulating that it is not a moral viewpoint at all. Many people are adherents of one or other partial morality or holders

---

3 See ch III.
of a jumbled set of inconsistent or partly incoherent ethical views. They, including racists, still have moral views although they are vulnerable to attack on normative first order grounds if not metaethical ones. Not all people who have moral values think about them in a careful way. When faced with someone whose moral sentiments do not extend to the concern for everyone that basic equality requires we will feel justified in pointing out to her that her moral opinions are incomplete. We do not have to think that it is possible to show X that her partial moral views are wrong in the same way that we can show her it is wrong to think the earth is flat. But we think we can ask her to think more clearly about why it is that she bothers to have moral views at all. We think it is worth pointing out that we all have similar needs and concerns to the ones that the members of her group have. But if we do not convince her she simply retains her deficient moral outlook. We need not claim she does not have one; even though she is obtuse when it comes to improving it.

If this is right then basic equality is more than just the requirement of 'universalizability'. At least in a modest sense of that idea. Universalizability is, in the basic sense of that term, the requirement that we make the same moral judgment in situations that share relevant features: it is implied by the idea that moral qualities supervene on natural ones. As J L Mackie puts it:

> Anyone who says, meaning it, that a certain action (or person, or state of affairs, etc.) is morally right or wrong, good or bad, ought or ought not to be done (or imitated, or pursued, etc.) is thereby committed to taking the same view about any other relevantly similar action (etc.)

As Mackie notes, this all depends on what is relevantly similar. No situation is exactly the same but some differences are not important. We want to take into account only qualitative differences. If adultery is wrong it is just as wrong whether it takes place on Friday or Saturday and whether Peter commits it with Susan, or Angela with Michael. If someone maintained that adultery was only wrong if committed by persons other than him that would not be universalizable because it is not likely that he will be able to point to something about himself which is different in a plausibly relevant way. A more limited proscription which forbade adultery except in certain circumstances might, on the other hand, be universalizable.

---

4 Ibid.
5 See ch III.
7 Ibid.
8 These are not Mackie’s examples.
This much universalization does not rule out much apart from extreme egoism although it is, Mackie argues, a bit substantive. It does require a certain degree of fairness. It does make us treat like cases alike.\textsuperscript{9} But as we have seen, accepting that formula does not commit us to basic equality.\textsuperscript{10} As Mackie says:

\begin{quote}
It is unfair in almost all circumstances to discriminate between people on grounds of colour; it is unfair to discriminate in the provision of educational opportunities on grounds of sex; it is unfair to discriminate in the allocation of council houses on grounds of religious affiliation; but none of these is excluded by our first stage of universalizability.\textsuperscript{11}
\end{quote}

Universalizability is claimed by some to be a formal requirement of moral logic and a source of moral values.\textsuperscript{12} These claims become less plausible when the idea is given more content. Whether or not simple (what Mackie calls 'first stage') universalizability is a part of the logic of moral terms\textsuperscript{13} it does occupy an even more structural role in ethics than basic equality does. If it is substantive it is less so than basic equality. It is possible to moralise, within the fetters of universalizability, unconstrained by basic equality, even if this is now unusual in public discourse. Basic equality is still, however, a very general requirement.

The generality of basic equality is due to its relevance to the process of any moral evaluation, once it is accepted. That relevance is a matter of logic once we have accepted basic equality because it tells us whose needs or interests, or concerns generally we need to take into account in the construction and application of our ethical standards – those of all humans affected by our decision. It indicates the range across which moral argument applies. Commitment to basic equality does not rule out concern for other creatures but it is a humanist commitment in the sense that it rejects ethical systems that deem some humans more important than others. How we think we should treat each other will influence what we think is appropriate in our relations with other creatures but that is another matter, with which I am not presently concerned.

When we construct ethical standards they are for the benefit of all if we respect basic equality. Ethical decisions based on values other than basic equality itself, then, have a dual nature if we think all people are equals: they are about basic equality; and whatever else they are about.

\textsuperscript{9} Mackie\textit{ Ethics, Inventing Right and Wrong}, above n 6, 88.
\textsuperscript{10} See ch II.
\textsuperscript{11} Mackie\textit{ Ethics, Inventing Right and Wrong}, above n 6, 89.
\textsuperscript{13} See B Williams\textit{ Ethics and the Limits of Philosophy} (Fontana Press, London, 1985) 85. Williams does not accept Hare's claims for universalizability.
It is (usually) wrong to steal and it is wrong to think stealing is acceptable just because the victims are people we do not care about. It is (usually) wrong to kill people, and it is wrong to think killing people is permissible simply because the victims belong to a group whose members' right to life we do not take seriously. The argument that this dualism is metaphysically extravagant is, as I have argued, not convincing. It is true that it is just wrong to steal and kill generally. But it is a separate wrong to think stealing and killing is acceptable just because we do not think the victims are our equals. The wrong consists in the way the racist, for example, defines his moral responsibility generally. In this way basic equality has something to say in the construction and application of all our values.

Do we not know cases, though, where the only moral issue is basic equality? Are there not some wrongs which consist only in ignoring basic equality? This would seem to be the case where we have no moral duty to do or not do something but do it, or neglect to do it, in a partial way. At the level of personal morality: I have no duty to play bridge, or refrain from playing it, in my free time. It is of course permitted, morally speaking, to eschew bridge altogether in favour of reading books or going to the movies. But if I decide to play bridge and start a club for white people only, choosing the members using only or partly racist criteria, then I have breached my duty to treat people as equals. At the political level a state may have no duty, founded in justice, to fund any particular sort of cultural activity, say dance or music, but does so in a clearly partial (as between the affected persons) way, not respecting the legitimate expectations of all affected parties. If there is no value other than basic equality which is being offended here then the dualism described in the previous two paragraphs is not complete. Basic equality monitors the application of other values but also applies independently in some cases.

Although basic equality can be an independent concern in this way, there is no duty, flowing from basic equality, to do morally impermissible things, to everyone in equal measure. The fact that we have treated some people badly, or some too well, is not a sufficient reason, in itself, to equalise the treatment. Only if equality is limited to the 'treat like cases alike' formulation is it a matter of equality that an apparent comparative unfairness of that nature should always be corrected by equal treatment. A child should not be allowed to stay up late just because his brother was wrongly allowed to the night before. A driver should not be let

---

14 It is not the case, of course, that all racists think it is acceptable to steal from or kill members of less favoured racial groups, although history and current affairs provide examples of those who do.
off his fine simply because an offending driver just ahead of him was not fined. There is, in these examples, a certain unfairness. But the urge to correct that unfairness must compete with, in these examples, other values – the need for children to have a good night’s rest and our concern to be safe on the road.

Basic equality, which I have suggested does not compete with other considerations, does not require mindless consistency with past moral error. Christopher Peters (the examples in the previous paragraph are his) notes equality might be thought to recommend equal treatment in these cases. By ‘equality’ he means a “non-tautological” application of the treat likes alike formula – “Identically situated people are entitled to be treated identically merely because they are identically situated”. In his debate with Kent Greenawalt about cases like these, he and Greenawalt may indeed have discovered a substantive idea in the treat likes alike formula. But that idea is not basic equality.

Professor Peters, when he wrote about these matters, feared that he would be accused of attacking a straw man, of missing the true meaning of equality. In a sense I am suggesting that but I think the conception of equality he is discussing is widely used and worth debunking. That conception focuses too much on comparisons between two parties and prescribes solutions which do not necessarily respect basic equality because they do not take all affected parties into account or even the whole good of the parties whose interests are considered.

The requirement to treat each other as equals is not a requirement to treat everyone the same way, not even in ‘identical situations’. It is the requirement to take everyone who might be affected by our decisions into account. Whether or not we should treat X in situation type A the same way Y was treated in another situation type A depends on how that will affect everyone, including, but not only, X and Y. Basic equality does not require mindless consistency in similar situations and between similarly situated persons. That sort of formula has no good moral content. Even as between X and Y our concern is their good, not the sameness of treatment meted out to them. We treat people as equals because we care about everybody, because all people are entitled to that consideration. If we think we are upholding

---

16 Ibid 1212.
17 Ibid 1223.
equality when we treat everyone equally badly we have lapsed into an ‘equality as sameness’ idea, a meaningless mathematical formula. Basic equality on the other hand is the commitment to be equally concerned about the good of all affected persons and to respect them as equals.

There are some situations where the law or a moral principle might be applied in a discriminatory fashion, where the inequality itself is an issue that should be addressed. Basic equality requires a response to such situations as they do constitute failures to treat people as equals. But the morally correct response is not necessarily to ‘treat everyone the same’. It might be instead that the rule itself, or the way it is applied in the future, needs to be reconsidered. Or some other measure may be required; depending on an assessment of the whole situation. Basic equality provides no uniform solution to these situations. But a partial, biased application of rules and principles, good or bad, is a distinct moral problem.

It is therefore not necessary to think that adherence to basic equality merely requires, or even necessarily requires, that any particular inequality of treatment or condition should be eliminated in a perfunctory fashion. If, for example, a police force shows racial bias in enforcing a particular (uncontroversial in itself) rule of criminal law so that more black offenders than white offenders are convicted, that is better dealt with by a review and training intervention than by, say, pardoning every third black offender until the racial statistics are proportionate. And the first solution is consistent with basic equality because it does take the interests of all affected parties into account. We would prefer, in general, no crime to go unpunished. Full enforcement of the law usually not being possible, we would rather there was no bias in its application. The important thing then is to remove the bias, not to arbitrarily remove some of its effects, regardless of the consequences of that – in this case allowing some offenders who could be dealt with to proceed unhindered. Basic equality does not commit us to a meaningless mathematical equality although the treat likes alike formula might sometimes.

Basic equality’s generality lies then, first, in its application to all our moral decisions. Say, for various reasons, we believe in adult suffrage. If no one is allowed to vote or if the constitutional arrangements for voting are not really democratic we think that is wrong. We

\[19\] Peters “Equality Revisited”, above n 15, 1214.

\[20\] I agree with Professor Peters on that score.
also think it is wrong if only some are denied suffrage; that is a breach of basic equality. I have also suggested that it has application in its own right, so to speak. That second kind of lack of respect for basic equality is found in situations where morally optional – in themselves – behaviours or policies are partial because some are included or excluded in an arbitrary fashion. A third role for equality might be that it is a source of other values.

Perhaps it is better to say that belief in equality might be a reason to hold other values rather than that it is a source of those values. To suggest that equality is a source of those other values might seem to rule out the possibility that there could be other reasons for having them. One reason for allowing people to express thoughts we disapprove of is that our status as equal moral persons demands that, though there are other justifications for free speech.  

To return to the voting example: apart from anything else we might think that people should have the vote because they are equals. At each stage of reform towards universal suffrage previously excluded groups were included and basic equality was only fully respected, in the matter of political representation, at the end of the process. Even when no one had a vote as such, however, someone had the power to decide; a King’s council or whatever. There is always political power and the question ‘who has it?’ is always as important as the issue of how it is used. The right to vote is valuable for various consequentialist reasons but it is also required in a society of equals because basic equality is not respected when some are ruled without their consent. I will defer further discussion of this point until my more focussed treatment of the relationship between equality and other values. It is an aspect of that topic and the topic itself is very complex.

When are We Bound by Basic Equality?

Because basic equality is a very general requirement it applies in all spheres of life. By that general remark I mean here that the principle binds us as individual moral agents in our personal lives as well as in the political realm. Even if we think we sometimes have to pay special attention to the needs of those who are related to us in some intimate way, we can still honour basic equality by recognising that we cannot put the needs of, say, our families above the demands of justice itself.  

resources and liberties is, we cannot, as individual moral agents, be committed to basic equality while demanding more for our charges or kin.

Part of the justification for allowing this limited sort of partiality is, as Larry Alexander says, because favouring a small group, because of positive personal affection and loyalty, has a different moral quality from disfavouring a small group, which is more likely to be motivated by an ideology that claims that group is less morally worthy. But the consequences of any favouritism are also important to bear in mind as they may also indicate that some are being treated as less worthy.

Within the limits that justice does allow, we might think we should be free, without moral restraint, to favour those we are more closely or intimately related to us if we allow that everyone should be entitled to do so. The freedom to plan and live our own lives with a just share of resources reasonably includes the freedom to do that in a group such as a family which almost inevitably involves our favouring that grouping. It is at least arguable that having such ties is a universal good. Friendship outside of intimate biological groupings could also not exist if we rigidly distributed our attention amongst everyone. But that does not mean the individual moral agent who believes in basic equality only has the duty to support a political arrangement that upholds it.

We must decide, as a matter of justice, how much the law should constrain us because the state wants to uphold equality. We always have to decide, in general, to what extent people should be free to do wrong. But the moral responsibility of the individual per se is another matter. At the personal (as opposed to the political) level basic equality does not only constrain us as much as the law does. The moral right to use our just share of resources in partial ways that favour an intimate grouping such as the family or a circle of friends is arguably consistent with an equal right for others to do that. But there is no similar justification available for a general social bias on the part of the individual.

The law may or may not, for example, proscribe the offering of goods or services for sale, for example, on a racial or some other discriminatory basis but whether or not it does we have, as individuals, a moral duty not to do that because we must honour basic equality in our dealings.

---

with others. Likewise it would be impossible outside a totalitarian state to ensure that we did not discriminate when seeking out services from private persons or in our role as consumers generally but our loyalty to basic equality would require that we did so desist. A state bound by, or just committed to, basic equality may not differentiate unfairly between groups of people. Neither may an individual who is so committed; even in those circumstances where that individual is not constrained by the law.

I am not discussing here the question of whether such discrimination should be proscribed by law, even in the less intrusive context where we limit the freedom of suppliers (or employers) but not consumers.24 I am talking about the individual’s personal moral responsibility. But if it is acceptable, in the personal sphere, to favour, in certain respects at least, one’s family or friends, why is it not morally acceptable to favour one’s ethnic or racial group as well? If we allow that it is morally permissible for anyone to favour his ethnic group does that not show equal consideration? In a society with a just distribution of resources why should it matter if people exercised their freedom to deal with others on ethnic lines?

Three, rather disparate, considerations present themselves. First, it is unlikely that in our world there will be a perfectly just distribution of resources and more particularly it is unlikely that there will be a just distribution between the groupings that we notice or want to identify with. Further partiality will only make things worse. That response does not really address the question though: what if there was a just distribution, including between ethnic groups? Would group favouritism then be acceptable? In any society it would not be efficient if carried out to any great extent of course. It might also be thought that no one would want to behave like that in such a society.

A second consideration is that we might want to say that someone who behaves in this clannish way just has the wrong moral attitude towards diversity. Why do people want to favour their own if not because of a plain preference for certain sorts of people? The third consideration is that they might sometimes claim that they have a good moral reason to favour their own group as there is not, because of discrimination, a just distribution at present. Someone may argue that their ethnic group or, perhaps, women in general, deserve preferential treatment. Not just from the state but also by private individuals. Here the considerations that apply to preferential treatment which is motivated by a desire to uplift a
disadvantaged group, generally, apply. But if this preferential treatment is justified it will be consistent with basic equality. It must, in other words, not infringe the requirement to treat us all as equals.

That requirement may not be easy to satisfy here. Even disadvantaged minorities must be sensitive to the fact that there are other disadvantaged minorities and it is easy to confuse mutual support which is needed and not forthcoming from society in general, with exclusive practices motivated by prejudice. One of the issues that frequently arises in affirmative action debates is the question of how long such preferential treatment should last. That question is relevant here. It is hard to think of a reason why we would approve of permanent social exclusivity on an ethnic, or gender, basis in our public dealings with people.

There are different ways of ‘favouring an ethnic group’ and I do not mean to suggest that they are all morally equivalent. Getting together, as immigrants often do, with people who have a common background need not imply any attitude of superiority. Someone’s preference for marrying someone with a similar background to their own may not involve the kind of prejudice we usually assume accompanies a decision never to patronise the business of an ‘outsider’. But there is the danger here that bad motives can creep in: old fashioned prejudice; revenge; a desire that certain groups do not prosper too much. Solidarity is not an absolute good.

Although the value of basic equality has application in both the personal and political spheres, the way that it does is not entirely symmetrical then. I shall argue below that basic equality requires more than just refraining from the types of discrimination that are typically covered in human rights laws. It requires impartiality as between persons in general unless we can justify a particular impartiality on the grounds that allowing it to everyone generally advantages all of us. Nepotism in government affairs, for example, is a breach of basic equality just as much as racial policies are because it offends against a rule we have because of a commitment to partiality between persons. Nepotism is also a starker example, than the ones suggested by what I have said thus far, of what I think is an important asymmetry between the moral duties of the state and the individual moral actor.

24 See ch VI.
While racist or sexist dealings, for example, are wrong for both, the evil of nepotism has no parallel in the personal sphere. By ‘personal’ here I do not mean ‘private’ in the sense of ‘non-state’. Of course nepotism can be objectionable in the business context. What I mean is there is a narrower (than ‘private’) sphere where it is not wrong to give a friend or family member custom or some sort of valuable opportunity just because of those ties. This is an example of the asymmetry I am trying to get at. If the Minister of Education gives a government contract to a family member she does not act with a proper concern for all affected persons. But does she commit the same wrong if she contracts a family member to provide a service for herself in her private capacity? Surely she does not. There might of course be prudential reasons for not using one’s relatives to get the job done. But it does not seem unfair to others to do so, as it would at the political level.

How can we explain these different judgments? One relevant difference is the government uses public money when it hires. It seems wrong that that money should be spent according to private considerations. It is not just that a lack of objectivity might mean the best person for the job is not hired although that will often be a problem. There is also the benefit to the contractor, which is not available to others, to consider. And there is, perhaps most importantly, the ‘message’ such favouritism sends to the populace; that some are favoured and some are not. We have a rule against nepotism in government because taking all these considerations into account we cannot honour impartiality, in the sense that it is required by basic equality, if we allow nepotism in state affairs.

In the personal context, on the other hand, there might even be a duty to favour a family member or friend. The asymmetry is explained by the first point made above on this topic. Favouring a family member or friend when procuring supplies or services, in our personal capacities, is acceptable because it is an example of the special treatment which is in part constitutive of that sort of relationship. It is consistent with respect and concern for all. This is only one subtlety to take into account. The moral obligations of individuals and governments to uphold basic equality are of course different in many ways, some of which I have suggested. My main point here is that basic equality plays an important role in each.\textsuperscript{25}

\textsuperscript{25} The relationship between the two is complex of course. For a recent discussion of various takes on it see Kwame Anthony Appiah \textit{The Ethics of Identity} (Princeton University Press, Princeton, 2005) ch 6. Appiah separates the realm of the personal and the political more rigidly than I have.
Chapter V Denying Basic Equality

Introduction

Having discussed the ‘structural’ questions of how basic equality relates to morality itself and who is, in different ways, bound by it, I will now say something about what it means to ignore or deny basic equality. I should note first that that is a broader subject than the set of questions discussed in the jurisprudence of discrimination law. Equality is a moral value which may be expressed in legal form, but only in a piecemeal way. The relationship between basic equality as a value and equality law is complex and the latter is less than a complete enforcement, or application, of basic equality. (Modern human rights law does try to cover a wide variety of instances of the denial of basic equality but it is not likely to ever capture them all.¹)

Lawmakers, in particular, face a difficult task in this regard: law has to be at least a little specific, but the type of mischief it is intended to prevent might have innumerable manifestations. Of course legislators need not (because they cannot: the task is too large) worry about all possible kinds of unjustified inequality all of the time, as long as the law’s decision to focus on certain sorts of impartiality does not blind us to the general, abstract nature of basic equality. Social activism and the legal intervention inspired by it can, whether of necessity due to practical restraints or due to oversight, themselves be partial. So the political philosophy of equality must not seek its essence too much in their transient manifestations, although, because it is our real world concerns that our ethics comes from, our theorising must be about those concerns.

No one would suggest the law we have in countries which have tried to legislate against discrimination is particularly clear or easy to interpret², but, to be at all coherent, discrimination law requires some sort of focus. If it is good law it will have a useful one and while it may address a lot of the concerns we have arising from our commitment to basic equality it cannot respond to all of them. Even provisions which have a specifically open ended list of prohibited grounds of discrimination will not cover every conceivable instance

of bias. 'Equality law' usually has bias against members of groups, or types of persons in general, in mind: bias against women, homosexuals, disabled persons, members of another racial group and so on. Consider, for example, the South African Bill of Rights which states, as part of its equality provision:

The state may not unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone on one or more grounds, including race, gender, sex, pregnancy, marital status, ethnic or social origin, colour, sexual orientation, age, disability, religion, conscience, belief, culture, language and birth.3

Although the law is open-ended the examples suggest some sort of ejusdem generis interpretation would be appropriate: the sort of thing the legislature had in mind was a prejudice against a general type of person. Its target is not only, as was once suggested, discrimination on the grounds of immutable characteristics, like race. Discrimination on the grounds of alterable characteristics such as marital status and religion are often included in modern discrimination law as they are here in the South African Bill of Rights. But there is still, in modern human rights legislation, the sense of an identifiable social group or type of person who must be protected from discrimination.

The case of nepotism, which I referred to earlier, on the other hand, looks like a different sort of problem, one which we would deal with principally under another type of law. It does not matter that we do this of course, but we should note that phenomena as different as political nepotism and racism (although I suppose the practice of racism involves, or includes, a kind of group nepotism), for example, are both infringements of basic equality although the former might not denote discrimination against a social group or type of person in the way that racism does. Bills of Rights do not proscribe discrimination against strangers or in favour of friends and relations in general and ordinary discrimination legislation is typically even more limited in terms of the grounds of impermissible discrimination.4 Because the basic equality that these provisions is meant to uphold is abstract and quite general it will never be possible for human rights provisions or law in general to prohibit every sort of denial of basic equality.5

---

2 See below ch VII.
4 I have been talking about Bills of Rights because they try to uphold basic equality by restraining governments from partial action but of course the ideal can be observed without it being enshrined in basic law or any special legislation. It is, again, just a matter of recent political and legal thought and practice that we have 'equality legislation'.
5 Fredman Discrimination Law, above n 1, 67-82.
This means that commitment to basic equality requires considerable vigilance. We cannot assume failures to uphold it will fit some sort of easily identifiable factual pattern which the law already caters for. It will be easier to be mindful of this if we remember that the interpretation of equality law provisions, also, is not coextensive with finding the meaning of equality itself. Even when a legal provision is very generally expressed, as the US Constitution’s Fourteenth Amendment’s “equal protection (of the laws) clause” is, courts will restrict the meaning to something less than it could be. These judicial interpretations are often controversial. My point here is that they could not include all failures to treat people as equals because no law is likely to be so broad in its intended scope. Debates about what should and should not be included under the interpretation of any particular provision are unlikely to be about the whole meaning of basic equality although they can be better or worse interpretations of the general idea and helpful or unhelpful applications of it.6

Arguments have been made, to note a controversial example, that only groups or members of groups that have been discriminated against in the past and have been subject to a ‘pattern of discrimination’ should enjoy the protection of discrimination law. Debates on this point can only sensibly be discussions about the target of a particular law. These arguments, about the law, are actually strained as the law is usually phrased too generally to be understood in this narrow way. And they are morally counter-intuitive. As Larry Alexander argues: “[a]re all novel forms of discrimination – say, against blue-eyed persons – unproblematic merely because they do not target a group that historically has been the subject of widespread discrimination?” But whatever the judicial interpretations of discrimination laws decide, basic equality itself requires equal concern and respect for all and that cannot be overridden by factors such as what has happened in the past or an absence of systematic deprivation.

The scope of basic equality as a moral principle is much broader than any specific policy initiative. Because it is a moral principle, its application requires moral argument. Although the form of that argument will in some ways always be similar it will also differ relative to the type of denial of basic equality under discussion. Allegations of different types of denial of basic equality sometimes require different sorts of moral argument and then it will be important to note these differences because there is no one-size-fits-all formula that can be applied to every moral comparison of the situation of different groups of people.

6 See ch VII.
Many of the most important current debates about equality are about what it means to uphold it and so also about what it means to ignore it. Here I only mean to give a bare outline of what it means to reject basic equality and a brief discussion of some of the intricacies involved in identifying its denial. It follows from the nature of the very basic role this idea has been assigned in our moral theorising that we cannot predict all its manifestations in advance. We cannot assume that our fallible moral sensibilities will always notice novel ways of failing to uphold this value.

What Constitutes a Denial of Basic Equality?

For a proposed policy or action to be a rejection of basic equality it will have to state or imply that it is not always morally necessary to treat everyone as equals. Obvious examples are racism and sexism and much talk about equality has been about race and sex. We are still concerned with race and sex. But we now think people should also not be discriminated against on other grounds, such as sexual orientation, or because they are disabled. Though we might think of racism and sexism as paradigm cases of disrespect for basic equality, their archetypal status is really a matter of the history of social activism around equality issues.

It is true, however, that in discriminating against certain kinds of people on grounds like race and sex, we are, more or less, by definition not treating them as equals. We are, by contrast, far from unanimous that equal concern and respect entails equal wealth or welfare. It might at least prohibit certain degrees of economic inequality. Or, a commitment to basic equality may play some more indirect role in the moral assessment of our economic arrangements. The link is much clearer with the matters covered by typical discrimination law. When people say the rights of women and blacks, for example, matter less or that they should have fewer rights because of their race or sex, the conclusion that basic equality is thereby offended is reached by simple deduction. The deduction is simple because we no longer think plausible

---

8 Or ‘gender’ where a distinction is made between sex and gender; essentially a distinction between biological differences and social roles.
9 In some circles the very notion of ‘race’ is out of favour and has been replaced with ‘ethnicity’ although race and ethnicity are strictly speaking different things. Members of a race are thought to be biologically, but not necessarily culturally, similar.
any argument about the differences between women and black people on the one hand and whites and males on the other, is relevant in assigning basic rights to persons or in any way justifies according a different moral status to anyone. (Not all of the grounds sometimes covered by discrimination law are uncontroversial. Sexual orientation for example, where many are not sure that the differences between heterosexuality and homosexuality are irrelevant for the purposes of assigning rights, is still publicly debated.\textsuperscript{12})

What most clearly unites all failures to respect basic equality is the presence of bias, or the absence of impartiality. Or, more carefully expressed, because I have accepted as justified a partiality in the personal sphere that is itself consistent with a more general impartiality born of our respect for each other as equals, it is the absence of that more general impartiality that denies our status as equals. We are biased when we act for improper motives and take into account irrelevant considerations in our dealings with others. Basic equality requires us to be impartial as between human beings, not taking into account any consideration that contradicts or overrides our duty to treat them as equals. The bias that is relevant here may be only in what we do and is not necessarily an attitude of prejudice.

\textit{Unusual suspects and victims}

The perpetrators of basic inequality will not always be the usual suspects and its victims will not always be who they typically are. It is important not to have too narrow a view of the range of situations that different types of discrimination can occur in and the people who can be affected by them. It is not the case, for example, that: "[d]isability differs from other types of discrimination in that it is a possibility which faces all members of society".\textsuperscript{13} There are clearly other types of discrimination to which anyone can fall victim.

Is there some group of people who cannot be the victims of discrimination based on race, or sex? When we think of racism we often think of whites as the perpetrators and some other group as the victims. There is so much recent history of this particular form of racism that the simplification is understandable. But that does not mean that anyone is permanently safe from the evils of racism. There are some confusing semantic issues here. In a recent discussion of racism in her book on discrimination law, Sandra Fredman expresses the opinion that racism

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{12} Fredman \textit{Discrimination Law}, above n 1, 54-58.
\item \textsuperscript{13} Fredman \textit{Discrimination Law}, above n 1, 58.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
as we know it today is not just about prejudice based on skin colour. Assuming that is true, prejudice based on skin colour is still a denial of basic equality. And it can happen to anyone. And whatever else racism is thought to include can also be repeated in new contexts, as history clearly shows. Unless we define racism as something that only certain contemporary groups can suffer it is an evil that may befall any racial group.

Apart from that, not all discrimination on the ground of race need be racist, in the most familiar sense of that word. Sometimes the discrimination will be evident despite the absence of any malign assumptions about its victims. There is another terminological difficulty here. We talk about discrimination on the ground of race and we talk about racism. Intuitively we would assume some sort of necessary connection. Racism causes racial discrimination; it is what motivates discrimination on the ground of race, we plausibly think. But perhaps this is not necessarily the case. Racism does, as I have suggested the denial of basic equality need not, involve negative attitudes about the people it has in mind. Discrimination based on race, on the other hand, need not be motivated by some sort of animus against its victims. It could also be the result of carelessness. It is not that I am confident there is any racial group in the world about which no one at all harbours any racial prejudice. I am not that complacent. But even apart from racist discrimination there will be occasions of racial discrimination which do not share all the characteristics of the sorts with which human rights discourse is most familiar.

The point I am making here is something like the one used to explain the idea of 'institutional racism' but I would recommend that we think of it as 'institutional race discrimination' instead. An awareness that there can be racial discrimination without the hostile intent can also help us to be aware that even (recently) historically advantaged communities can be discriminated against. That discrimination may not be motivated by prejudice in the usual way.

An example from post-apartheid South Africa may help to illustrate what I am getting at. In City Council of Pretoria v Walker14 the South African Constitutional Court had to decide on the constitutionality of certain steps taken by the City Council of Pretoria with regard to the way it was charging for services, the way it was handling non-payment of service charges,
and related matters. The council was a new multiracial body which replaced a number of older, racially segregated, bodies. Under apartheid the services provided to whites and blacks and the means for paying for them, differed. The delivery of services in the black townships was vastly inferior to that provided in historically white Pretoria.

Integration of the services, including the installation of proper meters in the old black areas inevitably took some time. During that time some differential treatment of the two groups was also unavoidable. Before meters were installed, by the new council, in the previously black areas, residents of those areas could obviously not be charged a consumption-based tariff for services. The council, more controversially, also did not want to start charging for services on a metered basis in those parts of the black areas where it had, at that stage, managed to install meters, until it had completed the installation of meters throughout the previously black townships. This second differential practice was inspired by the volatile political situation in the black townships, which were emerging from decades of intense political struggle. More controversially still, the council was taking legal steps to recover arrears in payments only from residents of the old, white, Pretoria.16

The Court found that these practices constituted discrimination based on race in terms of the equality provisions of the interim constitution17. In South African constitutional jurisprudence, however, one also has to ask whether the discrimination (which does, the Court says, not mean ‘differentiation’) is “unfair”.18 That terminological curiosity aside, the Court was correct, in my view, to decide that it was not necessary for the discrimination (as their law defines the term) to be intentional or the result of hostile prejudice, for it to be unfair. Denying someone basic equality, in the absence of hostile prejudice, is as inexcusable, though more forgivable surely, as doing it for bigoted reasons is.19 The Court was also right, I think, to find that it was unfair for the council to sue white residents of the new Pretoria for unpaid

---

15 1998 (2) SA 363 (CC), 1998(3) BCLR 257 (CC).
16 para 23.
18 Prinsloo v van der Linde 1997 (3) SA 300 (CC), 1997 (6) BCLR 759 (CC) para 31. Compare Anton Fagan “Dignity and Unfair Discrimination: A value misplaced and a right misunderstood” (1998) 14 SAJHR 220. Fagan argues that the Court should indeed understand ‘discrimination’ to mean ‘differentiation’ in this context. That seems right because, as he says, discrimination, in its pejorative sense is unfair differentiation and then unfair discrimination must be, according to the Constitutional Court’s logic, ‘unfair differentiation which is unfair’; which is surely one helping of unfairness too many. Both the Court and Fagan are trying to make the most out of a poorly drafted law. ‘Discrimination’ is a bad thing in human rights discourse – it was the only word the drafters needed.
19 See Langa DP’s discussion of the legal history of this issue at para 39ff.
service charges while forgoing, without good reason, its right to sue black residents who had not paid.

I am not concerned here with the Court’s assessment of the reasons given by the council for the differential treatment. I am indeed critical of some aspects of the court’s reasoning, which pertain to the way discrimination and equality are understood in much recent jurisprudence\(^{20}\) but I endorse Langa DP’s general statement that:

No members of a racial group should be made to feel that they are not deserving of equal ‘concern, respect and consideration’ and that the law is likely to be used against them more harshly than others who belong to other race groups.\(^ {21}\)

There was no finding of racist motive or intent. While the court did note that the respondent belonged to a racial minority it said nothing to suggest that racial discrimination could only be suffered by certain groups. While this was characterised as a case of ‘indirect discrimination’, which was probably not motivated by prejudice, I do not mean to suggest that discrimination against groups that have not historically been typical victims will always be perpetrated by parties innocent of hostile bigotry. We are quite capable of new outbreaks of full blown racism. But racial discrimination takes various forms and no one is immune to it.

What about discrimination based on sex: is that something that only women can suffer? Only if sex discrimination is defined as discrimination against women. But why define it that way? It might be considered a good strategy, in the fight against male domination generally, to rule out the possibility of discrimination against men – to avoid spurious claims perhaps. Or, ignoring discrimination against men might be thought a good way to suppress the surely false idea that, because discrimination against men can be serious, it is currently as great an evil as discrimination against women. But clearly discrimination on the grounds of sex is just that, and can be against men as well. How much discrimination against men there is in the world is a matter of fact. But that is a separate issue. The denial of basic equality is more widespread than some human rights narratives suggest though I do not mean to imply that some forms of discrimination are not more prevalent than others or that one type of discrimination may not have a typical victim. It is also not the case that all denials of basic equality are equally harmful in terms of their effects. What I want to resist, simply, is the idea that the truth about such matters is not contingent or subject to change.

\(^{20}\) See ch VII.
To sum up: not all kinds of failure to uphold basic equality take the same stereotypical form. In particular, when a person or a group is simply favoured over another without good reason it is not always apparent that there is an animus towards those who are excluded as there typically is, for example, with the most familiar forms of racism or the condescension that is part of sexist attitudes. It is sometimes just the case that some people are unfairly favoured over others in ways that ignore their equal status as persons. This is the case with nepotism. Even as between strangers the failure to be impartial in contexts where basic equality requires that is not necessarily motivated by a belief that certain people or types of people are not worthy, or not as worthy as those who are favoured. Sometimes the failure to treat people as equals is just that. There may be no attempt at justification at all or the justification may just not take all affected parties into account – but without consciously excluding anyone. Sometimes a racist or sexist motive or some other clearly discriminatory intent will merely be concealed. But sometimes it will just be carelessness that leads to the denial of basic equality. This is one of the starting points for discussions about the idea of ‘indirect discrimination’ and partly explains why that is an interesting idea. There are also no fixed categories of discriminators and victims. Yesterday’s victims can be today’s discriminators.

Some Different Types of Denial of Basic Equality

Can we be more specific about what it is to deny someone or some group of people basic equality? I think we can but I also think different considerations apply to different sorts, or categories, of the denial of basic equality. In all cases the assessment is not simple because one is not just looking to see whether in a particular situation X it is the case, as a matter of fact, that Y: in checking for consistency with basic equality one is always also making a moral assessment of a set of facts. This is, in particular, different from assessing a situation with some more specific equality in mind. That can be done by statistical means: what proportion of doctors in country A are women? What proportion of civil engineers are men? The answers to these questions may be data relevant to some question about basic equality in country A but they cannot constitute the whole answer to such questions. Questions about the denial of basic equality will always require the evaluation of facts, not just their identification, and different aspects of different situations will be relevant to the process of that evaluation.

21 at para 81.
22 See ch VIII.
On the other hand it is the same type of assessment which we are undertaking in each instance and so the form of the enquiry will be similar in some ways. While there is no simple algorithm to apply to every situation, each instance of ignoring basic equality will share certain very general features. In each case we are asking whether people have been treated as equals in the sense that we have been impartial, as between persons, in our assessment of how they should be treated. In each case we are asking whether criteria have been taken into account in our decisions concerning how people should be treated which ignore their status as equals. But there are different kinds of criteria which people can use to override our status as equals. It is not possible to enter all the culprits onto a neat checklist. And a criterion used in one context to deny basic equality may be benign in another.

We can benefit, though, from discussions of the different types of denial of basic equality that we are familiar with and are aware of. In doing that we can become familiar with and appreciate some of the nuances of different sorts of discrimination and make tentative generalisations about these. We can identify some of the individual differences in analysing basic equality issues in the context of familiar debates about equality and discrimination. The purpose of my references to those debates in what follows is mainly to illustrate these differences in the type of moral argument required to establish that basic equality has been denied. I will suggest that some categorising of instances of basic equality denial is useful although the categories are only useful for some comparative purposes and are not rigid.

A comparison of different types of denying basic equality is part of the general project of moral thinking about basic equality because universalizability is a requirement of all moral thought. If one form of treating people differently is wrong, all instances of it are wrong. The history of the incompleteness of our attempts to be impartial is well known of course. Some mistakes were obvious, at least with hindsight. Others might become so. To ask for racial equality while ignoring sex discrimination is a clear admission that there has been a failure to properly generalise about what it is that makes racism wrong. Of course women are different from men in some ways but not in any way that could justify the discrimination they have suffered. The grounds for discrimination are different but the reasons why race discrimination and sex discrimination are wrong are similar. The differences relied upon as an excuse for discriminating are in both cases imaginary.
It has taken an even longer time to deal with the question of sexual orientation and that debate is, I have noted, not over yet. The law\textsuperscript{23} is, in some ways, ahead of popular morality on this issue. Sociologically this may appear odd. Civil society organisations such as the mainstream religious groupings which often led the way in the struggle against racism, but did much less to counter sexism, have often failed to see why discrimination against homosexuals is wrong.

It is important, though, to distinguish sociological explanations, in this case mostly to do with dogmatic religious attitudes, from good moral argument. What is required is a moral assessment of homosexuality (as a practice). If there is nothing wrong with it then it is discriminatory to restrict it or disparage it. This is, in important respects, how we deal with religious equality. We know people choose their religious affiliations – at least to some extent. But we do not think it is right to discriminate against anyone, on religious grounds, because of that – just because they choose a different religion to ours. We only think it right to limit religious, or religiously inspired, activities which pose some serious threat to others. Sexual orientation and religion are different, in this way, to race and sex in that one is, with these, evaluating behaviour rather than trying, as in the case of the latter two types of discrimination, to see if there are significant differences just in being a certain type of person.\textsuperscript{24} (I stress again that these terse comments about gay rights and religious toleration are not included as a proper discussion of those issues. I am trying to illustrate general matters.)

This difference between race and sex on the one hand and sexual orientation and religion on the other is thus useful to note. With race and sex the basic inegalitarian urge is to point to innate differences thought to be relevant to deciding how people should be treated. With sexual orientation and religion no judgment is made about the nature of the person (at least not in the same way as with the other two). It is behaviour and, in the case of religion, beliefs, that the victims of these sorts of discrimination are penalised for. With race and sex, basic equality asserts the common humanity of men and women and different races. Once that is achieved we leave those differences behind and judge people on the content of their characters – on what they believe and do. With sexual orientation and religion, by contrast, we start with what people believe and do. The question with these is not whether some kinds of people are inherently inferior or unworthy (to which basic equality answers, always: no) but rather whether some types of behaviour are wrong and should be prohibited or at least

\textsuperscript{23} Or some of it. See Fredman Discrimination Law, above n 1, 54-58.
criticised. If we find there is nothing to justify the criticism, it is discrimination. We fail to
treat people as equals when we punish them simply for behaving differently when our
objections to their behaviour are not well founded. 25

The difference, in terms of the arguments that are needed to support a charge of denial of
basic equality, between these two broad types of discrimination then, is that in the first case,
with race and sex, the denial of basic equality is, or starts with, the factual claim that we are
dealing with lesser beings who do not deserve equal respect and concern on that account. The
egalitarian riposte critiques the racist’s or sexist’s biology and this undermines the ethical
entailments that flow from those prejudices. In the second category, in which I have placed
sexual orientation and religion, one has to critique a moral argument which purports to justify
the different treatment.

I do not mean there are only these two categories of discrimination of course. Or that this
categorisation tells us all we can know about the differences between these types of
discrimination. There are, as I noted, differences between racism and sexism which are
relevant here. Men and women are different in much less superficial ways than racial groups
are from one another. The differences do not justify the discrimination women have endured
but they might be relevant to the question of what it means to treat men and women as equals
now. If, for example, as Steven Pinker tells us, studies of the brain show significant
differences between the sexes, that might help us to know what proportion of which sex, all
else being equal, is likely to end up pursuing what sorts of careers, because of (average)
differing interests. And that might in turn help us to know when to suspect that things are
being skewed by discrimination.26

One must proceed with caution here because the quest for equality between the sexes has had
to contend with many shifts in our assessments of real and imagined differences. Conservative
male chauvinism relied on supposed differences that most no longer think are credible. If any
educated person now thinks that men and women differ in general intelligence they are guilty

24 I mean that is how we think we should approach the question of religious toleration in a modern liberal
state. We think we should only restrict certain types of harmful practices.
25 Of course gay people complain that ignoring a real difference, their sexual orientation, is a denial of basic
equality. But it should be noted that whether that orientation is chosen or innate is not really the point as
some seem to think it is. Even if it can be demonstrated that people ‘choose’ to be gay it would be wrong to
discriminate against them, because there is nothing wrong with being homosexual.
of wilful ignorance. Only bad faith can support that belief in the light of clear evidence to the contrary. The anecdotal evidence is abundant and biological research supports our current intuition that men and women are equal in terms of average intelligence. Other purported differences of more recent provenance are now also doubted. Carol Gilligan’s studies, for example, that suggested that men and women differ in their moral reasoning have apparently not stood up to the scrutiny of later studies. It has also been shown that, in general, it is not true that women are more empathic to everyone (only to their friends apparently) but on the other hand it is true that: “[m]en have a higher tolerance for pain [which I suspect will surprise some] and a greater willingness to risk life and limb for status, attention and other dubious rewards [which, I suppose, will surprise few]”. In terms of occupational preferences perhaps the fiercest debates are about disciplines such as engineering where the representation of women is much lower even though women now study science in more proportionate numbers.

The important thing for equality analysis is not whether the studies cited by Pinker turn out to be the last word on the subject, but that we do not adopt a strategic approach to factual enquiry. It is tempting to ignore suggested differences or to imagine those that suit our pre-conceived theories. Fortunately, and predictably according to the biologists, nature has left the sexes roughly equal in the range properties which make us uniquely human. We should not shy away from such differences as we can establish and their policy implications, though the temptation to do so be great. Racial differences, as far as we know, are much less interesting in this respect. Indeed with race the major debates are increasingly about sceptical issues such as whether they even exist and as the world becomes increasingly integrated there is even less, biologically speaking, to argue about.

Another difference between racist and sexist denials of equality is the lack of obvious hostility in some cases of the latter. There is sometimes, with sex discrimination, no clear sense that one sex thinks the other is less worthy. Larry Alexander suggests: “[a]rguably, however, some people believe as a matter of moral ideal that women and men should perform distinct moral
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27 Ibid 340. My references to Pinker’s book on this and other topics should not be seen as references to the ideas of one person; Steven Pinker. The opinions he expresses there, on gender in particular, are supported by his own references to many studies.
28 Ibid 340. Pinker cites examples of these studies.
29 Ibid 345.
30 Ibid 352.
roles".\textsuperscript{31} I think this is quite clearly the case though here we are not necessarily talking about average preferences of women themselves. And Alexander is less convincing when he says that "these widespread beliefs about the morality of gender roles are in many cases based not on biases or on stereotypes but on moral ideals"\textsuperscript{32} because it does not follow that if something is morally motivated it is not the product of prejudice.\textsuperscript{33} Whatever its provenance, the idea that a woman should, for example, not work outside the home must be the result of bad judgment because no facts about women in general suggest the restriction is sensible. I say ‘whatever its provenance’ because a fallacious idea about human differences does not improve when its source is a deeply felt religious or cultural truth.

But it is true that the characteristic lack of hostility, indeed the typical intimacy of the discriminators and their victims, is a feature of much sexist discrimination. On the other hand race and sex are similar issues and they differ from sexual orientation and religion, at least in the way that I have noted. There are other types of discrimination though, the identification and understanding of which requires other nuances of moral analysis.

The question of disability, for example, raises its own set of problems. Here there is a significant difference between not only disabled and other people but also between different forms of disability. And the differences are relevant to the question of how disabled people should, variously according to the type and extent of their disability, be treated. On the one hand we think disabled people should be treated the same as other people. They should be able to compete fairly on merit for prized positions in society, in employment and in public life. On the other hand we think some accommodation should be made for their disabilities. Each disability will in turn present different practical, and so moral, challenges. There are many difficulties here.

In some ways disabilities do close off opportunities and there is sometimes little that can be done about it. Unlike discrimination based on race, for example, discrimination against disabled people is only part of the problem; the other part is the disability itself. Efforts to

\textsuperscript{31} Alexander "What Makes Wrongful Discrimination Wrong? Biases, Preferences, Stereotypes, and Proxies", above n 7, 166.
\textsuperscript{32} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{33} Alexander does not think these preferences are unobjectionable. Indeed he does not know what a moral argument in their favour would look like as he does not find sensible the kind of natural law arguments some use to justify such ideals. My only quarrel is with his suggestion that, just because they are based on some sort of moral reasoning, they cannot be based on a prejudiced distortion of reality.
deny the fact of our genetic endowments and the vulnerability of the human body are, to say the least, implausible. Disability is not just a social construct. Sometimes unfavourable treatment will be justified in the sense that we are not able to rearrange things so that a particular disabled person can achieve all that others can in a particular field.

Another important difference between disability on the one hand and categories like race on the other, apart from the fact that the difference itself is indisputable, is that disability will, at least much more frequently, require different treatment. (In that regard sex may be somewhere in the middle.) This is a big topic. I only want to note here both the complexity of the moral thinking required to decide what to do about disability and the subtle differences between different instances of the inquiry into whether basic equality has been denied.

It is always important to correctly identify the type of moral task one has to undertake when assessing whether basic equality has been denied. We can reach the wrong conclusions because we have asked the sort of questions it would be appropriate to ask when dealing with another type of discrimination; although I do not mean to suggest all kinds of discrimination fall under some neat typology. I will try to illustrate the importance of asking the right sorts of questions by means of a relatively lengthy example which is somewhat more of a substantive discussion than the preceding ones.

*Discrimination on Ethnic (or Cultural) Grounds*

The question of ethnic discrimination, it seems to me, requires at least two sorts of ethical analysis. On the one hand we have to protect people from the kind of prejudiced behaviour we call racism. On the other hand we have to guard against the unsatisfactory moral assessment of actual behaviour and belief. The second task is the same as the one we have to perform when thinking about religious discrimination.

On the one hand to discriminate against someone on the ground of their membership of an ethnic group is akin to racial discrimination. Discrimination against Jews, for example, just because they are Jewish is wrong in the same way that it is wrong to discriminate against black people because they are black. Anti-Semites concoct all sorts of offensive nonsense about how Jewish people are and then use that as an excuse to discriminate against them. The right way to respond, intellectually, to that is to point out that the stereotypes are false or
meaningless and the unfavourable treatment inspired by these stereotypes is unjustified. On the other hand ethnic identity is not just about common ancestry.

Ethnic difference also implies cultural difference. By ‘culture’ I mean patterns of beliefs and behaviour. Treating people differently, in ways that disadvantage them, because of what they do, may or may not be a denial of basic equality. It depends on what they are doing. Sometimes it is wrong to do things that are integral to ‘our culture’. The point is made more easily in the realm of practical or technological achievements and the means used to achieve them. For example, as Thomas Sowell notes, Arabic numerals are not merely different to Roman numerals; they are better – if you are trying to count things. In the world of ends cultural equality receives support from ethical relativism although we do still discriminate an awful lot between different ends while paying lip service to the idea that the exercise is pointless.

It is of course true that ethnocentrism is a real wrong. We often think our way of doing something must be the best or the only one. The anthropology that inspires cultural relativism is at least a helpful reminder that this might not be the case. Discerning whether ethnic discrimination is present in a situation requires us to distinguish between the unfair stereotyping of a group and consequent treatment of that group in ways that disadvantage its members for no good reason, on the one hand, and the application of even handed principles of justice and morality on the other. The two processes are not the same.

Fear of making the mistakes that we so often make when judging ways that are different from our own can make us wary of all criticism except self-criticism. Ethnocentrism is discriminatory because it is the uncritical and unfair assumption that the way our group does things is better. But one does not have to embrace cultural relativism in order to eschew ethnocentrism. As Kwame Appiah puts it: “[i]t is a poor move from recognising certain [ethnocentric] evaluations as mistaken to giving up evaluation altogether”. Everything that anyone does or believes is ‘cultural’ in the broad sense of the word. We could not criticise much if we could not criticise something that was part of someone’s culture. It is of course wrong to simply assume that our way of doing things is better and it is wrong, without special
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justification, to force people to do things our way. It may also be wrong to press valid criticism, as criticism of a particular group, when we are guilty of the same thing, because hypocrisy is a bad thing too. But thinking about this topic can be too much influenced by the context it often calls to mind – colonialism and cultural imperialism generally. That context should make us proceed with caution but it should not make us give up critical ethical thinking about other people’s practices altogether.

Because it is true in general that something that is wrong in one situation might not be wrong in another, it is true in this context too. It is always possible to argue, on a case by case basis, that a particular act or practice is not immoral in a particular cultural setting though it might be in another. The practice of nepotism, for example, might not have been wrong in societies too unstable for their rulers to safely entrust power to strangers or political enemies – as long as the continuance of the ruler’s governance was itself a good thing. But that, the awareness of relevant cultural differences, is a sophistication required in the moral analysis of different cultural settings, not a reason to think such analysis is inappropriate per se. And not every difference will be relevant to the moral assessment of a cultural practice. It is no doubt true, for example, that aspects of the situation in South Africa in which apartheid developed were unique, in some ways. Those details will help to explain why apartheid, as a social and legal system developed in the specific way that it did. But nothing about that context justifies apartheid. Some contextual differences explain different outcomes without justifying them.

Bernard Williams suggests that some cultures are too distant from us to allow for meaningful evaluation in terms of a set of universal norms. This “relativism of distance” makes sense. We cannot, now, choose to be samurai warriors and, because, as ethical theory has it ‘ought implies can’, it does not make sense to suggest anyone should be a samurai warrior rather than something else which it is possible for us now to be. But this is not the simplistic cultural relativism I am rejecting here. That relativism is wrong because it lets any difference, or at least too many, count; not just morally relevant differences. It is the sort of relativism that allows adultery, for example, to be wrong not because fidelity is a good thing in itself or because it is wrong to hurt people by breaking our promises to them, but simply because a particular community believes it is wrong.

That way of thinking is wrong whether applied to different cultural groups within a country or internationally. Fortunately this obviously wrong sort of relativism is not as common in practical moralising as we might think. When people say this or that is wrong they usually mean to say just that; not ‘this is wrong for us in our community’. But a careless relativism is an important aspect of at least popular current multicultural thought. And it does not become a better moral theory simply because the difference is ‘cultural’. The role of relativism in contemporary thought about culture is a large one and much more can be said about it.

The relationship between culture and human agency is crucial in this regard. In general I agree with the sentiments expressed by Michael Carrithers who compares his “sociality theory of culture” with what he calls the “culture theory”:

On balance, I argue, individuals in relationships, and the interactive character of social life, are slightly more important, more real, than those things we designate as culture. According to the culture theory, people do things because of their culture; on the sociality theory, people do things with, to, and in respect of each other, using means that we can describe, if we wish to, as cultural.

Real-world multiculturalism, at least, could do with a strong dose of Carrithers’s “sociality theory”.

The rejection of cultural relativism does not, however, necessarily entail the rejection of all demands for different treatment on cultural grounds. Current debates about multiculturalism are the setting for serious thought about what it means to deny the basic equality of others by unfairly ignoring, suppressing, attacking or failing to respect or support the culture of others. There is a considerable literature on the purported strengths and weaknesses of multiculturalism and its various policy proposals. As with race and gender the debate about culture is organised around the question whether or not we should have ‘one law for all’ and be ‘difference-blind’.
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39 See Waldron “How To Argue for a Universal Claim”, above n 37, 310.
42 Michael Carrithers Why Humans Have Cultures (Oxford University Press, New York, 1992) 34.
43 See Kymlicka Contemporary Political Philosophy, above n 41, ch 8 for a useful review of recent debates. A less sympathetic assessment of multiculturalism, as a policy, may be found in Brian Barry Culture and Equality, above n 40. See also Jacob T Levy “Liberal Jacobinism” (2004) 114 Ethics 318 for a critique of Culture and Equality.
Will Kymlicka thinks the onus has shifted partly to those who do think we should all be treated the same to show that this is not discriminatory.⁴⁴ There may be no point in thinking in terms of a presumption of equal treatment with general application.⁴⁵ But when certain differences are used to justify different treatment, race and sex in particular, we should be wary because of our racist and sexist past, and ongoing discrimination on these grounds. Religion and culture may make us less suspicious but we should still think carefully about proposals for different treatment on these grounds.

Very different sorts of claims for minority cultural rights may be made. Some, to mention a few well known types, are to do with governance; some are about special claims for funding, while others are about justifying exemptions to the application of general laws. I will only comment, briefly, on the last group. They are perhaps harder to justify than we might think.

The way United States courts dealt with the right to free expression of religion until recently, is perhaps the best known model we might use for considering claims for cultural exemptions in general to general laws, whether we think ‘religion’ is a ‘subset’ of ‘culture’ or analogous to it.⁴⁶ The protection given religious freedom in the First Amendment to the United States Constitution, as interpreted by courts before Employment Division v Smith,⁴⁷ while controversial and not always perfectly coherent, is inspired by the plausible idea that restrictions of the same freedom can be a greater burden for some people than for others.⁴⁸ If the burden is greater and imposing it is not strictly necessary, then it seems to follow that not all exemptions from general rules constitute unfair special treatment. It seems reasonable therefore to consider them on a case by case basis. Not every desired exemption can be granted because the rule may serve a purpose that is too important⁴⁹ but it may, in this context as in others, not always be morally necessary to treat people equally.
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⁴⁴ Will Kymlicka Contemporary Political Philosophy, above n 41, 366.
⁴⁶ Until the Supreme Court decision in Employment Division v Smith 494 US 872 (1990). That case changed the test which applies to laws burdening religious freedom. Before Smith the government had to show a “compelling state interest” in imposing the burden. For a history of the law before Smith, and subsequent attempts to revive it, see Erwin Chemerinsky Constitutional Law (2nd ed, Aspen Publishers, New York, 2002) 1206
⁴⁷ 494 US 872 (1990)
⁴⁸ See Chemerinsky Constitutional Law, above n 46, 1204-1206.
⁴⁹ A “compelling state interest” as the US courts put it. We cannot, for example, exempt people from the law forbidding murder for cultural or religious reasons even if we are willing to think about modifying, for example, our doctrines of provocation or mitigating circumstances to take cultural difference into account. See Jeremy Waldron “The Logic of Cultural Accommodation” (2002) 59 Washington and Lee Law Review 3.
If the argument for exemptions on religious grounds makes sense in some cases, it seems sensible to extend that to cultural differences. That may be the best way to deal with claims for cultural equality by indigenous people for example, at least in terms of demands for exemptions from general laws. But treating people as equals requires constant new analogising. It is always possible to discriminate all over again if we forget that.

The American courts have had to deal with a specific constitutional requirement to protect religious freedom. They do not have to extend that to cultural freedom. We might want to as a matter of fairness but fairness demands that we also consider, in terms of exemptions from general laws, the situation of others who may also resent the intrusion of law into their chosen way of life and whether we have a reason for distinguishing theirs' from the situation of those who make religious and cultural claims for exemptions. What exactly is the additional burden that is imposed on the latter?

Jeremy Waldron thinks one reason why a cultural group might have an extraordinary burden placed on it by a general law of universal application is that the members of such groups may be doubly regulated, by state law and by the rules of their community. Unlike the ordinary objector they might not be asking to be free from constraint altogether – they are pulled in different directions by two opposing sets of regulations. It is not the intensity, Waldron argues, of the preference not to be restricted by a rule which counts as the added burden. He is right to note that because the preference may be more intense, on occasion, in the case of the ordinary objector who just does not like the rule. The feeling torn is, Waldron says, also not just a matter of “subjective conviction”; it is socially grounded. As he puts it:

Because of the positive existence of a scheme of regulation rivalling the state law, the person we are considering is already under a socially enforced burden, established as part of an actual way of life, a burden grounded in the actually-existing and well-established regulation and coordination of social affairs afforded by a religious or a cultural tradition. Others claiming an exemption simply as a matter of liberty or personal conscience might not be under any burden comparable to that.

Well, why is peer pressure, from one’s cultural group, to conform to a law which conflicts with a state law more of a burden than individual conscience? Individual conscience too, can be a burden. The individual objector need not be a libertarian fundamentalist who thinks any restriction of freedom is a great loss. He may understand the difference in kind between not
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being allowed to drive the wrong way on a one way road and not being allowed to criticise the government.\textsuperscript{54} He too may be torn, between following state law and the dictates of his conscience. Furthermore the latter will come from somewhere. No norms are culture free. Conscientious objectors, of various sorts, have communities too. They also feel the burden of dual regulation. The dominant culture in western democracies has been troublesome for these subcultures too. Human rights legislation sometimes recognises this in provisions about ‘freedom of conscience’.\textsuperscript{55}

Waldron also thinks some cultural groups might be disadvantaged by ignorance of the law if they are newcomers. It is true that familiarity with the dominant culture and its laws will not usually be a problem for subcultures which constitute a counterculture. But this, the problem of ignorance of the law, can be better remedied by education of new migrants, which Waldron suggests, although I also agree that sometimes ignorance of the law should be a valid defence or a mitigating factor.\textsuperscript{56} But for anyone: ‘cultural’ impediments to knowing about or understanding the law are present in the nearest poor neighbourhood.

Waldron says he is not sure if anyone has ever given a satisfactory explanation of how it can be fair, if there is room for an exemption from a given law, to give the benefit of it only to groups who claim it on religious or cultural grounds.\textsuperscript{57} I think we are still some way from finding a good answer. But it is an answer worth looking for because the case for such exemptions does make some sense. The extra burden idea, which Waldron is trying to give new life to in the article I have referred to here, is a plausible one. If members of majority cultures want to claim that contemporary modern society should, as far as possible, be neutral on questions about the good life, then they should take the trouble to ensure that minorities enjoy that autonomy too. But the difficulty of identifying exactly which sorts of minorities should be exempted on occasion remains. And that difficulty does threaten to undermine the plausibility of the “rule-and-exemption” approach.\textsuperscript{58}

\textsuperscript{53} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{55} See eg s 15 of Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Act 108 of 1996. What exactly courts are supposed to do with such provisions is another matter.
\textsuperscript{56} Waldron “The Logic of Cultural Accommodation”, above n 49, 25-27.
\textsuperscript{57} Ibid 21-22.
\textsuperscript{58} See Brian Barry \textit{Culture and Equality}, above n 40, 40.
Forbidden Grounds?

This digression from general matters, to consider the specific problem of ‘culture’, illustrates how particular the consideration of an application of basic equality can be. Could we not, though, at least list some criteria that we may always regard as morally inappropriate when deciding how to respond to people and whether to treat them differently? That would seem to make theoretical life easier. If we could say, at least, that race and sex should never in themselves influence, in any way, how we treat people we would at least have something to hold constant in our deliberations about the denial of basic equality. But sex is never going to be a candidate for irrelevance. There are too many ways in which it is relevant; too many ways in which we can, for example, discriminate against one sex by expecting them to be just like the other.

Race seems a better candidate. But all one needs to rule that out too, is some biological oddity, the prevalence of a particular disease will do, and differential treatment based on race (targeted provision of health education and counselling for example) will be justified. And note that race and sex are ruled out as candidates for forbidden criteria even before we come to more controversial matters like affirmative action. All we can say, it seems, is that our recent history is littered with examples of race and sex discrimination. That may make us, I think it should, wary of differential treatment on those grounds – especially on the ground of race. But prudent caution need not mean we are not open to the possibility that it might be justified.

Discrimination law jurisprudence is littered with slightly more abstract candidates for categories of unfair grounds of differentiation. Race and sex were once less controversial candidates because they were examples of ‘immutable traits’. But as Larry Alexander bluntly points out it is not discrimination to refuse to hire the blind as truck drivers. He is also right to say it is not just ‘irrelevance’, in itself, that makes a criterion for differentiation wrongful. The relevance of differential treatment depends on our purpose for differentiating. Our reasons for discriminating may be quite functional – we might just want a female secretary – and so relevant, in that sense.

60 Ibid.
There is, however, something important about 'relevance' in this context. Not being dependent on a wheelchair is, in an obvious sense, an irrelevant requirement for a job as a mathematics teacher because one can do the job perfectly well in a wheelchair. Even if a school would prefer not to have any teachers in wheelchairs their preference for that is irrelevant to the objective assessment of what makes a good mathematics teacher. Their preference is for a certain kind of person rather than one for a certain kind of teacher. That preference is not literally 'irrelevant', but it is immoral. Some preferences are ruled out – we may call them 'irrelevant' if we wish – if we are to uphold basic equality. But all this does not make the denial of basic equality any simpler to identify in complex cases.

I will argue below that other attempts found in recent discrimination law jurisprudence, to reduce the idea of basic equality to some more manageable form that could be applied by courts without too much original moral thinking, are also unsuccessful. That does not mean that we do not know what basic equality requires or what it means to discriminate against someone. Discrimination is treating some groups of people as if they were less inherently worthy than others. But what that means in particular instances might not be easy to say. As always, in moral analysis, different situations may require attention being given to quite different considerations. To make the demands of basic equality more concrete or simple to apply would be to substitute the abstract idea of basic equality with a more specific policy aim. But the various equalities we aim for in our actions and policy decisions also require justification. And part of that justification requires application of the more general principle of basic equality. The application of any moral principle is also not an isolated process. It always involves giving due weight to other moral principles or considerations. This applies to basic equality too and its relationship with other values must be considered.
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61 See below ch VII.
Chapter VI Basic Equality And Other Values

Introduction

The way I have described and defended it here, basic equality is an absolute requirement. It requires equal concern and respect to be afforded in the choice of public policy. It does not bow to other concerns when the situation seems to call for the application of some other principle that is incompatible with it. If basic equality is a moral filter, no social policy or practice which does not take seriously the concerns of all affected persons is justified and no such policy or practice is exempted from this test simply because it serves some other social value that we think is a good one. Basic equality, in the political realm, is an absolute requirement. Governments are not free, morally speaking, to ignore it in order to achieve a desired policy aim. There is no underlying concern that could offer a justification for such a limitation. Because basic equality is not identical to any particular equality we may want to achieve in a specific situation, any such equality will also have to be consistent with basic equality.

But we do have other political ideals; liberty and community amongst others. Clearly then, the idea of equality as a basic constraint, which I have endorsed, has implications for the relationship between equality, in that sense, and other political values. These implications need to be elucidated so that the role of this value in political philosophy can be better understood. I will only discuss the relationship between basic equality and one other value, liberty, here. Although I want to focus on the relationship between basic equality and the fundamental freedoms typically found in a Bill of Rights I will do that in the context of the general debate about how liberty relates to equality.

My discussion will make particular reference to the debates and controversies generated by Ronald Dworkin in this area. I will argue, in Dworkinian fashion, that basic equality is compatible with liberties such as freedom of speech and freedom of religion. I suggested above\(^1\) that part of the attractiveness of basic equality as a political ideal is that it coheres with at least certain basic freedoms that are accorded a central role in modern political philosophy and I will try to defend that claim now. I will argue that that is so because basic
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\(^1\) Ch III.
equality requires that we respect those liberties; we do not show equal respect for others if we allow them no freedom to develop their own ideas or refuse them permission to express their own thoughts or unnecessarily restrict their cultural or religious practices.

Basic Equality and Fundamental Freedoms

One way to defend the claim that a state which upholds basic equality will uphold basic freedoms is to show that it is possible to find an argument for the basic freedoms we value in the modern liberal state, which flows from our commitment to basic equality. If granting people certain freedoms is part of what it means to treat others as equals and if these are the usual freedoms that make up the standard list of civil and political liberties then we do not have to choose between basic equality and the usual freedoms found in a Bill of Rights.

The argument that the endorsement of basic equality entails approval of those liberties is not made just by noting that we want people to enjoy an equal set of freedoms. It might be considered a good thing for a community to allow its members an equal say in questions of governance, an equal right to express opinions on other matters, an equal right to choose who to associate with and so on. But from that we cannot infer that basic equality itself motivates any entitlement to liberty. We might just believe that whatever rights we think people should have; we want them all to have.

It can indeed be argued, however, that a commitment to basic equality entails the right to be free from the domination of others in important ways. We should be in charge of our own lives, it can be argued, because we are equals – not being in charge of our own lives necessitates someone else being in charge of us which implies they are more worthy than we are to decide how our lives should be led. The freedom we are talking about is the freedom (not absolute of course) not to be interfered with by others, and one reason why they should not interfere is that such intervention suggests that some people are better placed, in general, than we are to decide how our lives should be lived.

I do not mean it is reasonable to complain that one has been discriminated against simply because some have the power to limit liberty while others are merely subject to that
power. A properly constituted government will have to limit its citizens' liberty in certain ways including, at times, ways that impinge, at least to some extent, on their core civil liberties. In that respect government officials will have powers that ordinary citizens do not have. But that is compatible with basic equality if it is carried out in a manner that respects everyone and weighs their concerns in an even handed manner. When we say that someone's right to free speech has been interfered with we usually mean in a way that goes beyond what we think is a reasonable limitation of the freedom of expression. It is that unwarranted intrusion on our liberty that we can argue fails to pay us the respect due to equals.

It is at least easy to talk, as I am now, about basic equality, and the liberty of human rights and constitutional law discourse, as if they were parts of one whole. Such talk does not seem strained. It is reasonable to say that if someone's speech is censored because she expresses, say, communist or atheist views that are not approved of by the majority, or those in power, she has been discriminated against on the ground of her beliefs about politics and religion. In constitutional, Bill of Rights provisions, equality and liberty clearly overlap. The modern Bill of Rights typically includes, for example, a provision to protect freedom of religion as well as a clause which proscribes discrimination on the ground, amongst others, of religion. These provisions are at least overlapping. Suppression of one religion has typically favoured another or other religions. That is usually the effect, and usually the point, of restrictions on religious liberty which are then, at least often, examples of religious discrimination.

We do not think we should allow all religious activity of course. The sacrificial killing of infants is justifiably forbidden by the law against murder. And we do think some limits on freedom of speech are acceptable, although we argue about which are. The idea that any practice or expression should not be limited just because some one values it, no matter how harmful it is, is as absurd as the notion that something could be immune to moral critique just because it is an aspect of someone's culture. But this understanding of the sorts of liberties that are protected in Bills of Rights is consistent with the account of the denial of religious equality I outlined, in skeleton form, in the last chapter. Religious discrimination


See ch V.
is constituted by the *unjust* limitation of some forms of religious expression; not all censure or restriction of religion is discrimination.

I am not suggesting that basic equality and liberty, in human rights law and constitutional theory, are not distinct values. I am suggesting that one moral justification for the freedoms protected in a liberal state might be that a commitment to upholding them is required if we believe in basic equality. A concern for basic equality can be seen as a reason to protect certain liberties without that being the only thing basic equality requires, and that reason for upholding basic freedoms does not exclude other reasons for valuing these liberties.

But are unjustified restrictions of these liberties always a denial of basic equality? Historically the liberties of certain oppressed groups have been denied in an uneven way which does constitute discrimination. Restricting freedom of religion for Protestants and, at different times, Catholics in England, for example; or denying black people in South Africa freedom of movement were denials of basic equality. So a restriction of liberty *can* be (or accompany) a denial of basic equality, but does it have to be? May the two not just sometimes overlap? To show that it does not have to be the case that the authoritarian curtailment of basic freedoms is a denial of basic equality it would seem we just need one counter-example. That is HLA Hart’s strategy in a passage I discussed earlier. An infringement of liberty, for Hart, is just that. Equality has nothing to do with it. Hart’s argument was meant to counter Ronald Dworkin’s idea that infringements of the kind of liberties that we find in Bills of Rights are wrong because they offend “that [liberal] fundamental conception of equality”

When it is argued that the denial to some of a certain freedom, say to some form of religious worship or to some form of sexual relations, is essentially a denial of equal concern and respect, the word ‘equal’ is playing an empty but misleading role. The vice of the denial of such freedom is not its inequality or unequal impact: if that *were* the vice the prohibition by a tyrant of all forms of religious worship or sexual activity would not increase the scale of the evil as in fact it surely would, and the evil would vanish if all were converted to the banned faith or to the prohibited form of sexual relationship. The evil is the denial of liberty or respect; not *equal* liberty or *equal* respect: and what is deplorable is the ill-treatment of the victims and not the relational matter of the unfairness of their treatment compared with others.
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4 See ch II, n 33. There I was making the point that Hart’s complaint about talk of equality was not Peter Westen’s; he was not arguing that equality per se is redundant; his position was that liberty and equality are distinct.


Hart's counterexamples are quite extreme and bring to mind a citation of Peter Westen's in *Speaking of Equality*. William Frankena said: "If a ruler were to boil his subjects in oil, jumping in afterward himself, it would be an injustice, but there would be no inequality of treatment”

Westen himself doubts whether this is correct: "...Frankena's example is not the example of equal treatment Frankena thinks it is, because while the ruler *kills* [murders] all his subjects, he merely *commits suicide* himself." I think Westen means the ruler would be getting his way and everyone else would not be; so there *is* unequal treatment though it is not, strictly speaking, the treatment which is unequal in Frankena's example: they all get cooked. There is an inequality in the situation though. The inequality lies in the constitutional arrangement which gives the ruler the power to make this sort of decision. A better political system, which was itself constrained by the value of basic equality, would not allow such an awful policy. Frankena is right, on the other hand, in the sense that the policy would ultimately affect (in terms of their longevity at least) everyone equally.

Hart's counterexamples are like Frankena's. Taking his second one first, the evil of the prohibitions would indeed not vanish if all converted to the prohibited religion or sexual practice, partly because, as Hart implies, the restriction of liberty would still be a wrong. It is difficult to make a case that anyone, for the time being, would be being treated differently in this situation because no one wants to be different; at least for the moment. We might note that even if Hart's tyrant applied the proscription to himself he would merely be abstaining whereas everyone else would be being oppressed. That is an important inequality though it is, once again, a critique of the political system and not of the policy per se. Under it, all are, as Hart implies, treated equally.

Turning to Hart's other counterexample: if all religious devotions and all sexual practices are banned there is again the difference between the one who makes this decision and the others who just have to live with it, but here again the policy itself applies equally and is of course still unjustifiable because of the infringement of liberty.

---


8 Westen attributes this insight to Brian Simpson. See Westen *Speaking of Equality*, above n 7, 90 n 45.
Hart’s and Frankena’s examples are of the same type. They both describe a totalitarian situation of a very extreme nature and Dworkin notes, in a riposte to Hart, that in that kind of situation there is not much to say about rights of any sort. Dworkin says, in response to Hart’s examples:

Suppose some tyrant (an Angelo gone even more mad) did forbid sex altogether on penalty of death, or banned all religious practice in a community whose members were all devout. We should say that what he did (or tried to do) was insane or wicked or that he was wholly lacking in the concern for his subjects which is the most basic requirement that political morality imposes on those who govern. Perhaps we do not need the idea of equality to explain that last requirement. (I am deliberately cautious here.) But neither do we need the idea of rights.

Dworkin’s point seems to be that since the debate is about the relationship between equality and rights to liberty, it is immune from Hart’s counterexample which is a hypothetical in which neither have a place. The suggestion is that Hart should be looking for a counter-example in a context more like the one in which we talk about rights and how they relate to each other.

Even in the totalitarian extremes of the twentieth century it is not easy to find such a counter-example. Another suggested case of equal misery is one produced by Gregory Vlastos. This example differs from the two already discussed here in what I think is an important respect. Vlastos wrote:

Would any of us feel that no injustice was suffered by Soviet citizens by the suppression of Doctor Zhivago if we were reliably informed that no one, not even Khrushchev, was exempted, and that the censors themselves had been foreign mercenaries?

Inequality is still present, in that some have the right to ban books and others do not, but not in the policy itself. Or so it seems. There is an inequality (of decision making powers) here between the censors and the citizenry but at first glance everyone in the political system being considered is treated equally. But are they really? The policy, apart from restricting freedom of speech, discriminates against authors of undesirable literature. In the example only one book is banned. In the real Soviet Union many, but not all, were. This is

10 Dworkin “Is there a right to Pornography”, above n 9, 211. We may note how Dworkin improves Hart’s example with the words “in a community whose members were all devout”. Without that tightening up, Hart is exposed to the objection that in his counterexample atheists are privileged.
typical in the modern world. Hart’s view would presumably be that what is at stake in Vlastos’ example is freedom of expression. It is of course, literally, an infringement of freedom of expression when one book is banned however many others are or are not banned. But one could also argue that basic equality had been denied. If a book by Boris Pasternak is banned for expressing anti-communist sentiments while another is allowed to flourish because it tows the party line, Boris Pasternak and his would be readers are not being treated as equals. Is it possible then that two rights are being infringed or rather that there are two legitimate ways of talking about the wrong that has been committed by imposing the ban? It infringes both the right to freedom of expression and the right to be treated as an equal. This way of understanding the wrong the ban causes does not seem strained. Vlastos’s example is from a more familiar world and it does not exclude equality from the story as Hart’s cases might seem to.

I am not quite convinced by Hart’s counterexamples anyway. Their force depends on the distinction I made between the inequality in policies and inequality in constitutional arrangements. It is a real distinction but both constitute a denial of basic equality. One of the reasons why certain liberties should be upheld is that basic equality itself implies that no one should have unfettered power to decide for others what it is appropriate to think or say or worship. Because unjustified censorship fails to treat us as moral equals it does not matter if we can produce examples of total censorship. They too have to be implemented by someone.

Hart clearly thinks it is wrong to think the restriction of liberty, in his counterexamples and generally, is not just an issue of freedom. We certainly are used to discussing curtailments of liberty under the topic of how much government should be permitted to interfere with our liberty and that discussion takes freedom12 itself to be a value that should be treasured and protected. Hart is thus against Dworkin’s more imperial claims for equality. Dworkin has at least shown that where rights to liberty are not entirely extinguished, for everyone, their partial extinction (which is much more common) shows a lack of equal concern and respect and thus constitutes a denial of basic equality, as well as a disregard for a particular liberty. Even totalitarian government typically requires loyal supporters and these are afforded rights that others are not and that is discrimination; an offence against basic

equality – whatever else it might be. But I think, as I said, the point is more general. One reason why unjustified curtailment of the basic liberties is wrong, however ‘fairly’ it is applied, is that it fails to treat us as persons who all have the capacity to develop our own conceptions of the good.

We do not have to say that we only value liberty because we value basic equality, in order to argue that basic equality is compatible with basic freedoms. Even if, as I think is the case, all restrictions of the type of liberty we uphold in Bills of Rights can also be understood as breaches of basic equality that would only show that we may justify protecting these liberties in this way. We might also value freedom of speech, for example, because it helps us to find the truth or because it promotes self realisation or democracy. And it serves liberty generally because we want people to have the opportunity to lead autonomous lives. Dworkin himself talks about a special responsibility to live our lives according to our conception of what makes them successful and worthwhile and the need for a social environment that supports that enterprise. This goes together with a “principle of equal value” to make up what he calls “ethical individualism”. They are “more fundamental values that the political ideals of liberty and equality, as they have figured in our political traditions, might be understood to exemplify”. Liberty, like equality, has its own abstract background idea in this scheme. It is not necessary to think that equality is some sort of master value from which all our political values flow in order to accept that a commitment to basic equality does give us a reason to uphold some liberties.

We could also accept that ‘liberty’ will clearly clash with ‘equality’ in some of their senses, though we still might be able to work out how to act in good conscience, and that basic equality is part of the solution but not part of the problem. People often think there is a tension between particular sorts of equality programmes and specific liberties and that, their thinking so, is undeniable even if some argue these tensions can be resolved. We are talking about ‘negative liberty’ here, the right not to be interfered with by others in at least some sphere of our lives. So those moral arguments are about what we should allow others to do; not what we, as moral agents who are committed to basic equality, should feel at liberty to do. As people who are committed to basic equality we are not morally permitted to indulge in hate speech, hire on a discriminatory basis, sexually harass others or commit

---

other acts of discrimination. The only liberty we give up because of our commitment to basic equality is the freedom to ignore our own moral axioms. But what we should allow others to do is another matter.

Enforcing Basic Equality

If we, as a community, through the mechanism of the state, do not prohibit discrimination we may be failing to promote some goal of racial or gender equality but we are not denying anyone basic equality. Unless we make the state responsible for what private parties do. We have done that to some extent in human rights legislation, throughout much of the democratic world, but it is important to be clear about what we have done, morally speaking, in this regard.

Those of us who are liberal democrats do not believe the law should enforce every aspect of morality. Sometimes it is carelessly said the law should not enforce morality but what is meant is we should be free to decide for ourselves, at least to a certain extent, what is permissible and what is not. This is Berlin’s negative freedom. There is only some agreement on how free we should be. In those countries where discrimination in employment and in the provision of certain services is prohibited, liberty is restricted in ways that are relatively new and still fairly controversial. And that liberty is restricted in the name of another value – equality.

There is a cost to freedom here, justified or not. But if the government simply allows private individuals to deny the basic equality of other private individuals is it not, and are we as its electors not, implicated in that wrong? If one argues otherwise is one not open to the objection that we are relying on a crude distinction between acts and omissions? If it is wrong to deny basic equality, why is it morally acceptable to allow its denial? The effects of denying basic equality are the same whether we do it ourselves or allow other people to do it. So why should our efforts at self restraint not be matched by endeavours to constrain others? The objection has force but I think this is outweighed by the fact that while it is true that the effects of the denial of basic equality are the same in both cases, when we are

14 Ibid 42.
15 See Denise Meyerson Rights Limited (Juta and Co Ltd, Cape Town, 1997).
preventing other people from doing wrong we have to take into account considerations which do not apply in the case of self discipline.

This is a general moral issue. How much should we force people to do the right thing? In terms of basic equality, is it ever right for someone to force another to treat people as equals? I may boycott racist employers by not purchasing their products or decline membership of a church that does not ordain women. There is not much else I can do, within the law, about these instances of discrimination. Not unless I am in a position to change the offending institutions. I can also support a law which prohibits these forms of discrimination. Our personal ethics, if these are consistent with basic equality, will require us to protest, at appropriate times and in appropriate ways, about discriminatory practices we may come across but we will need the law, freedom being the default position, to force others to adopt our more accepting ways.

In liberal democracies there is usually a strong reluctance to force people to be good. It is no longer illegal to commit adultery; no law forbids all forms of lying or selfish manipulation. People are at liberty to lead unproductive and slothful lives and to be generally unpleasant. We feel it is appropriate to encourage a more moral way of life but few would argue that people should be forced to be good, to any great extent. We believe in the freedom to be bad – up to a point, ironical as that may seem. So why ban discrimination? The world would be better without discrimination but it would also be better off if people were always honest or did as much as they could to improve their own circumstances and the circumstances of those who need help.

If we do interfere with the individual’s freedom to deny others basic equality our concern for equality will clash with some people’s concerns about liberty. The equality at stake here, though, is not basic equality but the goal of achieving some particular equality, although the goal may be laudable and may not in itself be inconsistent with basic equality. The goal of achieving a more equal representation of races in the work force, for example, may be hindered by allowing freedom of association, in the employment context, to racist employers or by not taking measures to counter the effects of unintentional discrimination.

The clash here is between the goal of racial equality – specifically a more proportionate representation in the workplace – and freedom of association or the right of employers to conduct their businesses in the way they see fit. What we are trying to do with these laws is to prevent others from denying basic equality. That is a worthy goal but its various implementations must be morally assessed in the same way that any other policy goals must be.

Because interfering with others runs counter to liberty generally, we need to consider when this is justified even when our motivation for doing so is a good one. We do not have to justify, for example, our practice in liberal democracies of allowing patriarchal churches to refuse to ordain women by saying this practice is not discriminatory. It clearly is a denial of basic equality. We just think the values of freedom of religion and association outweigh our desire to make others uphold basic equality in this case. Apart from liberty our equality policy goals also have to be assessed in terms of other values as well, such as efficiency and basic equality itself. A policy that aims to achieve a particular equality might offend any of these. It might restrict liberty too much. Just to establish the principle: imagine a very strict piece of ‘hate speech’ legislation that proscribed any public speech that was in any way critical of the views or practices of certain groups.

Or a policy might cause unwarranted inefficiency: imagine a policy that imposed excessive reporting duties as part of an equal opportunities accountability exercise. Or advancing some sort of equality might deny basic equality. This is the charge often levelled against affirmative action in general but one can think of a less controversial example. An extreme affirmative action plan will do, for example one requiring all tenders for a certain sort of government contract to come from one race or sex for a period of twenty years. I am purposely using outlandish examples to establish the point that laws and policies that promote equality of some particular outcome are not immune to moral evaluation and that moral evaluation is not done in advance simply by justifying basic equality itself.

It is not enough, therefore, to justify such policies, to point out that they are motivated by a concern for ‘equality’. That in itself may or may not be a good thing but it is only one consideration in the moral analysis of such policies. Even a plain anti-discrimination law,
prohibiting the denial of basic equality by private persons in respect of certain categories such as race or sex is not automatically justified simply because its promoters believe in ‘equality’. Such laws characteristically only forbid the denial of basic equality on those sorts of grounds in certain, not all, areas of our communal life. Laws that forbid discrimination in the workplace or in the provision of services are much less controversial than the regulation of our personal choices about who to associate with in our leisure time. Even the goal of promoting the adoption of basic equality is only a good thing after all relevant consideration of other values. We may look forward to a world where basic equality is universally valued but our desire for such a world does not justify using totalitarian methods to bring it about.

Each method that we do use will have to face moral scrutiny but that is not moral scrutiny of basic equality itself. That is what I mean when I say that, in this sense, basic equality is not implicated in the conflict between equality and liberty. Its deontological, we might say, status means that it is not just a good thing all else being equal. It is not something that is, in constitutional and discrimination law parlance, ‘subject to reasonable limitations’. The pursuit of particular equalities is. Each is judged by its consequences which means the moral correctness of each instance of attempting to bring about a certain sort of equality depends on things (like liberty or efficiency) extraneous to its own motivation.

If that is correct then the compatibility of fundamental Bill of Rights liberties like freedom of speech and religion with basic equality is not threatened by potential conflicts between some freedoms and some equalities people strive for. It is true of course that my exercise of free speech or freedom of religion may be discriminatory. The views that I express may be racist and my religion may irrationally consign others to damnation in the afterlife and contempt in this one. I cannot be racist or believe that I am a member of a chosen people and believe in basic equality. At the communal level a state cannot express or imply such views in its policies. But what we all do about others is a different matter. If we do too much we may limit autonomy in ways that deny the very basic equality we claim we want to uphold. We may also simply do more harm than good.

---

17 Which is why the law upholds basic equality when it binds the state and promotes it when it binds private persons. The latter type of regulation should be subject to reasonable limitations.
Equal Values?

It is true then that ‘equality’ may clash with ‘liberty’. But I have argued that does not mean basic equality clashes with the sorts of liberty we try to protect in a Bill of Rights. It is rather that equality as an aim will sometimes clash with other values and then a balancing exercise must be carried out. In restricting my comments to this one aspect of the relationship between ‘liberty’ and ‘equality’ I may seem to have sidestepped the principal debate. In a sense that is true but that debate is also really only about one aspect of that relationship. It is just that it has received a lot of attention because the relationship between economic freedom and a concern for decent living standards for all is an important and difficult topic.

It is often to debates about that matter which we refer when we note that in recent times the perceived tension between equality and liberty has been the subject of much debate. Much modern political philosophy consists of attempts to reconcile these two values in a harmonious liberalism. There are also recent theorists who deny that such reconciliation is possible. There are not just two points of view in these debates. But they are mostly debates about liberty and distributive equality. They are important and, although I do not discuss them here, I think it is worth noting that they might be clearer if they distinguished different uses of ‘equality’. Basic equality will have something to say about which economic system best treats people as equals but because basic equality itself justifies certain liberties it will suggest a distributive system which respects those liberties. Of course the substantive issues remain and are far from being resolved, but that does not mean some conceptual clarification is not helpful.

It might be objected that by affording an absolute status to the principle of basic equality while insisting that liberties prove their worth I have biased the whole discussion in favour of equality. On the other hand some might think that because I have said basic equality justifies the fundamental freedoms prized in a liberal state I have undermined projects to

---

equalise important outcomes. My essentially Dworkinian approach is guilty on both counts. My excuse is that I think this is the right approach.

A complete answer to these objections would require an exposition of the value of liberty. I only want to endorse a possible approach. Liberty, or the underlying value which inspires our commitment to certain sorts of liberty, can also be expressed at a more abstract level than specific liberties like freedom of speech or freedom of religion. Although there are clearly differences between these two values it is also true that just as some equal results are not as important as others, some liberties are not as important as others. So perhaps we can say sometimes our commitment to basic equality makes us accept the limitation of a specific freedom but sometimes our commitment to personal autonomy overrides our desire to promote a specific equality. Some of the liberties we may want to limit in the name of basic equality or other values are important, or are instances of important types of liberty but then so are some of the equal outcomes we would press for more strongly if it were not for our commitment to personal autonomy.

The approach I am suggesting here is, I have suggested, implicit and sometimes explicit in Ronald Dworkin’s writing about equality and liberty.20 This explains why we find him defending a particular liberty sometimes and a particular equality on other occasions, discussing various conceptions of each in the process.21 While one might not agree with his results on each occasion the approach seems to me the right one. But I think Dworkin could, on many occasions, but particularly in the context of his discussions and debates with others about economic equality, explicitly adopt and use the distinction between basic equality and equality as an aim. He could then avoid giving the impression that he thinks ‘equality’ and ‘liberty’ never clash.22

Both the understanding of what it means to deny basic equality and our view of the relationship between basic equality and other values are relevant to the matter of framing

22 Dworkin “Do Liberty and Equality Conflict?”, above n 13, is an example of his work that I think would be more persuasive if it explicitly distinguished the sense of ‘equality’ that can conflict with liberty from basic equality rather than just saying the best interpretations of liberty and equality, as political values, do not conflict. See also the debates in Mark Lilla et al The Legacy of Isaiah Berlin (The New York Review of Books, New York, 2001) 73-121; See Ronald Dworkin Taking Rights Seriously (Duckworth, London, 1977) 226 where he himself stresses the importance of the distinction between ‘equality as a policy’ and ‘equality as a right’.
equality legislation – discrimination law – and interpreting it. The complexities of each that I have touched on here, and which are the subjects of countless chapters and articles, complicate the justification of innocent enough looking prohibitions of discrimination. In the next chapter I do not discuss the justification for discrimination law directly or make suggestions about what law we should have. My focus is jurisprudential in a more narrow sense. We have equality law. It seems to be expressing a commitment to basic equality. But much of the doctrine built up around that law seems to have forgotten the connection between the two. Because that law is often drafted in terms as broad as the value of basic equality itself, it has inspired attempts to make that law more manageable; but those attempts to understand the law do not relate it clearly enough to basic equality.
Chapter VII  Equality's Law

Introduction

The most obvious purpose of equality laws is to uphold or promote basic equality. By this I mean that if the idea of basic equality expresses what is morally important about equality then it is that idea which serves most naturally as our moral reason to introduce anti-discrimination laws. To uphold basic equality, lawmakers may try to make governments conform to basic equality. This they may do by means of Bill of Rights provisions that constrain the legislative and executive branch of government from denying basic equality to those they are responsible for. They may also apply ordinary human rights legislation to the government itself. To promote basic equality, laws may restrain the practices of private citizens by making them conform to it in certain areas of communal life or aim at achieving a particular equality with provisions that may apply to both government and private parties.

In this chapter I am not directly addressing the justificatory question about what sort of laws we should have. I am mostly concerned with problems concerning the interpretation of current laws, but the discourse of that interpretation is of course not separate from discussion about why the law is there and so I cannot say this chapter has a subject entirely dissimilar to the last two. I can say I am not trying to provide a general review of this area of law. I only want to comment on the merits of some contemporary approaches in equality law exegesis.

I want to note, first, the difficulty in interpreting these laws, caused by their usually very general terms and then go on to discuss some recent approaches to interpreting and evaluating them and assess these on how well they relate the point of these laws to the moral idea of treating people as equals. I conclude that the approaches that I discuss do not do that well and that is to the detriment of our moral understanding of these laws. Anti-discrimination law has an overtly moral purpose – it does not exist to make our societies more efficient or more technologically sophisticated – and so its interpretation, evaluation and development is not well served by approaches that are not clear about its moral point.
Provisions in Bills of Rights\(^1\) prohibiting the denial of basic equality or attempting to ameliorate the effects of discrimination are even more abstract and less like a rule than the other rights typically found in a Bill of Rights. The idea of freedom of speech for example, while it has been the subject of a large and sometimes confusing jurisprudential analysis, has at least recognisable contours. We argue about how much freedom of speech we should have and when it should be restricted, rather than about *what it is*. We know what freedom of speech is: the right to express ourselves freely. It is true there is a difference between speech and expression in general but when the meaning of one is extended to include the other we know what we have ended up with. So even when the ‘meaning’ of freedom of speech is widened to include expression, after arguments about things like flag burning\(^2\) and naked dancing,\(^3\) we still have a recognisable thing to study and discuss.

Another way of saying this is that at one level it makes sense to say that it is a matter of fact whether there is a certain level of freedom of speech in country A today. More specifically we can know as a matter of fact whether particular forms of expression, giving a Nazi salute or inciting imminent violence, are prohibited in country A. The same is not true, at least not in the same way, for basic equality. We can say the people of country A seem to be more committed to basic equality than the people of country B but we cannot demonstrate that simply by pointing to certain facts about those countries; we first have to argue about what it means to say one treats its people like equals to a greater extent than the other. This is because, in the metaethical terminology I have adopted here\(^4\), basic equality is a value not a fact. The existence, or presence, of freedom of speech on the other hand is a fact. You either have certain types of it or you do not.

This may strike some as odd because we can also think of freedom of speech as a value. It is a value. But what we mean when we say that is that there *should* be freedom to express ourselves within certain prescribed limits. Of course it is difficult to work out what the limits should be. That is what we argue so much about with regard to free speech. Sometimes the policy arguments about the appropriate limits of free speech are left to the legislative branch but sometimes it is up to courts to decide on the limit. The meaning of

---

1. Those found in ordinary human rights legislation are usually more specific but are also difficult to interpret because the meaning of ‘discrimination’ can be elusive.
4. See ch III.
all broad constitutional provisions can be difficult to determine; but with 'freedom of speech' the meaning is not really unclear, it is just broad. And we know the broad meaning is not the intended meaning because no one wants to allow direct incitement to violence. We just do not always know what to leave out, but eventually someone or some body decides and then we know, as a matter of fact again, what is in or out.\footnote{Unless the lawmaker uses vague terms like 'obscenity' without being clear about what is meant.}

The value of free speech is explored, in parliaments and courts, in discussions about autonomy or truth, or the prerequisites for democracy, rather than in talk about the meaning of the concept 'freedom of speech' and those discussions can be as difficult as ones about basic equality. But the judicial task must be harder, it would seem, with basic equality, because there we only have the background value: there is no plain fact of the matter about whether basic equality is being observed or not. With rights to speech or association, or movement, there are. Of course the difference, in terms of the difficulties in interpretation, between anti-discrimination provisions and free speech clauses should not be overestimated. Even when permissible limitations to free speech are included in a law they can be very difficult to interpret or apply. But there is at least a definite something – free expression – that you might want less or more of in particular contexts.

Still, if law can take a concern for autonomy\footnote{I have suggested a commitment to basic equality itself is part of the justification for upholding liberties like freedom of expression. See ch VI.} or whatever we take to be the background value(s) justifying freedom of speech and turn that into a rule specifying a right to a particular freedom, albeit in terms lacking instructions about the scope of the freedom, why can it not do something similar with basic equality? So far equality law lacks even that level of concreteness. The law story usually starts with the United States Bill of Rights which speaks more generally about 'equality before the law'. That is not quite as broad as 'basic equality', but it is still a reference to a value rather than a specific instruction to (United States) State and Federal government institutions not to do A in situation X. We immediately have to ask what 'equality' or 'equal protection' requires here. Does the law always have to treat us the same way? Obviously it does not. So what distinctions are permissible? Any except those based on race? And so on from, in the United States, \textit{Brown} to \textit{Bakke}\footnote{Brown v Topeka Board of Education 347 US 483 (1954).} and beyond.
Recent law usually talks about discrimination, not basic equality. Recent constitutional provisions are typically more elaborate than the US one but no less difficult to interpret, ultimately. Their claim to an essence one can depend on might be thought to be the idea of discrimination. But ‘discrimination’ cannot even be as determinate as ‘free speech’. The addition in some provisions of certain grounds of discrimination does help, even though these are not meant to be exhaustive. But as the case law makes clear it is not, as I have argued it should not be, simply a matter of proscribing ‘forbidden grounds’ of differentiation. Differentiation on the specified grounds is sometimes upheld even in the absence of affirmative action provisions. So what is discrimination?

Some insight into the meaning of ‘discrimination’ could be gleaned by looking at the dictionary. It will allow a meaning that is just ‘differentiation’. But one would expect a human rights lawyer to pick the one about prejudicial distinctions. But which are these? Distinctions which take irrelevant considerations into account? But which are these again? I have cited Larry Alexander noting relevant distinctions are any which are important to us. The idea of basic equality is not subjective in that way, it condemns distinctions which do not take the concerns of all affected parties into account but it does not assume that all concerns have equal weight. Assessing the importance of different concerns involves making value judgments which, naturally, is often very difficult.

What some legal commentators have done, with some prompting by the courts, is to try and make the task more manageable by specifying what sort of ‘equality’ is important or valuable or by working out what ‘discrimination’ really means and, in at least one case, by suggesting discrimination might be best understood without reference to equality at all. My complaint about their efforts is that recent jurisprudence, which attempts in various ways to circumvent the abstractness of basic equality by substituting other, more limited, notions of equality or by suggesting alternative rationales for anti-discrimination provisions, distorts the moral analysis of the policy objectives or leaves it incomplete. It does this because it does not clearly relate these policy objectives to the moral point of talking about equality – our commitment to basic quality. No law can implement the whole of what basic equality

---

9 See ch V.
requires but whatever we take the specific purpose of equality law to be it should be consistent with basic equality and we should be able to explain how it relates to that value.

I will first propose that we rethink the value of comparing ‘formal equality’ with ‘substantive equality’ in the way these terms are used in much recent writing about equality. I think this way of talking has not offered a means to solve any of the issues that those committed to equality argue about. I will argue that the underlying concerns of ‘substantive equality theorists’ are better able to be discussed once we accept that ‘equality’ is a larger, more abstract concept than any particular aim to equalise the distribution of a particular social good. The disavowal by substantive equality theorists of ‘formal equality’ (which is usually interpreted to mean ‘equal treatment’), does have a point. But the point is not well made, because the terms in which it is expressed do not clearly convey what is intended by the best interpretation of that point. Those said to be committed to ‘formal equality’ are also making an important moral point, in my view, but it too is cast in unhelpful terms. There is, in the terms that I do not think are helpful, a real moral debate to be had (or continued) between the advocates of ‘formal’ and ‘substantive’ equality but it will only be fruitfully conducted in clearer language. Both sides of this debate are suggesting that something be made equal and both confuse their policy choices with the ideal of equality itself.

I will also counsel against the suggestion that equality, or discrimination, should be explained in terms of other values. Cases and commentaries in constitutional law in some jurisdictions have in recent years at times expressed the idea that discrimination is in large part a matter of treating people in ways that negatively impacts on their dignity. Apart from the obvious problem — that this approach adds to the analytic burden because we now have to explain what ‘dignity’ is and when it is impaired — explaining a value in terms of another value might reveal a lack of confidence in our ability to explain the first value at all. While I do not share that scepticism I will suggest that the dignity of humanity in general, the worth of persons qua human beings is indeed part of the explanation of our commitment to basic equality. I have argued this already, in different terms, in my discussion of our reasons for valuing basic equality. I will argue that dignity in that sense is not itself a value, not a candidate for inclusion in our canon of human rights and that respect for it is an even more abstract idea than basic equality. Dignity in another, more subjective sense, that of our particular estimation of our self worth, the dignity that can be
offended or impaired, may or may not in particular instances be worthy of human rights protection or moral concern generally. Whether it is will depend on the moral reasonableness of its foundation in a particular instance. And because of this last point the impairment of dignity in this sense is not the essence of an offence against basic equality.

The perceived need to use other values, or indeed other ideas which may or may not represent values, to explain the meaning of equality or the purpose of legislation promoting or upholding equality may also lead to the eschewal, if not of equality, of explanations of discrimination law in terms of equality. I will argue that Hugh Collins’s suggestion that ‘social inclusion’, rather than equality, is the aim of such laws gets some of its plausibility from the fact that he is using the word ‘equality’ in a specific restricted sense which he does not relate to the general moral principle of basic equality. Because of the seemingly endless debate about what sort of equality is envisaged by the laws it might be tempting to replace the idea altogether. The problem here is we do not know much about the philosophical underpinnings of ‘social inclusion’ either. How does it relate to the major Enlightenment values of equality, liberty and community? Until this question has been satisfactorily answered it seems premature to judge that we are wrong to think of anti-discrimination law as ‘equality law’. It is not in the straightforward sense that, for example, the law on civil procedure is about the nuts and bolts of civil procedure. But, anti-discrimination law can only make sense morally if it is understood as an attempt, however clumsy the attempt might seem, to uphold basic equality.

**Substantive Equality?**

The need to show that ‘equality’ has a content, in the face of the challenge presented by writers like Westen and Raz that whether we want any particular equality is always a cause for moral debate which is not about equality itself, might inspire the notion that there is a merely *formal* idea of equality which should be rejected in favour of a *substantive* equality.\(^{12}\)

Louis Pojman and Robert Westmoreland are influenced by this view when they write: “[w]e can divide egalitarian theories into two types: *formal* and *substantive.*”\(^{13}\) As an
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12 In some cases the (equally indeterminate) expression ‘equality of outcomes’ is used interchangeably with ‘substantive equality’ and ‘procedural equality’ with ‘formal equality’.

'illustration' of the former they give Aristotle's formula that Westen takes as the general (empty) formula of equality: equals should be treated equally and unequals should be treated unequally. This formal notion does not tell us, they say, what is wrong with a Connecticut law of 1650 which read; "If any man after legal conviction shall have or worship any other God but the Lord God, he shall be put to death". The only value formal equality upholds, according to them, is consistency. Pojman and Westmoreland's point, however, is not Westen's. They think there is another kind of equality, substantive equality, which does have a specific content, or rather that there is a range of substantive equalities each with a specific content.

But it is not clear why these authors think the 'likes should be treated alike' formula is, on its own, a 'type of egalitarianism' which must be compared to the 'other type': substantive equality. 'Egalitarianism' is a cluster of moral theories, concerned with justice. And, as the authors point out, Aristotle knew (and everyone since surely knows) some substance or other must be provided to complete the idea that, as Aristotle had it, justice means treating equals equally. It has to be decided which differences are morally relevant because that is the morally interesting question – when one starts with the likes should be treated alike formula. The equal right to follow the one true religion in their Connecticut example has a substance, just not a very attractive one if you believe in freedom of religion.

If we think freedom of religion is a value in sound political philosophy the Connecticut law was not morally justified. If on the other hand we agree with the absolutist views of the early New England Congregationalists, it was justified. It is not helpful, therefore, to think that we are working with two different theories, one 'formal' and one 'substantive'. Any call for equality as an aim will have its 'substance', stated or not. The trouble with Pojman and Westmoreland's discussion is that they have not started with the moral essence of equality – the requirement to treat people as equals. The problem, in terms of equality, with the Connecticut law, is that it does not fulfil this requirement. It treats people with non-conformist views with less concern and respect.

Some writers use the phrase 'substantive equality' in very much the same misleading way that Westen has shown the word 'equality' may be used. They seem to mean that it is
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normatively superior to ‘formal equality’ when it can, really, only be a specification of what is in fact, or should be, treated as alike in accordance with the formula of what they call formal equality. ‘Substantive equality’ is a label used by some (not Pojman and Westmoreland ultimately) in a way which might seem to imply that their view of the ways in which we should and should not be treated equally are better than those of their ideological opponents who are said to hold a (deficient) ‘formal’ theory of equality. Pojman and Westmoreland do not do this, they simply partake in the widespread use of the (in my view) unhelpful terms ‘formal’ and ‘substantive’. They go on to note that the choosing of the correct kind or kinds of equality is the important and difficult question. They do not however, distinguish between the types of equality one might want to aim for and the more basic belief that all should be treated as equals. It is only the latter idea that can save talk about equality from indeterminacy. Without it, any substance the treat likes alike formula may be given will lack justification in terms of the moral essence of equality.

A full-blown example of the use of the terms ‘formal’ and ‘substantive’ equality, which illustrates the futility of using these notions to solve equality’s dilemmas, can be found in an article by Catherine Barnard and Bob Hepple on “Substantive Equality”16. The article is specifically about UK and European anti-discrimination law but will serve as a typical example. The authors provide an, at times, interesting and thought provoking analysis of how that law sometimes produces undesirable results. The discussion is seriously marred, however, by the constant use of the terms ‘formal or procedural equality’ and ‘substantive equality’, the latter taking equally elliptic sub-forms such as ‘equality of results’. The use of those terms by these writers, in itself, does not provide anything in the way of justification for the types of outcomes they suggest are desirable.

The essay opens with the question “[t]o what extent is EC and UK equality law moving away from the liberal notions of non-discrimination towards an approach based on substantive equality or equity?”17 Information about the intended senses of the key terms is provided in a section titled “Concepts of Equality” where the authors tell us that “[t]he liberal notion of formal equality is one of consistency – likes should be treated alike”.18 This conception, they say, only supports the prohibition of direct discrimination. In

17 Ibid 562.
18 Ibid 562.
general, the authors say, the principle of “consistent treatment” does not guarantee any particular outcome.19

It is not clear why the authors think that their truncated Aristotelian principle, 'likes should be treated alike', even implies a ban on direct discrimination. The example given by Pojman and Westmoreland just cited demonstrates the contrary. ‘All those who do not conform to prevailing religious beliefs should be punished’ is perfectly consistent with ‘likes should be treated alike’. One may, to take other examples, discriminate against blacks or women consistently with that ‘principle’ if one does not think those groups are like whites or males in the relevant respects. And a rule which makes direct discrimination on account of race or sex unlawful, by contrast, does have precisely that substance. And it will produce a ‘particular outcome’ though perhaps it will not achieve all that one wants to be achieved as a matter of social equity.20

Turning to substantive equality, Barnard and Hepple do distinguish between variants of that notion but in the end none turns out to have much specific content. They cite Sandra Fredman who they say has identified different “overlapping approaches”.21 But the subcategories discussed by Fredman are equally unhelpful. The first is “equality of results”.22 But this is another indeterminate concept. Which results should we aim for? This subcategory is again divided into three more. In their discussion of these, some idea of what our authors want as policy outcomes does emerge. Barnard and Hepple are in favour of proscribing indirect discrimination as well as direct discrimination but believe only affirmative action will produce “equality of results”.23

Affirmative action has many results of course but so does equal treatment of races and the sexes. The evaluative element is still missing. Perhaps what is meant is that affirmative action has mostly good results. But of course that would not be because it is founded on a

19 Ibid 562-563.
20 Such a rule proscribing discrimination could be described as “liberal” I suppose, although many conservatives would endorse it. Why Hepple and Barnard think that nothing more in the way of discrimination law could have a liberal justification is not explained. They must be aware, for example, of the support for affirmative action by prominent liberals such as Ronald Dworkin.
22 Barnard and Hepple “Substantive Equality”, above n 16, 564.
23 Ibid 565.
'substantive' equality rather than a 'formal one'. Not unless 'substantive' just means 'real' or whatever solution to the cluster of social issues we usually discuss under the rubric of 'equality' an author happens to prefer.

The next substantive equality discussed by Barnard and Hepple is "equality of opportunity".24 This would only be a truly "broader"25 substantive equality, our authors say, if it embraced, again, positive action in favour of disadvantaged groups or measures that dealt with labour inequalities in a (yet to be explained) substantive way.26 Equality of opportunity can mean different things of course27 but each interpretation of that ideal will have its own substance. The other two 'substantive' approaches are taken from legislative schemes and, again, it does not appear at all from this article what is peculiarly substantive about them or formal about the alternatives.

In the rest of the article which discusses, first, developments in UK and European indirect discrimination law which threaten equality of results,28 the authors argue that the point of indirect discrimination law is sometimes not understood in those jurisdictions, focussing too much, as it sometimes does, on how individuals are affected by certain practices rather than on the disparate impact those practices have on disadvantaged groups. Properly understood, Barnard and Hepple suggest, indirect discrimination law would provide valuable protection for those groups which are indirectly discriminated against. This is an interesting and important argument, but if I am right it is incomplete.

Barnard and Hepple are unhappy that affirmative action is not more fully embraced by British law. They note that EC law in this regard "has moved closer to the aim of substantive equality".29 But we are not told exactly what that aim is. The, in my view, confusing definition of 'formal equality' as if it indeed had a substance (the prohibition of direct discrimination, only) and could be better or worse than some other type of equality, when of course it does not have a content precisely because it is formal, is not complemented with any definition of 'substantive equality'. Nor could it be, because

24 Ibid.
25 Ibid 566.
26 Ibid 566.
28 Barnard and Hepple "Substantive Equality", above n 16, 568.
29 Ibid 583.
‘substantive’ is being used in a vague commendatory way while at the same time seeming to denote something specific which could itself be subject to evaluation.

Professor Fredman, to whom Barnard and Hepple often refer, employs the same terms in her subsequent book on discrimination. The book is also about UK and European discrimination law and the work is clearly not intended to be merely descriptive but a justification and critique of discrimination law as well. Its theoretical discussion is, however, marred by the employment of the vague terminology adopted by Hepple and Barnard in the article I have been discussing. Fredman sometimes seems to understand the vacuous nature of substantive equality terminology. When she discusses equality of results she writes about the different outcomes that could be aimed at: a good result for this individual, for her group, or for the institutions we work and live in. Achieving any of these outcomes may mean giving up on another.

But despite this recognition of the indeterminacy of ‘results’ Fredman still thinks that formal equality will be improved by being “allied to a more substantive approach.” And she thinks “it is in the move beyond consistency to substance that the chief strength of the indirect discrimination concept lies.” But, as I have argued, that cannot be right: everything will depend on the substance. Besides, what she calls “formal” – equal treatment – already has a substance.

If pressed, Barnard and Hepple, and others who use these terms in the same unhelpful way might say that by ‘substantial’ equality they simply mean something more than equal treatment for groups that have been discriminated against in situations where equal treatment may perpetuate unfair disadvantage. That something more will include, first, measures aimed at indirect discrimination. One might agree that these are sometimes necessary. If, for example, a ban on sexist or racist hiring practices was thought to proscribe only intentional discrimination, the purpose of a prohibition on discrimination might be partly thwarted. But the boundaries of the mischief of indirect discrimination are not settled and cannot be settled by reference to an empty slogan. Imposing liability for
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unintentional indirect discrimination (as opposed to devious indirect discrimination) may also not be morally straightforward.\footnote{34}

Substantive egalitarians also typically favour affirmative action (‘positive action’ in the UK) but even if they think that all their readers agree they cannot assume that all will know what they mean by programmes of positive discrimination that more nearly approach the aim of ‘substantive equality’. Throughout their discussion it is clear these authors are not really comparing form and substance. They are comparing different policies, all of which have moral implications and, therefore, a ‘substance’. They are disqualifying some policies by labelling them ‘formal’ and privileging others with the label ‘substantive’.

The way of talking about kinds of equality that I am criticising here is widespread. It will be familiar to readers of jurisprudential debates about equality and those familiar with discussions of discrimination law in, \textit{inter alia}, North America or the UK. It also features occasionally in more general political philosophy. I do not mean to suggest, therefore, that Barnard and Hepple, or Fredman, are isolated purveyors of a rare confusion. They are, to the contrary, part of an establishment. For some time it has been \textit{de rigeur} to commence any discussion of equality law by noting (but not critically analysing) the difference between ‘formal’ and ‘substantive’ equality.

My comments thus far, therefore, might seem glib if I did not make a serious attempt to understand what the advocates of ‘substantive’ equality are getting at. I think the moral point being made by some is that one standard conception of equality, formal equality, is a sham which needs to be displaced by a more authentic one. Formal equality is shallow; substantive equality is deep and gets to the heart of the matter. Professor Fredman has a well known quote at the beginning of her book: “...to labour in the face of the majestic equality of the law, which forbids the rich as well as the poor to sleep under bridges, to beg in the streets, and to steal bread.”\footnote{35} The point of the aphorism could be expressed in different ways and it was written in a specific historical context, but the essence is: applying the same law to all does not necessarily afford everyone equal benefits.

\footnote{34}{See ch VIII.}
\footnote{35}{Anatole France \textit{Le Lys rouge} (Calman-Levy, 1927) 106, cited in Fredman \textit{Discrimination Law}, above n 30, 1.}
The point of talk about substantive equality could be understood, then, as giving equality some substance that is *worth having*. It could be argued that 'substance' in substantive equality means 'worthwhile substance'. The idea not being that formal equality is indeed literally empty but rather that it is empty, at least some of the time, in the sense of being an empty gesture.\(^{36}\) By analogy if we refer to a book as having 'substance' we do not mean literally that there are books with no content, just that this particular book is a better read. It might seem then that my analysis thus far has missed the point substantive equality theorists are trying to make. They are not arguing that formal equality is purely formal, rather that it is empty, at least some of the time, in the sense of being an empty gesture.\(^{36}\) By analogy, if we refer to a book as having 'substance' we do not mean literally that there are books with no content, just that this particular book is a better read.

If that word really just means 'better' or 'more thoroughgoing' it would be preferable to candidly say so. If substantive equality theorists are just saying they are trying to apply the dictates of equality more rigorously their language could be a lot plainer. If that frankness were adopted the question would immediately arise 'better or more thoroughgoing in what way?' and then the moral argument could proceed, or continue, without prejudice. The argument could then be about the moral point of our talk about equality and what it entails.

How the law might really care for us on equal terms is of course controversial. But we know in general that equal treatment is not always a good thing. Dworkin's example about the sick children\(^{37}\) illustrates this, as would countless other obvious examples. If 'equal treatment' is understood as a literal moral principle it is a silly one. And it is, incidentally, the opposite of treating likes alike. But the person who literally believes in equality as consistency is, of course, a straw man. He does not exist. We just argue about what sorts of differentiation are justifiable.

People who believe in 'equal treatment' do not usually think that every aspect of our treatment of others should be equal in the sense that we should give scarce medicine to the sick and the healthy alike, high grades to all students regardless of their performance, and so on. They mean that, in their opinion, we are allowing some irrelevant differences to count. They typically think that anti-discrimination legislation is a good thing but that some concerns about indirect discrimination are not well founded and that affirmative action is wrong, as apartheid or Jim Crow laws were wrong, at least in terms of its effects.

\(^{36}\) We sometimes talk this way when, for example, we describe food with a low nutritional value as 'having nothing in it'.

\(^{37}\)
Those who believe in equal treatment typically argue that things like race and sex or religion should *never* be a basis for differentiation, which is of course quite consistent with a belief that the rich should pay higher taxes in order that the poor do not have to sleep under bridges. These are live issues. Debates about affirmative action and indirect discrimination and so on cannot be advanced by calling the one side ‘formal’ and the other ‘substantive’ equality theorists. Particularly if by ‘substantive’ we just mean our view; that we think is better.

The substantive equality school might switch metaphors at this point and say that what must be avoided is a *mechanical* approach to equality: the equal treatment of different groups which have different circumstances and different needs is sometimes perfunctory. This may be true but it amounts to saying: ‘their approach is unthinking, ours is sensitive’. And the problem is the same complaint may be made about a proposal to treat two groups differently. It too may be mechanical, assuming certain significant differences between the two groups which do not really exist or assuming that any difference in overall group outcomes must be the result of discrimination and that rectifying the imbalance does not pose new moral quandaries. The critics of affirmative action after all also sometimes suggest their opponents are not concerned with ‘real’ equality but simply with numbers (proportionality).

Of course it is not just a matter of getting the terminology right, precisely because there are still unresolved issues that sensible people can argue about. But the language we use to discuss these issues, or more strictly the way we use it, must not suppose or give the impression of supposing the correctness of one point of view. And positively it must help us find good answers. The debate between substantive and formal equality theorists should ideally continue in a spirit of openness to the opposing view.

It is, on the one hand, not entirely obvious that grounds that could be used to discriminate *against* people should *never* be used as reasons to treat people differently. All one has to show to disprove that is one instance in which race or gender or something like that *is* relevant to the fair distribution of a social good. But the equal treatment school could concede that while still insisting that a high degree of caution be applied to all suggestions that we differentiate on that sort of ground. It is quite plausible to argue that that caution be
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exercised given our notorious propensity, as human beings, to act in a prejudiced way. Even when we do not suspect our motives, we should at least be wary of preferential policies based on things like race and sex and demand that they be demonstrably justified.38

The opponents of the equal treatment school might also consider whether it is really plausible to think that every disproportionate distribution of social goods amongst ethnic or racial groups or the sexes is the result of discrimination. They might sharpen their analysis and accept that we should direct our efforts more carefully to focus on disparities caused by patent injustices. And so on.

Hopefully few adopt extreme positions but there are many degrees in between to be evaluated. These are unfinished debates and they will be as much about facts as about values. To the extent that they are about principles or values, we should first be concerned with how they are related to basic equality. If my argument is sound the answer is not be found in terms of the difference between ‘formal’ and ‘substantive’ equality as these terms are used currently. ‘Formal equality’, by which recent writers really mean equal treatment of groups like races or the sexes is one answer to the question about when people should be treated equally and when they should not. In turn, each ‘substantive equality’ is another answer to that question. The question is important but there are different answers. And this terminology does not provide us with the conceptual tools we need to assess their moral correctness.

That need not lead us to think that equality per se has no contribution to make in the process of answering them. Those who write about substantive equality do not write as if they believe equality is an empty concept. They write as if they think their view of what equality is is better than other ideas about equality. They might disagree about the exact goals of substantive equality but they think it is an undisputed improvement over what they call formal equality. I have argued that too much support for that view comes from speaking as if their opponents’ views have no substance that needs to be evaluated. This masks the fact that one side simply thinks its perspective is a superior one. But I want to stress here that both sides to this particular debate write, most of the time, as if there is

38 I do not mean to suggest that the caution should be uniform. I am sure it is more problematic to justify differential treatment on the ground of race than of sex.
such a thing as equality. But I also think they both fail to identify the moral essence of equality.

The view that people should be treated alike without any regard at all, positive or hostile, to things like race or sex, has content. As does its denial. They are both substantive views in that sense. Both are candidates for moral assessment. But strictly speaking they are not views about what equality is. They are opinions about what basic equality requires. If they are moral opinions (and they are put forward as the right thing to do) they must rely on what is morally important about equality. They must be challenges to the idea that some people are more important than others. They must be attempts to treat people as equals.

That is what we are really after: the equality of persons. That is what is morally important. Does that entail equal treatment regardless of characteristics that have been used to discriminate against people? Perhaps it does, much of the time. Does treating people as equals ever mean we should implement preferential policies or restrict equal treatment when it produces disproportionate results? Perhaps it does, sometimes. These questions are of the utmost importance and they should not be deferred but precisely because they are critical they should be asked in a helpful way. We need to understand their point. We have to ask why we would want to treat people equally or why we would want to treat them differently on occasion. Why do we think either of these might be the right thing to do? They may both on occasion be expedient, but why morally appropriate?

We might say, for example, that treating people equally (regardless of race or sex etc) gives them an equal opportunity to prosper or we might think that, to the contrary, at times treating people unequally gives them an equal opportunity to do well in life. These are morally plausible answers but we can still ask why we would want to give everyone an equal opportunity in life. There are different reasonable answers to that question. Perhaps we just want to avoid envy and social unrest. But there are other ways of doing that – a rigid caste system has done the trick before – so we need to ask why we should choose this one. Why do we want all to have an equal chance to live a good life? I think the most direct answer is: because we believe in basic equality – that we are equals who should be treated as such.
That answer might provide a reason to support any of the various equalities that Fredman and other 'substance theorists' discuss. Of each substantive equality, or each equal outcome, or degree of equality of opportunity we can ask whether it respects the equality of persons. That is the fundamental question of value when talking about equality, although other values are implicated in our attempts to achieve equitable outcomes. Of course one can reject that fundamental principle but then it would be hard to explain why racism and sexism and so on are bad. If we reject basic equality it is difficult to imagine why anyone would be concerned by the possible disparate impact on various groups of equal treatment or why, on the other hand, anyone would think that equal treatment regardless of race is ethically proper. It is because we believe in human equality that we are concerned about inequalities of well being that we think have arisen and are flourishing due to the rejection of that belief.

It might be objected that this is merely to introduce another conception of equality to be put in contention with all the rest. It could then be added that because everything depends on what treating each other as equals means, basic equality also has no determinate content. I have provided reasons for thinking that basic equality is not so much a conception of equality as the fundamental concept of equality. Talk about equal treatment or equality of results or anything else just does not make sense without reference to the basic commitment not to favour one person over another in our social policy making. And this equality, we might say equality per se, is not without substance, although of course it is abstract. Abstractness is not in itself an insurmountable problem as vacuity naturally is.

Another likely objection would be that everyone knows we are trying to work out what it means to be one another's equals; this is hardly a new way of talking. This is more or less the language Ronald Dworkin and others have used for decades. Courts frequently refer to it. But Equality has many discourses. Talk about substantive and formal equality is not typically integrated with talk about basic equality. And it is not easy to see how it could be when proponents of equal treatment and substantive equality each think their idea of equality is what is morally important when, if I am right, they are suggestions about what should be achieved because we believe in equality. They are suggested entailments of (basic) equality. Like all suggestions to equalise a particular distribution they have to be evaluated and if they are to serve 'equality' the value they must conform to primarily is basic equality.
Finally I want to stress that it is the way certain terms have been used that I have found unhelpful. I am not suggesting that ‘formal’ or ‘substantive’ are unhelpful words. Such a suggestion would be odd. I only claim the way they are used in our recent equality jurisprudence is unhelpful. The notions could be usefully employed. In terms of formal equality, the treat likes alike formula is in a sense empty, until we decide who we are talking about; but we can treat that information as implied by a proper understanding of our shared humanity. The formula would then be elliptical rather than empty.

Robin West, writing about the way the law upholds what she thinks of as ‘formal equality’, says:

By ‘treating likes alike,’ through law, we recognise and reaffirm a universal and complex human nature, and the equal moral worth of all who fall within the legal regime. When we recognise someone ‘as like us’, and therefore entitled to like treatment by law, we acknowledge that shared humanity, and acknowledge the inclusion of all in a circle constituted by mutual recognition and sympathy.39

We could, tongue in cheek, call Professor West’s interpretation of formal equality ‘substantive formal equality’. It is interesting to note, however, that not only would direct discrimination be barred by West’s reworking of ‘formal equality’ but possibly also indirect discrimination. Indeed treating likes alike, as understood by West, may even justify affirmative action and much else that some human rights lawyers would like to see accepted. Her treatment of formal equality develops the idea, as the reader will have noticed, into something very like basic equality – she calls it a ‘humanistic interpretation of formal equality’40 and her account of equality is (implicitly, because she is not developing a theory of equality in the broad sense) similar to the one developed here in important ways. She fills the notion of formal equality out to get to its moral point; and that of equality. The same could be done with ‘substantive equality’. It too could be used to refer to something more substantial than simply the idea of a social policy which brings about some specific outcome of which we happen to approve.

Talk about substantive equality means nothing, though, until we know what the substance is or in what sense and how it is more substantial. Until then it is as empty as the ‘likes should be treated alike’ formula is if we don’t know who is to be considered alike. If
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substantive just means ‘real’ or ‘true’\textsuperscript{41} it merely serves to beg the question. The idea was introduced as an argument against the notion that equality always entailed equal treatment. But that notion never really had any support. Not in that general formulation. There was only in fact a debate about when to differentiate, not one about whether we should ever differentiate. Debates about indirect discrimination and affirmative action and whatever structural changes are required to give effect to equality cannot be decided by simply producing new ‘conceptions’ of equality if these conceptions are just tailored to fit our views of what equality entails. Too much writing about substantive equality and equality of outcomes provides too little argument for its policy conclusions and not enough explanation of its key terms. That path leads to scepticism about whether equality is even an identifiable value.

**Equality and Dignity**

I have argued, against Westen et al, that that scepticism is unfounded. We can argue about what equality entails without thinking that the need for those arguments is evidence that there is no core value to be respected. There is: basic equality. The recent tendency in jurisprudential thought\textsuperscript{42} to think that discrimination consists at least in large part in the denial of dignity to those who are treated differently on certain grounds should not tempt us, then, to think that we are not dealing with two separate concepts. There is no need for reductionism here. Equality does not need to be explained in terms of talk about dignity in any way that would make talk about equality redundant. That does not mean that ‘dignity’ cannot play a role in the explanation of our commitment to basic equality. I will try to explain that role. In doing that I will distinguish between two senses of ‘dignity’ only one of which, I will argue, is integral to the explanation of our commitment to basic equality. The other sense of the word is not implicated in our explanation of why basic equality is worth upholding or in what it means to fail to do so.


Any attempt to explain the relationship between equality and dignity must explain what role dignity plays in the formation of political and social values and then explain how that relates to the concerns we are trying to evince in our talk about equality. If dignity is, in its primary (dictionary) sense, the "quality of being worthy" we first have to ask what that means in terms of human dignity. What is it about human beings that makes us think we are worthy of respect at all? This question is the same as the one asked above about human characteristics which make sense of our belief in basic equality. Again we could refer, in Kantian vein, to our capacity for moral decision making. Or we could prefer our status as rational beings or focus on our common needs or some other range property or properties that we share.

We could always decide that only some human beings are worthy. But if we decide they all are we would have a reason to believe in basic equality. I am suggesting that dignity's role is foundational. It is the fact, about us, that inspires the value we call 'equality'. It makes sense therefore to talk, as Sandra Fredman does, about "[t]he primacy of individual dignity and worth as a foundation for equality rights". Fredman writes, though, as if dignity itself is the fact about human beings that we should respect. In a sense that is right. But dignity is something that is attributed to us because of something else – the thing or things that make us special as humans. Without the 'something else' the ascription of dignity would be pointless.

Professor Fredman also thinks that talk about 'dignity' in equality discourse replaces talk about 'rationality' and that this is an improvement because we might think that some people, women for example, are not fully rational. But rationality or moral capacity or our human structure of needs, or some combination of these or other human range properties, is what justifies assigning dignity to persons.

Let me explain how I think dignity can function as a foundation for equality and rights in general. There are three parts to the story about equality and dignity. First there are assessments about what makes human beings special. Second, because of these qualities we say humans have a particular dignity. Then we draw ethical implications from this.

44 See ch III.
45 Fredman Discrimination Law, above n 30, 17.
46 Ibid 18.
Dignity cannot replace rationality as a foundation for equality because rationality is (a candidate for) the foundation of dignity. I think Professor Fredman makes the mistake of thinking that dignity could replace rationality in the quest to fathom the meaning of equality because she is still thinking of equality in terms of the 'likes should be treated alike formula' that she criticises. Fredman writes as if those who think that women are not the equals of men, because they lack rationality, just have a different idea of equality to ours. Their idea would be that rational creatures are alike and women are not rational and so not like men and we therefore do not need to treat them as equals. If equality can now be explained in terms of dignity rather than rationality the sexist argument is undermined. But, as I said, we might accord a common dignity to humans because they share a common rationality. Commitment to basic equality is a further step, justified, I have argued, because there is no good reason to think our differences are such as should cause us to be fundamentally less concerned about anyone or any group.

Those who think women are not (fully?) rational will not ascribe to them the same dignity as they do to men and will not, consistent with this, treat them as being alike. Basic equality is, in my view, a response to our ascription of dignity to human beings which is in turn based on our decision that we share a human condition in ways that justify the attribution of a common dignity – a common worthiness. Those who do not think our important attributes such as our rationality or our moral personality and our need for suitable conditions for these to flourish, are those we have in common with others – black or white, male or female, Muslim or Christian – have no need for a notion of equality of the sort that is common in modern political philosophy. There is no point in thinking they just have a different one to ours.

How does my suggested link between dignity and equality differ from that suggested by recent discrimination jurisprudence? First a caveat and disclaimer: courts will express things differently in different cases and will only sometimes be interested in developing doctrine. They will usually not think of their efforts as philosophical treatises and it would be unrealistic to think they should. Legal commentary of the sort typically found in law journals might attempt to be more systematic but it will usually also be more concerned with predicting, and influencing, what the courts will do next than with pure moral
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evaluation. Here I merely notice a trend which I think is, in part, trying to get at what I have just said about equality and dignity. Recent jurisprudence also suggests another link between the two which I will suggest is confused or a mistake.

The source, or the most recent source, of talk about equality being based on the idea of dignity is recent Bill of Rights jurisprudence. I.W.H Ackermann\(^48\) writes in his paper on South African constitutional law about the “role of dignity” with regard to equality law.\(^49\) He and the other judges of his court developed ideas from Canadian constitutional jurisprudence where the purpose of the Canadian Charter’s discrimination provision has been stated, in \textit{Law v Canada}\(^50\) as being

\begin{quote}
  to prevent the violation of essential human dignity and freedom through the imposition of disadvantage, stereotyping, or political or social prejudice, and to promote a society in which all persons enjoy equal recognition at law as human beings or as members of Canadian society, equally capable and deserving of concern, respect and consideration.\(^51\)
\end{quote}

Leaving aside the reference to “freedom”, the idea that dignity is “violated” when equality is denied is almost consistent with what I have argued here about the relationship between equality and dignity. (I will explain the ‘almost’ in a moment.) If basic equality makes sense because of our descriptive equality and dignity is accorded to humanity because of attributes we share, then the dignity of those denied basic equality is also, \textit{ipso facto}, denied. We should treat people with equal concern and respect if we think that, despite their individual differences, they are of equal worth. Dignity’s role in a theory of equality is thus structural. It is not another ‘value’ that must be brought in to hide the nakedness of the Emperor Equality. ‘Values’ in that sense are about how we think we should behave. Dignity, in the sense I am discussing here, is a reason to hold certain values – including basic equality.

When Ackermann says, expounding on the jurisprudence of his court, that the essence of (unfair) discrimination is the impairment of human dignity\(^52\) we are \textit{ad idem} if he means that to deny someone equality’s protection is to exclude her from the dignity accorded others. What the courts are doing with the idea of dignity in the context of equality is

\(^{48}\) SC, retired Justice of the Constitutional Court of South Africa.


\(^{50}\) \textit{Law v Canada (Minister of Employment and Immigration)} [1999] 1 SCR 497.

\(^{51}\) \textit{Law v Canada (Minister of Employment and Immigration)} [1999] 1 SCR 497 at 529.

perhaps best understood as trying to understand the justification of our belief in (basic) equality.

Only the sense of ‘dignity’ used here, so far, will be helpful in this regard. The dignity, in one of its secondary senses, that one ‘stands on’ in the sense of a person’s estimation of his own worth is not always morally interesting. I said the quote from Law v Canada almost expressed what I am trying to say. The use of the word ‘violation’ bothers me. Talk about “violation of dignity” or the “impairment” of dignity” being the essence of discrimination could be misleading if it leads us to think that a perceived attack on someone’s sense of importance was a necessary or sufficient condition for a claim that basic equality had been ignored. The dignity of human beings provides us, because we think the qualities which justify according that dignity to our species are shared, with a reason to uphold basic equality. That we have that dignity is an ‘objective’ assessment which we think is consistent with the facts about who we are as persons. Strictly speaking dignity in this sense cannot be ‘impaired’ or ‘violated’. It can only be ignored or denied. It is not a substance or a quality that can be diminished but a fact, albeit a social or ‘institutional’ fact.

A person’s sense of self worth, on the other hand, might be based on that general fact but it could be based on something else. If, for example, I say of a hired killer that his life’s work serves no valuable purpose and is in that sense meaningless, my words may very well ‘impact on his dignity’ but not in any sense we should care about. If on the other hand, for example, a head of state pardons a group of female prisoners who are parents of young children but does not pardon an otherwise comparable (in terms of offences committed and sentences handed out) group of male prisoners who are also parents of young children, some of the males may not feel offended at all. But some of them might still think that
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good fathers had been unfairly denied a pardon having been negatively ‘profiled’ on the basis that more women are actively involved in the care of children.56

Of course most people understand, at least intuitively, the objective basis of human dignity. We have to work hard at our stories about how we are so different. So the denial of our universal dignity we share as a species will often be widely and sorely felt by its victims as an indignity in the second ‘injured feelings’ sense of the word ‘dignity’. Ackermann clearly empathises with the indignity, in this secondary sense of ‘dignity’, felt by black people in South Africa under apartheid.57 But the felt indignity of apartheid is what its victims should feel; what they are entitled to feel because they have been denied inclusion in the group of people whose concerns should be accorded respect consistent with the dignity (in the first sense) ascribed to them as members of the human race.

The dignity people demand, however, is not always that which we should grant them, as the example of the hired killer illustrates, and so the dignity whose role in the explanation of our commitment to basic equality I have acknowledged cannot be the subjective sense of self-worth, the loss of which is caused by being treated in what a particular person on a specific occasion feels is an ‘undignified’ way. In some cases the fact of being treated in a way that offends one’s dignity in that sense will be a denial of the dignity we should attribute to all persons, in other cases it will not.

When Iacobucci J says, in Law,58 the Canadian case cited above, that: “human dignity means that an individual or group feels self respect and self worth”, he is right, but only in the secondary meaning of the word. Feelings of self worth and self respect may of course be diminished when basic equality is ignored, this is typically the case when some people are systematically badly treated, as people were under apartheid, and this is surely the kind of case the judge has in mind. But this is not the essence of the relationship between dignity and equality.59 It is the ‘objective’ dignity we ascribe to humankind that is ignored
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by discrimination although we naturally expect and are often right to predict certain negative feelings will be experienced by one who has been discriminated against.

Iacobucci J goes on to say: "[h]uman dignity is harmed by unfair treatment premised upon personal traits or circumstances which do not relate to individual needs, capacities, or merits."60 It might well be, though which sense of 'dignity' the judge means is not clear. Such treatment, being an infringement of basic equality, does ignore (not 'harm' strictly speaking, in this sense of 'dignity') the dignity of some which is accorded to all by liberal humanism. That is what I have argued is the important conceptual link between equality and dignity. But dignity in the second, subjective sense (as his honour had just defined "human dignity") might not be injured by unfair treatment and might be injured by other things as well – not all of which are morally important.

It might be objected here that I am suggesting that the effects of discrimination are not important. Or that I am rejecting consequentialist considerations generally. I hope I am doing neither. I have agreed, above,61 with the non-cognitivist metaethical position that our ethical ideas are developed by us and to make things better for us. Consequences are very important. I also believe that when basic equality is respected the consequences are good and when it is ignored things go worse for us. When our dignity, in the primary sense identified here, is ignored that neglect may result in a loss of dignity in another sense. What I am arguing against is the idea that a loss of dignity in that other sense, damage to our feelings of self respect, is the essence of a breach of basic equality.

It cannot be, first, as I have argued, because not all feelings of self worth are worthy. Not everyone's sense of his or her importance is worthy of respect. It is of course important for everyone to feel good about themselves at least some of the time and at least in some respects. But our self esteem, or part of it, may be built on vanity or flattery. And, worse, we may be proud of deeds that are, from a moral point of view, wicked, and count as our virtues traits that are serious character flaws.

To this it might be objected that I am stipulating that some forms of indignity do not matter morally. It might be thought I am suggesting it is alright to offend some people at least in
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certain ways, if we do not think their dignity is worth preserving. That is not quite right. My riposte is to stress again that the two meanings of ‘dignity’ used here denote different things. Everyone’s dignity as a human being is to be respected if we are to uphold basic equality (amongst other values). What I am suggesting though is that the human dignity we respect as humanists has a content. We have to have a viewpoint about what human beings uniquely are and their special worth if we are to think they should be accorded certain rights on the basis of that worthiness. We might disagree about what that is but our views will have to be reasonable if we want them to be plausible. The indignities, on the other hand, people feel when we do not take their abilities or achievements (or luck) as seriously as they do, have whatever content their subjects honestly say they do.

If someone thinks that we impair her ‘dignity’ when we fail, to add a further example to the one given above, to be impressed by her wealth or position, she is right in this sense. She is after all the best judge of when she feels disrespected. But we do not have to share her concern; it might even be wrong to share it. Her sense of her own importance, based on these things, is not something we need take seriously from a moral point of view. Dignity in the second sense I have been using is thus different from the dignity I have argued is the basis of basic equality. It is, as I have noted, a subjectively felt dignity. It may also be socially recognised, even in its less desirable forms – some people will, out of fear or admiration, give the hired assassin or the rich and powerful the respect they demand, much of the time. Giving people credit for what may or may not be worth respecting is morally arbitrary. Not giving it cannot, therefore, be the essence of a breach of basic equality.

The ‘dignity-centred’ approach in recent constitutional jurisprudence is aware that a simple assertion of impairment to dignity is not enough. To return to the judgment of Iacobucci J in Law again, his honour notes that the claim that the treatment has impaired one’s dignity must be reasonable. But what makes it reasonable? Justice Iacobucci says, in essence, that the test is whether the reasonable person, under the same circumstances, would feel his or her dignity had been impaired. Various things are to be taken into account, such as “society’s past and present treatment of the claimant and of other persons or groups with similar characteristics” and “the larger context of the legislation”. We
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have to ask, the judge says: “Does the law treat him or her unfairly, taking into account all of the circumstances regarding the individuals affected and excluded by the law”.

Fairness is the crux here (the rest is practical advice about how to assess the law or challenged act, in context, for its fairness). ‘Fairness’ summarises the ideas referred to in the Court’s declaration, referred to above, of the purpose of the equality provision — the equal recognition of human beings as persons deserving of equal consideration. The proof that dignity has been impaired in the appropriate sense seems to be the existence of unfair treatment, the denial of equal concern which we discover through considering all the appropriate aspects of the context in any given case. So the assessment of whether a person has been denied treatment due to her as an equal is necessary to make a finding about whether a person’s dignity has been violated. It is, literally, a process of legitimating people’s feelings.

But why? We were supposed to be deciding whether someone has been discriminated against but talk about people’s dignity in the sense of feelings almost makes this of secondary importance. The person’s feelings will be legitimate if she has been discriminated against. It is, by analogy, a bit like thinking the purpose of a murder trial is to establish whether the deceased’s relatives have an appropriate sense of loss.

Determining whether someone has been unfairly discriminated against is not a question of how one feels at all. It is, at an abstract level, about whether the law has dealt with a person or a group in a way that is consistent with human dignity generally. The law does that when, amongst other things, it upholds basic equality, when it does not, in the human rights law context, discriminate. When the law does discriminate its effects are typically bad ones but although one of these bad consequences may be injured feelings, it might not be.

Making the presence of a felt injury to someone’s dignity a requirement of a breach of equality does not just include too much then, it also excludes some cases of discrimination. Not all breaches of basic equality need result in a loss of one’s sense of one’s own dignity. The victim of the breach may realise that she is being treated with less than equal concern and respect but not feel any loss of dignity. People do not always take offence when they are discriminated against. They might just not care about a particular instance or more
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often they might not recognise it when it happens. We can discriminate against people in subtle ways and there is always the problem of false consciousness. We might convince the victims of discrimination that the treatment they receive is what they deserve.

Of course the dignity idea of discrimination was developed in courts, where the plaintiff is usually aware of the significance of what has happened to her. But what she is feeling is still beside the point. She may simply think she is entitled to the equal protection of the law. This being so one can agree with Professor Grant Huscroft that: “[w]hatever else may be said about the Court’s dignity-centred approach…it facilitates a substantial reduction of the protection the right [not to be discriminated against] might otherwise afford”.65 That result may or may not please the law’s makers but it is not a consequence of the meaning of ‘discrimination’ or basic equality. It also need not eventuate if the courts that have to interpret equality laws understand that basic equality is something we value because of the dignity we accord to all human beings and that that equality is offended when we treat anyone as if she was not equally worthy.

It still might be thought that I have missed something. Is not all this talk about hired killers and rich people in search of sycophants beside the point. Are the courts not obviously talking about the feeling one is entitled to have when one is treated as a lesser being. Perhaps they mean that. But then I think it would be a good idea to say why we are entitled to feel this. If we are entitled to feel our dignity is impaired when we have been treated with less respect than others are then we are using basic equality to explain dignity – not the other way round.

Even then, the reader who was satisfied with all my reasons why the protection of dignity in the second sense identified here could not be what discrimination law, or equality in general, is all about, might be anxious that that argument has unhappy consequences in another area of human rights thinking and law. If that were true it would count against my argument; especially if my conclusion contradicted something we took as settled and well founded. The worry is this: I seem to have provided reason, in arguing that our sense of our own dignity may or may not be worthy of protection, for thinking there could be no general right to dignity in that sense. I have already said that dignity in the first sense I use

here is not a value which could be protected by a right, but an assessment which we make of ourselves as persons which inspires us to think of ourselves as equals and afford each other rights. And now I have said not all instances of dignity in the second sense are worth protecting. So there can be no ‘right to dignity’ in either of the senses of ‘dignity’ I have used. But do people not have a right to dignity in general?

In Constitutional jurisprudence judges have to give effect, in some jurisdictions, to a right to dignity alongside the rights to free speech, freedom of movement, of association and so on. It is not clear, if my argument is sound, what this right could amount to. I think that uncertainty is justified but it seems best to start with what the right is thought to amount to. It might be noted first that the right to dignity does not appear to enjoy the same status as the other rights just mentioned. Not all modern jurisdictions have provisions specifically protecting dignity.

As David Leibowitz and Derek Spitz note, in their discussion of the dignity provision in the South African Bill of Rights,66 The United States, Canada and India have no such provision in their constitutional protection of human rights67 though the German Basic Law does include such a provision. These writers do not provide much in the way of explanation of the content of the right to dignity. They declare instead:

It is in the demarcation of the boundaries of the concept of dignity, and not solely in the manner in which the right to its protection is specifically phrased, that the true extent of that protection is to be identified.68

This is of course to leave the matter of definition entirely in the hands of the courts. Nothing the courts did in South Africa in the first few years of its new constitutionalism carved out a place for a right to dignity like that enjoyed by freedom of speech or freedom of religion. There was a lot of talk about its importance and its role as a foundational value and, as noted, its role as the essence of unfair discrimination.69 But not much about its own essence. I suspect this is because those who wish to protect human rights want to because they respect human dignity in general. Constitutions, international human rights documents, and courts all refer to ‘human dignity’ as much as or more than they refer to

66 Section 10 Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Act 108 of 1996 which reads: “Everyone has inherent dignity and the right to have their dignity respected and protected”.
68 Ibid 17-5.
any person’s sense of his own dignity in a subjective sense. Saying there is a ‘right to dignity’ is just an unhappy way of saying our common dignity is a source of, or inspiration for, rights and should be respected in general.

I have argued that in the objective sense in which human dignity is the title granted in honour of our especially valuable human features, dignity is the ground of human rights rather than a candidate for protection as a right. This explains why it is often referred to by jurists as ‘foundational’. In the secondary sense of the word it is morally or prudentially right to preserve another’s dignity if his sense of self worth is appropriate or even if it is not when there is no reason to disillusion him. The law may sometimes help; the tort of defamation comes to mind. But a right not to be treated in any way that offends one’s dignity, however dubious the dignity is that one stands on, is not justifiable.

This conclusion is consistent with the ordinary law’s protection against certain attacks on our subjective sense of self worth. As Leibowitz and Spitz note, in the South African context, for example, the (Roman Dutch) common law “recognizes actions for insulting words, contemptuous behaviour, wrongful deprivations of liberty including wrongful arrest, and invasions of privacy”. Different jurisdictions have different lists but I do not know of any that offer a general protection against the loss, caused by others, of subjective feelings of self worth — apart from those which forbid all criticism of certain persons. No one who recognised the dignity of humanity in general would support the retention of such laws.

David Feldman would agree that “[t]he notion that dignity can itself be a fundamental right is superficially appealing but ultimately unconvincing”. He has the matter about right, in my view, when he says “… one clearly has an interest in having one’s human dignity respected, and this may support more specific rights” This is because dignity or, more accurately, respect for dignity, is too large a concept to be encapsulated in just one right. The problem is abstractness at a very grand level. Human dignity justifies a commitment to equality and various rights but respect for it in general is an even more abstract notion than
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basic equality. As an assessment that we have made about our essential nature as humans it is a *reason* to value basic equality.

It is only in the secondary sense in which people may or may not be treated in a way which conforms with their sense of self worth, that we could talk about rights and duties relating to dignity directly. We only extend those rights and duties sensibly where people have a sense of self worth worthy of protection and we might say here that if the dignity X stands on *is* consistent with the dignity we deem her to have as a human being then it is clearly morally right to uphold it and perhaps to do so by legal means, subject to other considerations.

Our efforts to use the law to ‘protect’ dignity are thus twofold. We might use the law to ensure that people are treated ‘with dignity’. Prohibitions on corporal punishment, invasive medical treatment without consent, abuse of prisoners and harassment may all, perhaps indirectly, preserve our dignity in the secondary sense. But the variety of rights we find in a typical Bill of Rights and laws preserving basic equality generally, acknowledge and are inspired by the inherent dignity, or worth, of humanity.

This may sound too neat. But we should not always be suspicious of simplicity. I think some current discussions of this topic are too wedded to the idea of indeterminacy in matters conceptual. It is important, as Feldman notes, to remember that there are different senses of the word ‘dignity’. But it is equally important not to think that there are so many that we cannot really be sure what we mean when we talk about it. In theorising about anything we have to choose the senses of concepts we want to employ and then use them, consistently. Constitutional theory is a purposive activity as is the rest of political philosophy. It will find useful some aspects of any concept and not need others. We should not give in, in thinking about equality and dignity, to the linguistic relativism that is common in much talk about equality itself and leads to an endless variety of ‘meanings’. I have found useful, in trying to make sense of the relationship between dignity and basic equality, the idea that there is a dignity that we attribute to humans *qua* humans. That idea
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is foundational in the sense that it gives us reason to treat others in the respectful and concerned way that our ideas about basic equality, and 'human rights' in general, require us to treat them. That dignity is itself justified by our view of what it is that makes humans special.

This foundational dignity is not itself a value and thus not a candidate for inclusion in our canon of human rights. The other sense of dignity I have identified, is a dignity that can be impaired or even lost entirely and is 'subjective' in the sense that it is attributed to us, whether by ourselves or by others, for reasons which may or may not be consistent with a justifiable view of human worth. Dignity in this latter sense can be upheld in specific appropriate instances by means of laws designed for the purpose. The relationship between dignity and the law generally can more than likely be discussed without introducing too many, if any, more senses of 'dignity'. I am confident, in any event, that explanation of the link between dignity and equality (and probably human rights in general) only needs the two I have used here. Insofar as basic equality is concerned, dignity is not the missing ingredient of equality. Its status as a foundation is rather due to the role it plays as a summary of the value or worth of human beings.

I have noted that jurisprudential talk about equality and dignity is uneven. As with talk about 'substantive equality' there are different strands. It is possible to sift out of these different strands what I have tried to say here a bit more systematically. It does sometimes seem that the courts and commentators are talking about dignity in the primary sense I use here. But if this is understood it goes with the logical entailment that attempts to give content to the right not to be discriminated against, by explaining that upholding basic equality means respecting our dignity will not make the law clearer. We can say that distinctions made by the law, in the case of government discrimination, which treat us with less than equal concern and respect, ignore human dignity but we still have to work out when the law does or does not treat us with equal concern and respect. It will sometimes be clear that it does not but there will be some hard cases. Difficulties will arise because basic equality is a moral concept; moral argument is required to apply it but that argument is
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about the best understanding of equal concern for persons, not about some other value. Rephrasing that as a duty to respect each person's inherent worth does not make basic equality's meaning any more concrete or give it a content it was lacking.

I have discussed the relationship between dignity and equality at some length because of the prominence of the theme in recent equality jurisprudence. I have tried to show how one sense of the word 'dignity' can be used in explaining the justification of our commitment to basic equality. But it has to be said that the justification of our belief in basic equality can be expressed in terms that make no reference to the idea of 'dignity'. 'Human dignity' is simply a placeholder for all that we think makes people special. Indeed we could explain our commitment to all of our political morality without reference to it. To say that we have that set of values because we respect human dignity is not to say anything more than that our political morality is inspired by our respect for humanity per se. There is nothing wrong with using the placeholder 'dignity' as a summary of what we think is special about human beings. But we should not expect that it denotes something previously overlooked which will explain what it means to discriminate against someone.

Social Inclusion

Both the 'substantive' and 'dignity' discourses have a dual purpose. On the one hand they are attempts to understand equality. They both assume that any attempt to understand discrimination law requires an understanding of what equality entails. They are thus jurisprudential contributions to constitutional and human rights theory. They are also attempts to explain and give guidance in the interpretation of discrimination law, which is sometimes called 'equality law'. Both these ways of talking about equality are also contributions to the exegesis of such laws. Hugh Collins's recent discussion of Social Inclusion and its relationship with equality and discrimination law is also both theoretical and exegetical but it is not an attempt to deepen our understanding of the idea of equality per se. He is concerned with understanding and suggesting what he thinks is a more coherent purpose or justification for discrimination law than that provided in terms of conceptions of equality. He does not say that discrimination law is not, at least in part, motivated by a commitment to some sort of equality but he thinks that because different

conceptions of equality pull in different directions something else is needed to make sense of an area of law which would otherwise be incoherent.

It will strike some as odd that discrimination law can be seen as serving, primarily or largely, something other than equality. Infringements of basic equality may not all amount to discrimination in the sense of that word which is used in modern human rights law. When we talk about discrimination in that context we mean something like the unfair treatment of a group of people, usually based on what we take to be a generally irrelevant characteristic like race or sex and motivated by a hostility towards and lack of respect for that group. But basic equality may also be infringed just by leaving out of consideration in a moral argument any person likely to be affected by it. It might seem semantically unconvincing to label every instance of that ‘discrimination’. But there does seem to be an obvious link between equality and discrimination. Racist and sexist policies, for example, seem to be clear examples of the infringement of basic equality and, equally clearly, core examples of discrimination.

Collins argues, however, that attempts to explain anti-discrimination law in terms of conceptions of equality have failed. He thinks this is because different conceptions of equality are used and they conflict. He notes the tension between the equal treatment school and the substantive equality theorists, which I have been discussing. He is of course right to think that how equality justifies discrimination laws cannot be explained until we know what we mean by ‘equality’. And it is not just a matter of choosing one of the currently competing theories because both equal treatment and differential treatment seem to be required at different times by the same body of law. Collins notes various attempts to deal with this tension in anti-discrimination law but thinks they all fail. And they surely must if the conflict is real and there is no underlying theory which can explain apparent contradictions.

There are, however, different ways of responding to these doctrinal puzzles and saying that anti-discrimination law should rather be justified by something other than equality is just one of them. It could simply be argued, for example, that one of the conceptions of equality used is the right one and that the other one, and law which it gives expression to it,
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should be jettisoned. Perhaps not all anti-discrimination law is worth keeping because not all thinking about equality is sound. Or one could argue, as I have, that the competing conceptions of equality used to explain discrimination law are muddled or at least incomplete and are themselves in need of reform or better explanation. It would not follow from this that a better explanation of what equality is about would reveal the meaning and purpose of any particular anti-discrimination law framework: a better understanding of equality may provoke a substantial revision of this law instead. But we can only know anything about this once we have thought more carefully about what ‘equality’, as a moral concept, requires.

Collins does consider the Dworkinian ‘strategy’ of replacing ‘equal treatment’ with ‘treatment as an equal’ but says this will not work because the law as it is is committed to the ‘equal treatment principle’. But if the law is committed to treating people equally, without exception, regardless of race and sex and so on, and if we think that is not always consistent with treating people as equals, then perhaps we should change the law. The law does, in affirmative action provisions and in other ways, allow differentiation on grounds that are otherwise thought invidious but of course that law is controversial and difficult to interpret. If the law as it stands is at odds with itself in some respects surely a plausible solution is to revise our philosophy, work out what we value because of our commitment to basic equality and other important values and then see if we can devise law to give better effect to it. No mean feat of course. But surely that is at least a reasonable alternative to looking elsewhere, beyond equality discourse, to find the meaning and purpose of existing anti-discrimination law.

Collins simply assumes that ‘equality’ in this context of the justification of anti-discrimination law is either the ‘equal treatment principle’ or some ‘substantive’ equality. He does not try to resolve this debate between equality theorists. He thinks what we really need to decide is when it is fair to treat people in the same way and when it is not. And he thinks a conception of equality might not be necessary to explain what “fairness” is.² He does not explain that. He goes on to say that apart from equality justifications, one
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sometimes finds that it is argued that discrimination law is justified for economic reasons or, more importantly, according to Collins, by the idea of Social Inclusion (SI).  

Social Inclusion is a term of “Third Way” politics which “tries to distance itself from egalitarian ideals associated with traditional socialist movements, whilst promising more practical and effective measures towards a fairer society than those offered by traditional socialist societies.” The socially excluded are not just the poor but also those who are excluded from meaningful citizenship because of their membership of some disadvantaged group. (These sound like the wards of Equality.) SI is, Collins goes on, not concerned with universal equality of outcomes but prioritises the needs of completely excluded groups. SI is also perfectionist because it decides that there are some things the socially excluded need and sets about getting these rather than just aiming at an equality of resources. Ultimately the aim is social cohesion – what used to be called “solidarity”.

Social cohesion seems an admirable goal, if the perfectionism does not spill over into authoritarianism. And Collins does go on to argue how the goal of SI might be seen to be expressed in anti-discrimination law, or some of it. But that is not reason enough, in my view, to replace equality as the background value which inspires our attempts to outlaw certain forms of discrimination. As I have argued, Collins has only shown that some current strands of talk about equality are at loggerheads and not that no better understanding of equality can explain what we think of as equality law. Moreover he compares SI with ideas of equality as expressed in current legal rules and decisions rather than as moral principles. And while the origin or sources of SI and its political rationale are discussed, its moral force is not, although attempts are made to illustrate it.

SI is meant to have moral bite. It is meant to be seen as a good thing but Collins does not really offer more than an adumbration of a political or moral philosophy of it or justify his claim that SI is a “theory of distributive justice”. He does not compare it to equality except in the sense of ‘equality’ in the confused use of the idea in much recent human rights jurisprudence. Perhaps after thinking about it we would conclude that a policy of SI is consistent with basic equality, or something we should do in our current circumstances
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because we believe in basic equality. SI, while still itself, as Collins admits, somewhat indeterminate, may more directly explain anti-discrimination law in part but not because the law has little to do with equality. That would be because basic equality is a deep or background value and not an alternative policy as a particular equalising goal might be.

Once again it is useful to stress the difference between equality as an aim and equality as the fundamental commitment to treat each other as equals. It is not easy to read off the terms of modern anti-discrimination law from the latter but to admit that does not rule out a justificatory relationship. Collins is comparing SI with equality as possible justifications of discrimination laws. But by ‘equality’ he means equality in the first sense as a particular aim to equalise the distribution of something.

Modern discrimination law is not, as he says, an attempt to equalise incomes or welfare. It is not a socialist project in any traditional sense. If ‘egalitarian’ denotes only the equal distribution of wealth or welfare then discrimination law does have a different aim. We would of course hope that law which forbids discrimination against groups who were often disadvantaged because of discrimination would improve the welfare of those groups because we know that discrimination can cause poverty. But discrimination law might do other things as well. It might contribute to a broader sense of well-being by including excluded groups in a more meaningful sense of citizenship; what SI aims at.  

Collins also argues that SI is about priority rather than equality. This a reference to the debate initiated by Derek Parfit about whether, when deciding how to distribute social goods it is better to aim for a distribution between people that will make them equally well off or to give priority to those who are worst off. Parfit describes this as a choice between priority and equality but makes it clear that he is not talking about basic equality. As he says;
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Most of us are Egalitarians, since most of us believe in some kind of equality. We believe in political equality, or equality before the law, or we believe that everyone has equal rights, or that everyone's interests should be given equal weight. Though these kinds of equality are of great importance, they are not my subject. I am concerned with people's being equally well off.\(^{89}\)

The sense in which Parfit says we are egalitarians is a reference to basic equality. That equality provides one way of assessing any equality we want to achieve between individuals or groups of people. And if SI advocates think that some kinds of equality should be eschewed in favour of policies that ‘include’ the most excluded groups in society, their theory must also pass basic equality’s test, as must Parfit’s prioritarian idea. That test is not an ‘equal treatment’ test nor is it the requirement that there should be equality of any particular result. It is the requirement that all persons affected by what we do are treated as equals with equal consideration.

I think there is still much thinking to be done about what that means. Basic equality is obviously not a simple rule to follow. It is obviously not easy to conclude from a commitment to it exactly what laws we should have in place to uphold it. And most people would agree that we are not clear about the exact meaning of many of the anti-discrimination laws that we have passed even if we are pleased that we have passed them because certain types of invidious discrimination are of great concern to us. I think there is still much more basic thinking about equality to be done before we can understand what it is we are trying to do with discrimination law in its entirety. Legal thought about equality needs to go back to the political philosophy drawing board. The abstractness of basic equality may tempt some to replace it with a rationale for anti-discrimination that is more manageable, but such rationales can only play an intermediate role in the search for ends in this context. We need to know what their rationales are too. Anti-discrimination law is an attempt to uphold and in part to enforce basic equality, while taking other values into account. Its terms are broad enough to make interpreting them difficult sometimes. The difficulties experienced with interpreting discrimination law might apply to human rights law and Bills of Rights in general, but equality’s law seems in need of special attention.

The situation is not entirely bleak. What basic equality requires is not a mystery. Black people in South Africa or the United States and women in Afghanistan did not need to take advanced courses in human rights to understand that they were being discriminated
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against. The essence of basic equality is easy to grasp in an intuitive way. We are, accordingly, clear about the purpose and meaning of some of the law and about what it might achieve in certain contexts. That clarity and moral certainty does evaporate as soon as we get to hard questions about when it is right to treat people who are members of disadvantaged groups differently, in ways that benefit them. Those hard questions cannot be solved by applications of the popular slogans of recent equality jurisprudence.

There are laws and social policies concerning these issues but, as yet, not enough clarity about what our commitment to basic equality and other values requires with respect to those issues. This sort of problem is not unique to basic equality as a value. If, instead of the particular freedoms enumerated in Bills of Rights, we gave legal protection to ‘freedom’ generally, we would be faced with the same difficulty. Not because respect for human autonomy is a mysterious notion which can only be explained in terms of something else, but because it is a large idea whose implications will sometimes be hard to work out.

The difficult issues then, about when differentiation on grounds like sex, race and culture is permissible or required, are policy questions which require more critical deliberation before we can have much consensus about what basic equality and our other political values tell us to do about them. In the final two chapters I will discuss two topics which are staples of treatises on equality: indirect discrimination and affirmative action. I think the discussion will demonstrate how incomplete our treatment of these particular topics is and why, because of this, it is not yet entirely clear how the law should try to promote basic equality.
Chapter VIII Basic Equality and Different Treatment

Introduction

Basic equality, as a moral ideal, finds its most natural application in the critique of social policy. It is a moral principle which must always be taken into account in the development and application of social policy. Its implications will seldom be uncontroversial because our understandings of them must be the result of substantial moral argument. That does not mean that all interpretations of the idea and its applications are equally sound. Respect for valid forms of argument and careful attention to our best current knowledge will produce better ones. But it does mean that it will not usually be possible to reach conclusions about what commitment to basic equality requires by means of simple deduction. Controversies around seemingly intractable issues will not be resolved by reference to basic equality tout court.

It follows, again from the very general nature of basic equality, that its role in the evaluation of social policy will not be limited to any particular area. I will, however, focus my discussion on two related contemporary topics: ‘indirect discrimination’ and ‘affirmative action’ that are both obviously ‘equality issues’. To illustrate the role basic equality plays, and might play, in our critical political and legal thought, together with other values, I will discuss these topics which exemplify a set of issues that are reflected in much current anti-discrimination jurisprudence.

Many of the controversial policy issues which pose ethical conundrums in contemporary social and legal thought about human rights involve policies or policy proposals which treat people differently on grounds which are seen as prima facie discriminatory. Although basic equality does not require equal treatment in every case, treating people as equals does mean we may not treat any person or group of persons more favourably or less favourably without good reason. It is not surprising therefore that many of us are suspicious of, and likely to scrutinise for fairness, any preferential treatment on grounds that were previously, or are currently, used for discriminatory purposes (or are similar to those which might be so used). That suspicion is warranted in cases that we have not already analysed and
settled. We understand why there are different tennis contests for women and men but we still argue about affirmative action for women in tertiary education.

Just as suspicion about preferential treatment on those grounds is understandable, it is not extraordinary that there is concern when outcomes, in a particular context, are less favourable for groups which have been discriminated against. Again some of these different outcomes are not interesting. We do not expect many women to fare well in tennis matches against the world’s top men players. If we did we would not now have separate competitions for each sex. But many are concerned about the fact that there are, relatively, very few women in certain prized occupations – engineering being one topical example.

These two causes for uneasiness, the existence of preferential policies for historical victims of discrimination (or currently vulnerable groups) and inequalities in desired outcomes, can pull in opposite directions. Evidence of unequal outcomes may be used as data to support the case for increased preferential treatment which will in turn increase the restlessness of those who are sceptical about all such policies or practices. This tension is most apparent in the contexts of race (or culture) and sex which are the areas in which we are most likely to be talking about remedies for indirect discrimination, or affirmative action.

I am of course lumping things together which will sometimes require different sorts of prudential and moral analysis. But there is a common thread. There is a view which says that overcoming the denial of basic equality means treating people equally, regardless of race, sex, religion, culture, sexual orientation and other similar ‘forbidden grounds’. That idea is strongly challenged by a second thought, more prominent recently, which claims that equal treatment, even on those grounds, is not always fair and may constitute discrimination. Basic equality’s principal entailment, that treating people as equals does not always mean treating them equally, means that there is no knockdown argument which can dispose of the second idea by relying on the meaning of ‘equality’. The idea that the forbidden grounds are not always forbidden, that is to say they should not always be, is not absurd – it is just controversial – like its denial. I have argued that there are indeed no convincing candidates for absolutely forbidden grounds of differentiation and I will
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provide more counter examples here. The question of precisely when differentiation on such grounds should be allowed is an open, largely unresolved one.

The issues will have to be decided, as lawyers like to say, on a case by case basis. One general point seems worth making though. It is wrong to admit any claim for preferential treatment simply because someone or some group can point to a disadvantage or inequality of result it would alleviate: basic equality must be satisfied and other relevant considerations also taken into account.

In terms of individuals: Jones cannot be awarded his diploma in crisis counselling if he does not pass the exam and complete his coursework requirements even though, if he does fail, the neutral rules about what must be achieved to earn a passing mark will have a negative impact on him. The fact that a policy produces unequal outcomes per se is not necessarily morally important. If Jones is unable to get a job as a crisis counsellor because he failed to get his diploma in terms of the rules applied to successful fellow students, then, all else being equal, there is no wrong to remedy. Even those who think we should compensate people for the ‘brute luck’ of inequalities imposed by nature at birth or by later accident, or for the inequality of nurture we may experience, agree that we are to some extent in charge of our destinies. If we are, then some unequal outcomes, at the level of individual persons at least, are morally irproachable.

Different outcomes for groups are more worrying. The groups we think of here are those constituted by race or sex, ethnicity, religion and the like. It is not a cause for moral concern that there is a group of people that does not have the ability or the commitment required for medical school. It is a cause for concern when the group that does study medicine is almost entirely male and from one racial or ethnic group.

But even inequality of outcomes for these kinds of groups might not always be a problem. While different outcomes for groups will sometimes be the result of discrimination against the worst off, we cannot assume that will always be the case. If we could then we would feel justified in correcting all such imbalances that we became aware of. That suggestion is quickly reduced to absurdity by asking whether we should provide preferential access to
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training facilities for all long distance runners who do not come from Kenya or Ethiopia.4 Ronald Dworkin repeats a story about a Harvard University President who once argued that the number of Jews entering Harvard should be limited to prevent them from being disproportionately represented amongst Harvard’s graduates. He thought they were too intellectual.5

Other humorous or sinister examples (the one about the historical Harvard President is both, I suppose) are not difficult to think of. Not every inequality of outcome offends equality in its moral sense. There is just nothing to be done, by way of preferential treatment for everyone else, about group sporting advantage that is not the result of unfair tactics. The relative average success of a contemporary ethnic group in some area may itself have something to do with past discrimination against that group. This is probably true of the Jews,6 and perhaps some other much persecuted groups. This is hardly a reason to favour all other groups in some way in order to counter-balance that success. I do not mean to imply though, that preferential treatment can always be justified as long as it is trying to remedy past discrimination against the preferred group, or that it could not possibly be justified absent such discrimination. My point here is only that unequal group outcomes are not always cause for morally motivated intervention.

The example of Jones and his diploma I used a few paragraphs ago does beg an important question. Sometimes we are not questioning, on its own terms, one of the various hurdles we use to limit access to things like educational and job opportunities. Sometimes we are questioning instead the point of the hurdle itself as an aspect of the social institution which imposes it. Our complaint may not be that Jones did not deserve to fail his course. It might be that we simply think the requirement of a diploma is itself unfair. Perhaps because it excludes from the crisis counselling profession those who are not good at academic studies but who may have, what we might take to be more important, a strong intuitive sense of what support is needed by people in crisis situations. Someone else might think a diploma is necessary. It is a matter for debate. The point is some complaints about the denial of basic equality can be more radical in this way, challenging a social structure rather than

4 Whatever one might think is the cause of the success of so many athletes from that region. See Marek Kohn The Race Gallery (Jonathan Cape, London, 1995) 76-82 for an interesting discussion of recent theories.
6 Strictly speaking we should say certain groups within that broad ethnicity. See Thomas Sowell Race and Culture (Basic Books, New York, 1994) 46-60 for a sophisticated discussion. See also Ch IX.
just an isolated application of a rule. This kind of complaint cannot be rejected out of hand simply because it suggests the rules of the game should be changed. Perhaps they should. It all depends. But the fact that the rules produce different outcomes is not in itself reason to change them. To sum up, one cannot argue:

1) Basic equality does not always require equal treatment.

2) Group X is proportionately less successful, well off etc.

3) Therefore members of group X should receive preferential treatment to remove the disadvantage regardless of its provenance, its effect on group X, or the consequences for others of adopting the preferential policy.

The general point made here has direct application to the debates on indirect discrimination and affirmative action. A disclaimer about what follows: I am discussing policy issues for the purposes of general evaluation. I am not attempting to state the existing law, in a particular jurisdiction or generally, on indirect discrimination or affirmative action. I will only refer to instances of that law for broad evaluative purposes. I also do not offer much detailed policy advice. I know the devil is often in the detail but general principles also need to be established. Before we can know, for example, how matters such as the burden of proof in indirect discrimination cases should be resolved we should be clear about matters of culpability and liability for different sorts of outcomes. My intention is only to suggest some of the moral implications of a consideration of these issues in the light of our commitment to basic equality and other values that cohere with that one.

I also do not assume that ‘indirect discrimination’ or ‘affirmative action’ mean the same thing in all jurisdictions or settings where these terms, or synonyms for them, are used. Indeed part of the reason for thinking about indirect discrimination is that there is some confusion about what it amounts to and it is well known that many people support some forms of affirmative action but not others. But there are common themes around these ideas, which are, in my view, worth discussing before we get to more localised analyses. The fact, then, that my discussion focuses a lot on North American cases and quandaries does not mean that I think we should always do as the Americans do. I could not intend that for they are, of course, divided amongst themselves on these issues. The context of
many of my examples is merely an acknowledgement of the lively debate about these issues in those countries and of the fact that despite our fervent claims to be different we do tend on the whole to end up with similar human rights laws and their attending conundrums. It does of course behove us to transplant carefully and we do not always do that, but many of the general points we need to argue about are the same.

**Indirect Discrimination**

The idea of indirect discrimination, found in some constitutional and ordinary anti-discrimination law provisions, tries to deal with the problem of policies and rules which have an unintentional, disproportionate and unnecessary adverse impact on certain groups. ‘Certain groups’ usually means already disadvantaged groups although the provisions of such laws may sometimes apply to members of groups that are not disadvantaged in general. The kinds of groups we are talking about are those which it is generally assumed will on the whole be as well off or successful as any other, absent discrimination.

The idea that discrimination can be unintentional is an important and difficult notion. It raises awkward questions about fault and responsibility which should be considered when thinking about types of disparate impact that we think should be remedied. Ignoring these questions of culpability can itself constitute a breach of basic equality. Some indirect discrimination is not only unintentional but may be a quite unforeseeable result of a ‘facially neutral’ measure or requirement. I will argue that private actors should not exclusively bear the costs of such remedies when they are not to blame, or not solely to blame, for the existence of the troublesome imbalances.

A commitment to basic equality will constrain us from intentional discrimination. In certain limited contexts it is justifiable to require private actors to forgo their liberty to commit the wrong of discrimination. But it is not fair to require those covered by anti-discrimination law to bear the entire burden of group disadvantage that is not intentionally or carelessly caused by them. An argument for imposing strict liability for causing any sort of disparate impact which negatively affected disadvantaged groups would have to convince us of two things. First, that the goal of alleviating the disadvantage could only be achieved by imposing the responsibility for ameliorating the condition of disadvantage entirely on certain actors covered by discrimination law. And second, that the result would
be good for all concerned including those bound by the law. I do not think there is a good argument for the first conclusion.

After talking about it for over twenty years it still takes a while to explain exactly what ‘indirect discrimination’ is. Basic equality is denied in acts of direct discrimination. A state denies the right to vote to a racial group or to women generally. A company hires on a racially exclusive basis or refuses to appoint women to certain positions in the organisation. The ‘directness’ is said to lie in the fact that a particular ground of differential treatment was intentionally used and the purpose of the differentiation was discriminatory. The ‘indirectness’ of indirect discrimination is thought to reside in the fact that there is no requirement of motive or intent in legal rules prohibiting it. The important thing is the effect of the rule or practice. We can discriminate against people by accident as it were. As Jeremy Waldron points out, covert discrimination is something else again.7 If A introduces a new, but unnecessary in terms of his business needs, educational requirement for new employees, with the intention of excluding a racial group whose members are less likely to meet it, there is an indirectness involved, but it is not morally significant.

Some think the point of talk about indirect discrimination just is to ensure that the law covers situations where the discrimination is indirect in that factual sense, perhaps because that is where covert discrimination is most likely to reside. Indirect discrimination, on that view, could be intentional or unintentional.8 It is true that discrimination which is indirect, in the sense that the use of one ground to differentiate may lead to discrimination on another ground, may be intentional or unintentional. But if it is intentional it is no different, morally speaking, than (factually) direct intentional discrimination is. To say that someone has discriminated against someone else is to make a moral judgment. It is not a factual assessment of how something was achieved.

It might be thought that if someone differentiates on one ground and that has the effect of unfair disadvantage on some group not referred to by that ground that the discriminator could argue that, because the initial differentiation was not on a forbidden ground, there was no discrimination. But that argument assumes discrimination cannot be executed in a
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complex way. It can. ‘Discrimination’, in the context of human rights discourse, is a moral term. It is a judgment we can make of individual acts or of patterns of behaviour. Intentional indirect discrimination is no different from direct (in that mechanical sense) discrimination. The interesting thing to think about here seems to me to be whether discrimination can be unintentional, not if it can be achieved by complex methods.

Talk about indirect discrimination, in the sense of unintentional discrimination, is an extension of the usual dictionary meaning of ‘discrimination’ because no prejudiced attitude is required. Christopher McCrudden says that this expansion of the meaning of the term ‘discrimination’ amounts to a “persuasive definition” which philosopher C L Stevenson defines as “one which gives a new conceptual meaning to a familiar word without substantially changing its emotive meaning”. The idea encourages us to think of indirect discrimination in the way we now think of direct discrimination – as a bad thing. Persuasion does not always work. Jeremy Waldron thinks most people will not transfer the emotive (morally negative) meaning they attach to the idea of intentional discrimination to the concept of indirect discrimination.

Perhaps most people now (Waldron made the point twenty years ago) would still not think a policy is as bad as they think direct discrimination is, simply because it has an unintentional disparate impact on some group, even if that group is relatively disadvantaged and even if the offending policy is not ‘necessary’ in some suitable sense. Waldron is clearly not perturbed by the failure of the persuasive redefinition of ‘discrimination’ to make people think indirect discrimination is as bad as the direct kind because he does not think indirect discrimination is as bad as ordinary discrimination based on prejudice. He rejects the argument which says it must be as bad, if the effects are as bad. Not because he thinks the effects are not important, but because he thinks the infliction of the harm caused by discrimination motivated by conscious prejudice is worse.
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Waldron notes that when the concept of indirect discrimination was introduced into United Kingdom anti-discrimination law, the idea of intention associated with it was not its distinctly legal sense.\textsuperscript{14} I think perhaps it would help, in sorting out our moral attitudes to direct and indirect discrimination, to think about culpability for discrimination in something like traditional legal terms. Discriminating on a particular prohibited ground involves, as Waldron says, more than \textit{mens rea} because it seems to include \textit{motive}.\textsuperscript{15} Indirect discrimination on the other hand does not even include intention. Our different moral attitudes to murder and manslaughter may explain, by analogy, to a limited extent at least, why we condemn direct discrimination more than the unintentional sort. Resort to legal categories here might lead to a more extensive taxonomy. Perhaps discrimination can be intended, caused by recklessness, or be the result of carelessness, each with an attendant level of moral impropriety. Outside the usual legal categories it might also just be the result of a not unreasonable inadvertence. I am suggesting that we could see matters of discrimination in this way, not that this reflects most people's current intuitions.

The idea that I am suggesting we might adopt would not be that indirect discrimination is as bad as the direct sort. Instead of being a persuasive definition where the definition but not the emotive content is altered, the extension of meaning might be accompanied by a new range of emotive content, so the idea of indirect discrimination could simply indicate that discrimination may, like homicide, be more (or less) culpable and that not all forms of it, or of discrimination generally, are equally as bad. Of course some people do think the two forms of discrimination, as the law defines them, are equally bad. But they might just be misled by unexplained semantics. The two forms might be as bad in terms of some of their effects but actions are immoral in a different way when they are intended.

If we want to justify keeping the idea of indirect discrimination we need to distinguish it, then, as Waldron does, from covert discrimination but we also need to make it clear that it is not as bad as direct discrimination. ‘Bad’, that is, in terms of the condemnation we heap on those we deem culpable. Of course using the same word might make this difficult. It helps, by analogy, to be able to say ‘this is \textit{murder} but that is \textit{manslaughter}’ and, although there are more or less serious cases of each, we generally think one is worse than the other.

\textsuperscript{14} Ibid 94.
\textsuperscript{15} Ibid.
This way of thinking about indirect discrimination will not be convincing if discrimination is simply not something that can be done unintentionally. Grant Huscroft thinks it obviously can be. Writing in the (New Zealand) Bill of Rights context he says, of the assumption that the right not be discriminated against can be unintentionally infringed:

There is nothing remarkable in this proposition; all rights may be infringed intentionally or inadvertently, and there is no reason to suppose that the protection of the Bill of Rights depends upon a showing that the rights infringement was deliberate – though of course that may well be relevant to the remedy that a court may afford once an infringement is established.\textsuperscript{16}

Huscroft does not offer any examples or an argument for his conclusion. Is it true of the right to freedom of expression for example? If we censor the works of D H Lawrence we infringe the right intentionally. We do it on purpose. But might we not pass a law to protect consumers from misleading conduct without reflecting on all the possible free speech implications? Freedom of religion might seem an easier case still because the lawmaker might not even be aware of the existence of the offended religion. A law is passed instituting some sort of health or environmental regulation making it impossible, or very difficult, for a particular religion to conduct its worship and, as it happens, no one involved in the lawmaking process has any idea it will affect some group’s religious practices. That might or might not in the circumstances be careless but perhaps not, as a matter of fact, intentional. So it seems it is true of rights like that. If this sounds a bit odd that might be because our religion and speech are typically protected from government rather than private interference. We are not much concerned whether the interference is intentional or not. We just want it stopped. With equality rights we are in the business of restraining private actors as well, in the name of a communal good and the question of unfair, because unshared, burdens arises.

How does someone unintentionally fail to respect another as an equal? The idea of indirect discrimination is a legal one and it is defined in laws and by courts, although I am suggesting it might make sense as a moral idea. The remarks of McCrudden and Waldron\textsuperscript{17} that I have cited were made in the specific context of the English Race Relations Act and the Sex Discrimination Act.\textsuperscript{18} Those laws followed an idea from an interpretation of the

\textsuperscript{16} Grant Huscroft “Freedom from Discrimination” in Rishworth et al \textit{The New Zealand Bill of Rights} (Oxford University Press, Melbourne, 2003) 366, 386.

\textsuperscript{17} 1976.

\textsuperscript{18} 1975.
provisions of the United States Civil Rights Act.\textsuperscript{19} The idea of indirect discrimination is now found in the law of various states and in international instruments. It is not always easy to abstract from legislative and case law differences but it seems clear that the different terminology used in these various provisions is intended, at least, to refer to the same phenomenon. Different terms are used. ‘Disparate impact’ may seem to suggest something different from ‘indirect discrimination’ because literally there can be a disparate impact without there being any discrimination but the term ‘disparate impact’ is elliptical. It means ‘unjustified disparate impact’. But wherein lies the lack of justification?

Is it \textit{wrong} to use rules and practices which have an unnecessary, albeit unintentional, adverse impact on particular groups? ‘Unnecessary’ is rather vague. We are trying to work out if it is unfair as between persons. That assessment differs depending on whether we are evaluating the effects of legal rules and state practices, or, on the other hand, the behaviour of private individuals or organisations. Governments may not discriminate intentionally and it is not unreasonable to require them to take some care not to act in such a way that the interests of, especially, the kinds of groups which have been the victims of intentional discrimination are not unnecessarily harmed.

Even if the avoidable disparate impact is not the result of carelessness, but simply an unforeseeable unintended consequence, a concern for basic equality might require some sort of corrective action on the government’s part. The costs, of taking care not to cause such outcomes or of correcting for those caused by inadvertence are, in the case of the state, borne equally among the citizens. The question of culpability is not relevant in the way it is in the private sector. This is because we are not as concerned with whether, or to what extent the government has done something wrong, although we do think it should not be careless. We just want to avoid a certain outcome. In the case of unintentional discrimination on the part of the government then, we would only worry about liability which would be an undue burden on everyone – including those who suffered the disparate impact.

We should be more concerned about culpability, or the lack thereof, in the case of the private sector because taking steps to avoid disproportionate impacts does involve costs. The costs are borne by those engaged in a particular activity, such as employers, and not

\textsuperscript{19} Title VII 1964. The seminal case is \textit{Griggs v Duke Power Co} 401 US 424 (1971).
amongst the citizenry equally and it does not seem just to impose those costs in a partial way when there is no fault. In this private context Waldron is worried that this unfairness might lead, on the part of employers, to "bewildered amusement" or indifference to racial and sexual injustice. Those concerns are certainly relevant when one is trying to advance the goal of a particular equality or equalities. If legal provisions about indirect discrimination are going to make people indifferent or hostile to the goals of racial or sexual equality that is certainly one reason not to have them. The unfairness of disproportionately burdening some to achieve these goals is also worrying in principle.

My concern with Waldron's analysis, though, is that he treats everything which 'indirect discrimination' might refer to as morally equivalent:

In the case of indirect discrimination, the wrongness of the employers' actions is nothing more than that they are not doing their bit to promote racial or sexual equality; it seems odd, then, to respond to that by requiring them to do more than their fair share?21

In cases where the reasonable employer, or whoever is covered by such legislation, would not have foreseen that its practices would have the offending disparate impact Waldron's concern seems right. In such cases it does not seem right to impose all the costs associated with avoiding the unequal outcome on private parties, because they will not have done anything wrong. Perhaps greater advertence would have helped but it would not be reasonable for the law to require it. But what about cases where the reasonable employer would have foreseen that a condition for employment or promotion would have a disparate impact on a particular disadvantaged social group?

The idea of indirect discrimination comes from a United States case that suggests that kind of carelessness.22 In Griggs v Duke Power Co. the company had openly discriminated against blacks until the coming into force of the Civil Rights Act of 196423. Blacks were restricted, before that date, to the operating department, the "Labor Department", that paid the lowest wages.24 That was no longer lawful after the passing of the Act and the issue in
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20 Some sort of hesitancy led to the omission of an indirect discrimination provision in the English 1995 Disability Discrimination Act but the concept is still a part of many other anti-discrimination laws in various jurisdictions.
21 Waldron "Indirect Discrimination", above n 7, 98.
22 Griggs, above n 19. The case is famous but, perhaps because of this, summaries of the key facts sometimes differ and so I will set them out in some detail.
23 Griggs, above n 19, 427.
24 Ibid.
the case was the legality of conditions placed by the company on appointments and transfers after that. When the company terminated its policy of intentional discrimination it required a high school diploma for transfer from the Labor Department to the other departments. This had been a requirement for initial assignment to these departments since 1955.\(^{25}\) There were, however, white people working in these departments who did not have high school diplomas but who had nevertheless performed satisfactorily. Some of these white workers had achieved promotions.

On the date that Title VII of the Civil Rights Act became effective the company also imposed another condition for placement in any department, apart from the Labor Department, to which blacks had hitherto been confined. Now satisfactory scores on two aptitude tests and a high school diploma were required for placement in these departments. A high school diploma was still enough to transfer into these departments from the Labor Department. Soon after this the company allowed existing employees who had not matriculated from high school to transfer from the Labor Department and the Coal Handling Department (another 'outside' department) to an 'inside' department if they passed two tests, both of which were not intended to measure the ability to do a particular job. The disadvantage to blacks of these entrance and transfer requirements was clear as was the fact that they were not necessary. They were shown to be unnecessary by the fact that whites had done well without satisfying them, and they disadvantaged blacks because blacks had received less of the kind of education needed to succeed on those sorts of tests.

Strictly speaking, as Brian Barry notes,\(^ {26}\) the fact that black employees had received an inferior education, as blacks in the United States had in general at that time, might have suggested that blacks who had not matriculated from high school were much less educated than whites who had not finished high school. So it did not necessarily follow, from the fact that whites did not need a high school diploma to do some of the more desirable jobs, that blacks who were similarly unqualified would have the required skills. But, as Barry argues, that does not mean blacks should not have been given the opportunity to show what they could do.

\(^{25}\) Ibid.
The District Court and the Court of Appeals found that discrimination under Title VII had to be intentional and this had not been established.\textsuperscript{27} The US Supreme Court disagreed:

The objective of Congress in the enactment of Title VII is plain from the language of the statute. It was to achieve equality of employment opportunities and remove barriers that have operated in the past to favor an identifiable group of white employees over other employees. Under the Act, practices, procedures, or tests neutral on their face, and even neutral in terms of intent, cannot be maintained if they operate to ‘freeze’ the status quo of prior discriminatory practices.\textsuperscript{28}

There is no mention, in this statement of the meaning of indirect discrimination, of the fact that the use of the “practices, procedures, or tests” might be justified. But, in setting out the questions it had to decide, the Court did make it clear that the reasonableness (in terms of ‘business necessity’) of the practices is relevant. The Court did not directly discuss the moral culpability of the company other than to accept the lower courts’ findings that there was no discriminatory purpose. But while the Court did not specifically say the discrimination was covert, it did say: “[t]he Act prescribes not only overt discrimination but also practices fair in form, but discriminatory in operation” (emphasis added).\textsuperscript{29} Why the contrast between indirect discrimination and overt discrimination? If the Court was implying the company had acted covertly then it did not really believe the disparate impact was unintentional.

As Larry Alexander says: “[t]he case could be viewed as establishing an evidentiary and procedural framework for smoking out covert uses of forbidden criteria.”\textsuperscript{30} But covert discrimination is intentional discrimination and that is not what we are talking about. If that, dealing with covert discrimination is the purpose of indirect discrimination provisions then they are over-inclusive covering, as they do, genuinely unintentional discrimination as well.\textsuperscript{31} But, if Griggs could be seen, rather, as implying: ‘under these circumstances the company should have known that its requirements for placements and transfers would unnecessarily burden a community trying to recover from decades of post-slavery discrimination’ then there would at least be a potential match of liability and costs.

\textsuperscript{27} *Griggs*, above n 19, 428.
\textsuperscript{28} Ibid 429-430.
\textsuperscript{29} Ibid 431.
\textsuperscript{31} See Waldron “Indirect Discrimination”, above n 7, 95-96; McCrudden “Changing Notions of Discrimination”, above n 10, 84.
Perhaps the company’s intentions, or motives, were mixed. The court accepted, as evidence of its lack of discriminatory intent, the fact that it had instituted a policy which assisted employees by paying two thirds of the cost of high school tuition. But perhaps the company should have been more careful not to unnecessarily limit the immediate appointment and transfer of black applicants and employees. Perhaps that was indirect discrimination in the sense that it was culpable but not deliberate.

If we think the company in Griggs was negligent we might not have qualms about making it change its ways, with all the cost that implies. And we might not worry that other employers will have to take care not to have practices that have the undesirable impact. That will cost too. But so might, for example, taking care not to cause avoidable damage to the natural environment in which a business operates. On the other hand, if we cannot say that a particular practice which has caused a disparate impact, and which is not really necessary, was instituted at least carelessly, then it does seem that imposing liability involves imposing an unfair, because disproportionate, burden on the defendant. One that makes him more responsible for the problem of group disadvantage than it is fair to do.

If that is right then part of indirect discrimination law is itself unfair. Some might ask: ‘should we care about that specific unfairness in the context of attempts to remedy such serious social ills? In the private sphere it is employers, and others bound by human rights legislation, who have intentionally discriminated against women and minorities in the past so why should we worry about imposing costs on these people now?’ That is the sort of casual approach one sometimes finds in defences of affirmative action programmes, but it is too glib. Apart from not explaining why only some people should pay for these past wrongs it ignores the fact that some employers are women and some are members of minority groups and the rest are not all equally (or at all) to blame for the current disadvantage of less well off groups. The intuitive sense that some have that it is not wrong to burden employers, and other stakeholders in their businesses, with the costs of preventing disparate impact becomes less convincing as we move further away from a time when intentional, prejudiced, discrimination was more widespread, though there are arguments worth considering about compensation for that earlier discrimination.32

32 See below ch IX.
It could be argued that the focus on fault altogether misses the point of disparate impact discrimination. The purpose of the law, as Chief Justice Burger said in *Griggs*, is to equalise opportunities and remove barriers. It is a procedural tool but it is aimed at a goal of greater representation. McCrudden says: drop the word ‘discrimination’; call it “inequality of opportunity” if you prefer. That would remove the stigma but not the cost. Somebody has to pay and the same people who pay are those whose freedom, to employ who they will, is limited. Larry Alexander notes:

Interestingly, not even the most sweeping civil rights laws...have ever been applied to discrimination *against* employers by prospective employees, or to discrimination *against* sellers by prospective buyers.

Partly that omission is motivated by a respect for freedom, but it is also just easier to target employers and suppliers. That is not as objectionable in the context of intentional discrimination. Regulation, like all politics, is the art of the possible. But convenience is not enough when there is no fault, even if it is, as I have suggested it might be, in the case of diminished fault. And, in any event, no one has suggested that resort to no fault liability for indirect discrimination is the only possible way to deal with group disadvantage.

Interestingly enough, the development of disparate impact jurisprudence in the United States Supreme Court has found it difficult to let go of the idea of intent, let alone fault. I have already noted how the Court, in *Griggs*, contrasted indirect discrimination with ‘overt’ discrimination, suggesting the former might be covert; and thus intentional. In *Albemarle Paper Co. v Moody* the Court found that, under Title VII the plaintiff might show that even a practice which was prima facie justified under the ‘business necessity’ defence was not necessary because there were alternatives available that did not cause disparate impact. If the plaintiff could show this, the Court said, it would be evidence the employer’s practices were a “pretext” for discrimination.

As Linda Lye notes, this seems to indicate that indirect or disparate impact discrimination is perfectly intentional, just hidden. While the essence of the case made indirect
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33 McCrudden “Changing Notions of Discrimination”, above n 10, 84.
34 Ibid 91.
36 *Albemarle Paper Co. v Moody* 422 US 405 (1975).
37 Ibid 425.
discrimination easier to prove, conceptually the idea might appear to have been restricted. The Court has also evinced a concern that the requirements of Title VII indirect discrimination might impose a burden of costs on employers that is too great. In the words of Justice Blackmun in *Albemarle*:

> I fear that a too-rigid application of the EEOC Guidelines [for proving ‘business necessity’] will leave the employer little choice, save an impossibly expensive and complex validation study, but to engage in a subjective quota system of employment selection. This, of course, is far from the intent of Title VII.39

This trend continued. In *New York City Transit Authority v Beazer*,40 on the question of intention the Court said:

> The District Court’s express finding that the rule was not motivated by racial animus forecloses any claim in rebuttal that it [the company’s exclusionary practice regarding drug use] was merely a pretext for intentional discrimination.41

Again the Court seemed to be importing a requirement of intent into disparate impact jurisprudence. The *Beazer* Court also lessened the burden involved in establishing a business necessity defence. This process of redefining indirect discrimination continued until the business necessity defence was considerably less onerous than in *Griggs*. References to ‘facially neutral’ employer practices, in the disparate impact context, being a ‘pretext’ for intentional discrimination continued.42 Those comments are consistent with the diminution of liability as time passed.

This process of watering down disparate impact discrimination was strongly disapproved of by some.43 Clearly employers had to do less in terms of diversifying their work forces as time went by. I would suggest, though, the Court’s retreat from all the potential implications of *Griggs* need not be seen as a retreat from race and gender equity. It could rather be seen simply as a concern about imposing costs on employers who had not intentionally discriminated. What was left after the last case in this pruning of Title VII
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39 *Albemarle*, above n 36, 449.
40 440 US 568 (1978)
41 Ibid 587.
discrimination jurisprudence was, apart from clearly intentional discrimination, enough perhaps to cover covert discrimination and some reckless or careless discrimination. Very roughly speaking, to be sure, but the Court clearly was concerned about an undue burden being placed on employers and kept slipping into talk about intent – exactly what you would expect from those concerned not to stretch ‘discrimination’ too far beyond the idea of prejudiced behaviour and reluctant to impose burdens of cost on employers (and others covered by the law; but not everyone) not shown to operate from such prejudices.

Disparate impact law under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act in the US thus reflects both concerns about unequal outcomes for groups and concerns about how to deal with these in ways that are fair to others. The first of these concerns is also evident in some UK jurisprudence. Catherine Barnard and Bob Hepple, who are in favour of an expansive application of the indirect discrimination idea, criticise trends in the fast changing world of sex discrimination prohibition. Their complaints, like those of Lye and other American scholars who criticise the watering down of indirect discrimination in the US, are about courts confusing direct and indirect discrimination and the lowering of the standards of justification for practices which have disparate impacts. They do not really consider the question about fairness to other affected parties.

To sum up: my suggestion is that where carelessness or recklessness is proved, the remedies for indirect discrimination in the private sector should be milder than those for intentional discrimination and should be aimed at imposing better practices. Perhaps the term ‘discrimination’ should be replaced with a milder one too. Where there is no fault but there is an undesirable disparate impact (each jurisdiction must decide which are important and why) it does seem unfair to ask private parties to bear the entire burden of ensuring equal opportunity. Basically that leaves two alternatives. Either, in the absence of fault there should be no liability for disparate impact or all should share the burden of the costs of remedying it – the state should pay the costs of monitoring and correcting disparate impact. A government agency could be empowered to monitor large businesses and fund


\[44\] Congress did intervene. The Civil Rights Act 1991 was an attempt to restore the pre Wards Cove law but it did so in uncertain terms and many of the same disagreements bedevil subsequent cases. See Lye “Title VII’S Tangled Tale: The Erosion and Confusion of Disparate Impact and The Business Necessity Defense”, above n 38.

changes required to avoid policies that inadvertently – unforeseeably – have the undesired outcomes.

If employers are not in any way required to change policies or practices which unforeseeably disadvantage certain groups that does not necessarily mean that nothing should be done about such disadvantage. We can look for solutions which do not unfairly tax one section of the community, and which do not involve prohibiting disparate impact. We might want to do that to eliminate the need to interfere with the private activities of employers in that respect when they have not been careless in the requirements they have insisted on.

Even in the private sphere employment is, of course, only one area, although probably the most prominent one, in which the question of indirect discrimination could arise. And I have not said anything about the public sector other than to point out that the burden of avoiding indirect discrimination is in that case automatically spread amongst the citizenry equally. The remaining issue there is to decide which sorts of disparate impacts to worry about. That is a very big issue though and each type of situation would require its own discussion. I think it is clear that the promulgation of law is ahead of our jurisprudence in this area. My comments here are only meant to illustrate this and how it is important, in particular, to ensure that our efforts to achieve equality respect the basic equality of all affected persons.

Some of the issues that arise with indirect discrimination are common to group directed policies. Objections to such policies are usually better known as arguments against what is most commonly known as ‘affirmative action’. Responding to no-fault discrimination at all raises some of the same moral questions that affirmative action does. I will address some of those questions under that heading. That new heading is required. I think there are differences between plain anti-discrimination laws, indirect discrimination laws and affirmative action though there are similarities between these three that might be overlooked. We might be happy to have plain anti-discrimination laws but not indirect discrimination laws or affirmative action. We might distinguish the latter two because they are redistributive policies not necessarily linked to any fault of those who might have to pay for them.

Cass Sunstein argues that if we thought this, or anything, evidence of a “sharp discontinuity” between affirmative action and ordinary discrimination law we would be over-looking the fact that not all plain anti-discrimination law is about prohibiting actions based on bias or prejudice. Discrimination law typically prohibits sex discrimination based on prejudice against women but it is also unlawful, under such laws, to use sex as a proxy, say for ‘workers who are likely to need time off to look after sick children’. The use of sex as a proxy in that way is not irrational per se, because it might be efficient for the business concerned. It does not necessarily evince a hatred of women or a desire to devalue them. The likelihood of women with children caring for them when they are sick, as opposed to their fathers caring for them, might, Sunstein plausibly suggests, itself, at least partly, be the product of discrimination. But that does not mean the employer who uses sex as a proxy in this way is biased against women in the sense that he thinks all women are intrinsically less useful in the workplace.

Discrimination is wrong, however, because it is wrong not to treat people as equals. If I exclude women from my workforce or fail to promote them or train them because it is in my own, rationally calculated, interest to have workers unlikely to need leave to care for another, I do, intentionally, deny the women I exclude equal concern and respect. Women who never take any sick leave at all will be excluded although men who take a lot will not be. People, women, who are more often expected to look after sick children will be excluded in favour of those who are not as likely to – men. We use proxies all the time of course but not all of them are discriminatory in this way.

Sunstein’s point that we do not only prohibit – when we do forbid discrimination – discrimination motivated by an irrational prejudice, is well made however. It illustrates what I have suggested in various ways. The denial of basic equality does not always involve the presence of an attitude of prejudice. But “statistical discrimination” as Sunstein calls it, is intentional, and that makes it different from one sort of indirect discrimination that I have been discussing. The ban on statistical discrimination is also different from affirmative action. The latter tries to help disadvantaged groups that have been
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49 Ibid 2416.
discriminated against. It does not respond directly to the wrongdoing of the discriminator, who may not even be around any more.

Statistical discrimination is intentional and it intentionally and unfairly excludes individuals. It is not just a practice that “has the harmful long-term consequence of perpetuating group-based inequalities.”\(^{50}\) It is true that, in a way, all discrimination law, defined broadly, deals with group disadvantage but it is, in principle, one thing to prevent discrimination from happening now and another to try to deal with the effects of discrimination. In the latter case there are costs to be imposed on people who may themselves not have caused the problem, and who may be called upon to bear the whole burden of solving it. Because of this, the conundrum about fairness, found in careful thinking about indirect discrimination, looms especially large in the affirmative action debate.

\(^{50}\) Ibid 2418.
Chapter IX  Affirmative Action

Introduction

Basic equality's role in justifying affirmative action can seem an intuitively straightforward one but there is an equally strong intuition to the effect that affirmative action is precisely the kind of thing we should avoid if we are committed to basic equality. We need therefore, as I have intimated throughout this essay, to go beyond these intuitions and embark on a difficult, at times tortuous, process of considering the interests of all parties affected by our choice of this means of attempting to right the wrong of discrimination. Much has been written about affirmative action but I think an assessment of the main arguments thus far yields the conclusion that it is hard to say whether the practice of affirmative action is consistent with fidelity to basic equality.

The difficulty is partly that, even in the country which has studied affirmative action more carefully than any other, the United States, the research that has been done does not seem to clearly establish that affirmative action is worth the trouble. On the other hand it is not clear that affirmative action does no good. This factual issue is an important part of the assessment of affirmative action. It is relevant to our consideration of whether the use of affirmative action affords the respect which is due to equals, to the parties affected by it. The practice of affirmative action is cumbersome and expensive compared to the alternative of just forbidding new discrimination. It must work to be worth the trouble.

Its efficacy is related to its fairness because the expense of affirmative action is borne partly by those who only benefit from it, if they do, very indirectly and the burden is placed disproportionately on a very small group of people - those who are not chosen because of it - who are not all members of the most privileged classes in countries in which affirmative action is practised. But the fairness of affirmative action can also be raised as a prior distinct question: is affirmative action fair to those who are not chosen even if it is a useful means of advancing disadvantaged groups? Not every means of doing that will be consistent with basic equality.
It is the *motivation* for affirmative action which seems to be most clearly related to a commitment to basic equality. Affirmative action is seen by its defenders as a means of achieving greater equality of beneficial social outcomes for disadvantaged groups. It is most often thought of as a response to disadvantage caused by past discrimination. The discrimination in question was obviously a breach of basic equality and so it is plausible to think that sincere attempts to undo the harm caused by that discrimination must be in the service of that ideal. But, as with any measure to achieve social justice, affirmative action must itself be *shown* to be consistent with basic equality and other worthwhile social values. This means its effects on *all* affected parties must be taken into account. It will again not be enough to demonstrate how affirmative action is able, if it is, to produce an equal distribution of certain outcomes amongst various groups of people. And, to discredit affirmative action, it will not be enough to simply point out that it treats different groups of people differently on ‘prohibited grounds’.

The interesting and difficult question is whether the improvement of the circumstances of disadvantaged groups can be achieved while respecting the basic equality of all affected parties. The goal of racial, gender or other group equalities can only justly be achieved by means that respect the basic equality of all concerned, including individuals who are members of other groups which are not currently disadvantaged. Basic egalitarians should be concerned about group disadvantage which has resulted from injustices suffered by the members of less well off groups, because these are caused by a failure to uphold basic equality, but should not be committed to just *any* means of responding to those inequalities.

Affirmative action is an ‘equality’ issue, but the context in which it is debated is complex and does not merely require a simple application of one value. The issue is certainly not resolved simply by hitting on the correct conception of equality and then applying it – at least not in any straightforward uncontroversial way. If it were then we could choose one which stipulated that equality never allows distinctions on grounds like race or, on the other hand, one which says it does if this benefits a disadvantaged group by producing desirable outcomes that make the circumstances of the groups involved more equal. Supporters of the first conception could argue that they are being ‘consistent’ and supporters of the other conception could argue that they are giving equality ‘substance’ by taking into account the context in which the preferential treatment is given.
In these terms the debate about affirmative action never gets very far. The first conception argues that affirmative action is wrong by definition, it is just more discrimination on the grounds of race or sex. Any example of a white person or a man not getting or keeping any opportunity or position they would have if they had been black or female is then evidence that discrimination has taken place. The other conception argues affirmative action is right by definition because ‘equality’ means achieving equal outcomes for different groups. Neither of these conceptions of equality means entails, in any straightforward way, by a commitment to basic equality. Both of them incompletely state the point of that ideal. Basic equality does require that people are treated consistently in the sense that they should be treated as equals but the context does help to determine what that means in particular situations. On its own consistency ignores the different effects that our treatment of others produce because it ignores the different circumstances that we find individuals and groups in. A preoccupation with context, on the other hand, can make us forget to consider, at all, the effects of our policies on the interests of people other than those whose circumstances we want to improve.

If it is conceded, however, as an application of the idea that treatment as an equal does not always require equal treatment, that not every differentiation on a prohibited ground is discrimination on that ground, then the conceptual apparatus of basic equality does seem ready to embrace affirmative action. I think there is a small class of group based policies which may be justified by means of this straight forward application of basic equality. But justifying affirmative action itself is a far more complex process.

It is not clear that all group based policies and practices should be called ‘affirmative action’ even though the term is generally used in a very broad way to describe different programmes in very different situations. The paradigm cases of affirmative action are preferential access to jobs and education or training for jobs and careers. It is possible to think of a programme, aimed at a particular group, and excluding others, which would not raise the hackles or engage the critical faculties of opponents of preferential hiring or access to educational opportunities.

Because equal treatment is not always required by basic egalitarianism, and because this is widely intuitively understood, we hardly notice unequal treatment in innumerable contexts. We do not notice it as between the sick and the healthy or when a teacher gives his
advanced students better grades and his failing ones extra tutoring. In terms of ‘forbidden grounds’, sex is not much of a problem in this regard because of the obvious biological differences between men and women. For example, the relatively high incidence of female breast cancer as compared to male breast cancer makes breast cancer awareness aimed at women and screening programs for women unexceptionable. Separate sports programmes, I have noted, for men and women are also not remarkable. Not to have them would clearly be unfair.

It is not impossible for some things to pan out on racial or ethnic lines as well, in certain contexts. Physical differences between the groups we call races may be of little significance as compared to sex differences but the environmental adaptations that produce these differences may result, for example, in medical needs which are more or less group specific.¹ This may sometimes justify uncontentious group specific policies. If there are, or if there were to be programmes aimed at a particular racial grouping who were, say, particularly susceptible to a certain disease, the fact that the program was not aimed at everyone is not likely to be contentious. Possible candidates might be programmes to deal with Tay-Sachs or sickle cell anaemia.² In terms of cultural ethnic differences, different cultural patterns may give rise to different needs and culturally specific solutions need not be controversial but they will be more so if they rely, for their justification, on general disparities in the health or well-being of group populations. And they will be contentious if they consist of general separate treatment. The reason for the potential controversy is that the link between the need and the exclusive treatment will not always be apparent. But group specific policies might be justified in the absence of a perfect match between need and group membership if it can be shown that ethnicity is an appropriate proxy.

Exclusive, or practically exclusive group need may be practically indistinguishable then, from individual need and policies aimed at one sex or racial/ethnic group may not be even superficially ethically distinguishable from the treatment received by individuals. If we think we should respond, as a community, to anyone’s need of a particular sort then basic equality insists we should include everyone who has that need whether it be an individual, a family, or some wider grouping. At some point here we will run into difficulties in

¹ See Steven Pinker The Blank Slate (Viking, New York, 2002) 143-44.
justifying different treatment which are hard to assess although they do not amount to ‘affirmative action’ as the term is commonly understood. But there will be some uncontroversial cases like the breast screening example or health education programmes aimed at a particular community.

Affirmative action, however, is not usually suggested as a response to a naturally occurring need or an obvious cultural predicament. We mostly think about it as a response to discrimination. Controversy usually arises because most or some of the discrimination is in the past although many of its effects are in the present, and it is difficult to work out how to ameliorate these harmful effects in ways that respect human rights. That difficulty is considerable. Discussions of policies and practices known variously as ‘affirmative action’, ‘positive action’ or ‘positive discrimination’ constitute one of the most heated and intractable moral debates of our time. Affirmative action certainly ranks with issues such as abortion in terms of our inability to resolve the matter to most people’s satisfaction. It can also be as unpleasant to talk about as abortion is. Focusing as it must on groups and their relative success and prospects for the future, it necessarily involves talking about people in terms of broad, and not even always sensible, categories. That in itself can be awkward but the context of affirmative action debates makes our discussions sound at least superficially patronising and distasteful as well.

Unless, that is, we think affirmative action is simply another tool to be used to prevent present discrimination, and even then to a certain extent we have to talk about the fact of and reasons for group disadvantage. This is not a cause of discomfort when discussing the relative sophistication of the ancient Greeks compared with less advanced nations of that time but it obviously is when discussing the relative position of contemporary groups.

But affirmative action is not just an emotive topic. It presents us, like abortion again, with a substantial intellectual challenge. It is therefore important that we think carefully about the principles and facts related to this issue. Facts which are relevant to the moral assessment of affirmative action include facts about group differences and their causes and facts about the effects of affirmative action and its prospects for improving the
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3 There are many other terms for this type of group based preference. More of them are listed in Thomas Sowell Affirmative Action Around the World (Yale University Press, New Haven, 2004) 2. I will use the well known ‘affirmative action’, as Sowell does, to refer to these practices generally but I will only discuss, for the most part, the more paradigmatic instances of it.
circumstances of disadvantaged groups. These facts are not entirely settled yet and an assessment of our current best understanding of them is necessary in any attempt to evaluate affirmative action in terms of its compatibility with basic equality.

‘Affirmative action’ can mean different things in different discussions so I will first say a little bit about the concept and its application around the world. I will then discuss two principal rationales for affirmative action and try to assess the reasons they offer for practising affirmative action in the light of our commitment to basic equality. I will argue that the forward looking rationale for affirmative action is a better candidate for moral approval than the justification which relies solely on past discrimination. The past discrimination argument’s thesis about the present cause of disadvantage of certain groups is in part plausible, but it has more difficulty establishing what should be done about that. This is because it is not clear, from its premises about the condition of groups, exactly who should be compensated by whom.

The forward looking justification for affirmative action offers a better explanation for giving the direct benefits of affirmative action to certain members of the disadvantaged group. In some cases better representation in desirable positions seems likely to benefit the whole group indirectly by providing a link between communities which are segregated in various ways which limit equality of opportunity, and more well off groups. The role of the members of better off groups who have to give up opportunities they would otherwise have had is more difficult to explain in terms of both of the justifications for affirmative action I discuss here.

It is, on the one hand, reasonable to think that the increased social stability and harmony that a divided society can achieve by the integration of different groups which brings about a better equality of opportunity and desirable social outcomes is a benefit for everyone in that society. That includes the ‘victims’ of affirmative action. It is not accurate therefore to characterise affirmative action as prejudiced discrimination, because such discrimination takes little or no account of the interests of the persons discriminated against. It is necessary, on the other hand, to ask why a certain group of people is singled out to pay the cost of achieving the upliftment of the disadvantaged. To justify that would seem to require at least a demonstration that such policies work and that something else which spreads the burden of achieving inter-group justice would not work as well.
There is, in America at least, some research which suggests that affirmative action works but it does not convince everyone. After more than thirty years of affirmative action in the United States one might have hoped for better evidence that a policy which people in that country feel so strongly about – whether for or against – was at least achieving its stated goals. Finding that evidence, if it is there, should be the priority of supporters of affirmative action everywhere. It is also important that such affirmative action programmes that we do think are worth having in the meantime are tailored to achieve only goals that will improve the circumstances of disadvantaged groups. They should not simply be aimed at some nebulous achievement of ‘diversity’.

Attempts to resolve the issues mentioned in the last few paragraphs are best understood as ways of applying the principle of basic equality to the problem caused by the ongoing effects of past discrimination. Writing on affirmative action usually suggests this, if only implicitly. My view of this work is that while much of it is thoughtful it does not typically realise the force of opposing arguments. My conclusion is that there is still much work to be done. I hope this will be evident from my summary and critique of the debate thus far.

The Meaning of ‘Affirmative Action’

Before I begin discussing the two main types of arguments for affirmative action I should include a word or two about what affirmative action is. The term has many related meanings. If affirmative action can be as broadly defined as Julio Faundez characterizes it, it can have many rationales. Faundez says: “[a]ffirmative action involves treating a subclass or group of people differently in order to improve their chances of obtaining a particular good or to ensure that they obtain a proportion of certain goods.” Defined this broadly the policy could be a response to any group inequality, however caused. Certainly, if one takes an international perspective, there are group preferences that do not fit into the past discrimination mould into which affirmative action for blacks in the United States, or South Africa, might seem quite easily to fit. Not if the past discrimination is supposed to have been carried out by some group that was not now preferred.

Thomas Sowell, whose work on the history of group differences and responses to those differences I shall refer to often in this chapter, describes how the bumiputeras, the
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indigenous people of Malaysia, were in some ways privileged in colonial times but later became the beneficiaries of a sort of affirmative action. He notes:

Non-Malays faced strong restrictions against owning land in Malaya and the colonial government provided free education for Malays, while leaving others to educate their children however they could. Malays were also preferred for jobs in the colonial bureaucracy.

And in colonial times the Chinese, who now experience the disadvantage of Malaysian affirmative action, did not have the political or social power to oppress or exploit the Malays. Sowell also mentions, amongst other somewhat odd examples, an exception to China’s one child policy, granted to ethnic minorities in the 1990s. Identifying the motivation, let alone finding a plausible justification for it, of that preferential policy would take some time.

It is clear then, that ‘affirmative action’ can be used, with some semantic plausibility, in ways that make the term at least (and probably more) unruly than ‘discrimination’ or ‘indirect discrimination’. To keep the subject at all manageable it will be better to stick to preferential access for disadvantaged groups to education, jobs (including training and advancement) and other business opportunities. I will do that for the most part and, as I did with indirect discrimination, I will be considering the basic idea rather than the details of any legal system.

The Past Discrimination Argument

The rationales for affirmative action rely on quite complicated assessments of what has happened and what is happening in the relationship between various groups in a particular society. Sorting out the relevant facts will always be difficult. What those material facts are will partly depend on which rationale for affirmative action we are relying on. Arguments for affirmative action thus have to pick a rationale and a setting. The most common rationale is the one about past discrimination. To assess the past discrimination argument for affirmative action it will help to pick a context where it seems plausible. For reasons already stated the example of affirmative for blacks in the United States is a good one.
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A defence of affirmative action for blacks in the United States, based on the past discrimination theme, might look like this: if there had been no discrimination against blacks during their time in America they would have been successful in proportion to their numbers. Affirmative action for blacks in America is thus justified now to the extent necessary to remedy any disproportionate lack of success for blacks. Affirmative action is needed to compensate for past discrimination, though its use must be limited to the amount of preferential treatment for blacks that is required to give them their due.

We must stipulate that by ‘no discrimination’ we mean that we are imagining that Africans were immediately and completely accepted into American society when they first arrived in the settlements which now compose that country. Not only were they not enslaved, no discriminatory laws were passed restricting their social freedom or industry. They were also not in any way socially discriminated against, for example because they looked different. In those circumstances we would expect groups of that size to fare equally well on average unless we thought races were genetically different in some way that meant some would inevitably lag behind. Since that explanation is racist and arguments about culture cannot explain why blacks would have a separate culture, we are left with discrimination as the only plausible explanation of (race) group disadvantage.

The idea is that if society is 80% white and 20% black we should expect that blacks would receive 20% of all jobs, promotions, university acceptances, professional appointments and so on. If whites have more than 80% of these then they have more than their fair share. If some of their opportunities are redistributed until they only have 80% they cannot be heard to complain that anything has been taken from them unfairly or that they have been discriminated against. Even whites who have not discriminated against blacks could not complain about the redistribution because they had no more right to the unequal distribution than one has a right to stolen property. And if some whites lose more than others that also does not matter, for the same reason. And one cannot attack affirmative action programmes on the ground that they do not take from the group of whites who can afford it most. Regardless of inequalities in the white community, if it has more than its
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9 The argument for affirmative action in the following paragraphs is essentially that of Ronald Fiscus in *The Constitutional Logic of Affirmative Action* (Duke University Press, Durham, 1992). See Nicholas Smith “Affirmative Action under the New Constitution” (1995) Vol 11 (1) SAJHR 84, 95-101, where the argument is summarised in terms similar to the following paragraphs.
80% it has more than the percentage to which it is entitled. Conversely if whites in this hypothetical community are entitled to 80% then they should not be made to do with less and affirmative action programmes that required this would be unjustified. A suggestion, therefore, that no whites should receive university acceptances for the next fifteen years to make up for past discrimination, should be rejected. Acceptance of this motivation for affirmative action does not necessarily also mean endorsement of a rigid quota system. It might, for example, be counter-productive in the scenario outlined above to set aside 20% of university places at the best universities for blacks. That might be so because the effects of discrimination might mean that not enough blacks have had adequate preparation for university life at that level.

I think this argument, or something like it, plays a central role in the case for affirmative action for American blacks. It has intuitive appeal but it clashes, as affirmative action does in general, with other widely held moral intuitions. Criticisms of the argument may be dealt with under three headings. It may first be doubted whether discrimination is the only possible cause of group disparities in a situation like our hypothetical. In other words the moral motivation for affirmative action may be questioned if we can show that the present disproportionate success of whites as compared to blacks in America is not necessarily the result of discrimination. The motivation for affirmative action, in terms of an argument based on past discrimination, would then lack a foundation. Or at least the question of how much redistribution is due would become difficult to answer.

Even if we agree that discrimination is an adequate explanation of black disadvantage today we may wonder whether affirmative action is the right solution. Part of that question is about exactly who should benefit from affirmative action and who should pay the cost. I will respond to that question after introducing another rationale for affirmative action – a forward looking rationale which focuses on disadvantage caused by the present circumstances of black people in America. The third aspect of evaluating affirmative action, whether in terms of its past discrimination or present discrimination rationales, is about its effectiveness, in the narrow sense. Whether one thinks affirmative action is a form of compensation, a way of dealing with present discrimination, or (I will consider this briefly) a means to exploit the diversity of a nation in a way which benefits everyone, one still has to be convinced that it works. If all affirmative action ever achieved was to transfer opportunity from poor and lower middle class whites to middle class blacks its
efficacy as a tool to achieve social justice would be difficult to demonstrate. If affirmative action can only do that, causing its direct beneficiaries to suffer constant self doubt while confirming white racist suspicions that blacks cannot make it on their own, then it is not justified. Good motivation is not enough to justify it.

The Effects of Past Discrimination

Turning to the first issue then, while few people would argue that discrimination is not a cause of black disadvantage in America some would argue there are other possible causes. It has been argued, for example, that because studies suggest both a strong link between IQ and life opportunities and a gap between black and white test scores, that there is at least one explanation for black disadvantage which does not need to rely solely on discrimination. Basic equality should not be applied in a way that just ignores a particular factual inequality.

One can refuse to engage with this particular argument (or any argument which tries to show that the gap between black and white success in America is not entirely caused by discrimination) on the ground that it is offensive, even racist, and so not one to which it is worth responding. Few arguments could be less politically correct of course, as the strong response to the publication of The Bell Curve in 1995 showed, than those which suggest a genetic link between IQ and race. If there was no real possibility that the premises of anti-affirmative action arguments based on IQ scores were right it would be pointless to consider these arguments.

But believing that IQ exists and that there is evidence for the claim that there are at least some different results for different race or ethnic groups is not like believing something obviously absurd, such as that there never was any discrimination against blacks in America. The charge of racism (a clear rejection of basic equality) is too quick anyway because different group IQ scores do not establish that some groups are fundamentally different to others. We need to ask what causes the differences and we need to consider the significance of the differences however they may be caused. It is not plausible that the
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answers to these questions will shake our belief in basic equality but they are relevant to
the justification of affirmative action.

There are ‘mental tests’, as they are referred to in the literature, and they do show clear
group differences. Moreover, while not everyone thinks they are worth the paper they are
printed on there is no plausible reason to think that everyone who takes IQ and other forms
of mental testing seriously is racist or ethnocentric or obviously wrong. A full evaluation
of the IQ argument (that the cause of different group scores is partly genetic and so some
group disadvantage was no one’s fault) can only be completed by the relevant experts over
time. In the mean time there is serious doubt, shared by some who believe in the hardness
of IQ science, that the argument is sound. The key premise, that ethnic IQ differences are
partly genetic, is doubted. But because, as Glenn Loury says, no one is going to “put the
genie back in the bottle”, we might as well survey the evidence briefly.

The concept of IQ has connotations of innateness and as Steven Pinker notes, there are
many intellectuals who do deny that talent, intelligence in particular, can be inborn,
because they fear that this would lead to the characterising of some groups as inferior. But there are a lot of different though interconnected issues here. First, there is the question
of whether talk about IQ (and test scores for it and other sorts of cognitive tests such as
university entrance tests or science competitions and so forth) is at all meaningful. Does it
tell us something important about human potential and ability? If we answer that in the
affirmative we then also have to ask what the cause of the apparent differences between
groups in this regard is. Only then can we think about the relevance of what we know for
the affirmative action debate.

It might seem difficult to deny that there is such a thing as intelligence. And that some
people are more intelligent than others. Pinker notes, ad hominem:

People who say that IQ is meaningless will quickly invoke it when the discussion turns to executing
a murderer with an IQ of 64, removing lead paint that lowers a child’s IQ by five points, or the
presidential qualifications of George W Bush.

---

12 See for example Steven Fraser “Introduction” in Steven Fraser (ed) The Bell Curve Wars (Basic Books,
14 Pinker The Blank Slate, above n 1, 149.
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As a scientist he claims:

In any case, there is now ample evidence that intelligence is a stable property of an individual, that it can be linked to features in the brain (including overall size, amount of gray matter in the frontal lobes, speed of neural conduction, and metabolism of cerebral glucose), that it is partly heritable among individuals, and that it predicts some of the variation in life outcomes such as income and social status.\textsuperscript{16}

It is, as he also says, again \textit{ad hominem}, odd that academics would deny this because they are, as a class, obsessed with intelligence and are discussing it all the time in terms of student admissions and hiring decisions.\textsuperscript{17}

It is clear that tests for intelligence, whatever their worth, do show not only individual but group differences as well, though the group differences are not permanent and the data about them is devilishly difficult to interpret. Group assessment of intelligence is not a purely modern preoccupation. In his world-wide survey of racial and cultural matters Thomas Sowell gives us an historical example and his interpretation of it:

Cicero warned his fellow Romans not to buy British slaves, for he found them unusually difficult to teach. While some would consider such an assessment as mere evidence of bias or racism, there is no a priori reason to dismiss Cicero’s first hand observations, on the strength of general presumptions among those 20 centuries removed from the facts. Indeed, much of what is known of the cultural and technological gulf between the tribal Britons of that era and the more advanced civilization existing on the continent of Europe would tend to support Cicero’s conclusion of differences in mental performance, at that time. Whether these differences were genetic is another question entirely.\textsuperscript{18}

The Britons have improved though their fourteen year olds lag behind the Australians in science test scores.\textsuperscript{19} (Since neither group, as a group, is currently disadvantaged, the nationals of these countries probably care much less about this, if they are aware of it, than about sports results.) Sowell’s large study shows clear ethnic/racial differences in a whole range of tests. In America it is (East) Asian American students who, for example, come out top in mathematics and they do that even when they come from poorer families than other students who sat the test.\textsuperscript{20}

\textsuperscript{16} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{17} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{18} Thomas Sowell \textit{Race and Culture} (Basic Books, New York, 1994) 156-7.
\textsuperscript{19} Ibid 158. Here, and in what follows, I am a little guilty of conflating discussion of IQ scores with other sorts of tests. IQ tests can be more ‘culture-free’ than maths or science tests. But the whole discussion is about cognitive, as opposed to (for example) athletic ability.
\textsuperscript{20} Ibid 159.
So while wealthier countries are faring better in IQ, science, maths and other such tests in general, the correlation of wealth and mental performance is not shown to be a causal relationship. Sowell also refers to studies of adults in India, the results of which showed differential ethnic group results and, as all the participants were illiterate, could not be explained away as the result of differential access to education. In fact the variations found were larger than the troublesome differences between blacks and whites in America, where there has of course been an inequality of educational opportunity.21

The differences are also not just overall differences. There are also group differences in particular areas such as spatial conceptualising.22 In his work on race and intelligence that I have been referring to, Sowell reports all sorts of group differences on the results of cognitive tests; both internationally and within countries. One of his main points is that the fact that there are different scores on cognitive tests for various groups in present day America is typical, not unusual, internationally and intra-nationally, throughout the whole history of such testing.

If IQ exists (as a reliable description of cognitive ability) and group IQ differences exist, and black American scores are lower, on these and other tests, than white American scores then the past discrimination argument for affirmative action for blacks in the United States might seem to be weakened. Particularly because the different results in these tests do not under predict success in higher education, in the case of American blacks.23 And there is a black/white divide not only in terms of IQ scores but also in terms of more real world tests such as aptitude tests, and academic achievement. Sowell claims the latter also do not under predict black educational or job achievement.24

But the refutation of the past discrimination argument by this means depends, at least partly, on what causes low scores on cognitive tests. Most directly it is caused by ability of course. But is the lack of ability ‘permanent’? The authors of The Bell Curve, Herrnstein and Murray, report that: controlling for socio-economic status, which is difficult, might

21 Ibid.
22 Ibid 162. This does raise the question of whether intelligence is necessarily a single phenomenon. See Howard Gardner “Cracking Open the IQ Box” in Steven Fraser (ed) The Bell Curve Wars, above n 12, 23.
23 Sowell Race and Culture, above n 18, 173.
24 Ibid. But see Brian Barry Culture and Equality (Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 2001)101 who cites studies which suggest a low correlation between black scores on cognitive tests and job performance.
reduce the Black/White difference by a third;\textsuperscript{25} the difference in black and white test scores is diminishing;\textsuperscript{26} and it might, under the right conditions, disappear altogether at some stage.\textsuperscript{27} Thomas Sowell also cites evidence that black scores are improving relative to those of whites.\textsuperscript{28} The Bell Curve authors list and discuss various arguments for and against thinking that genetic differences might be involved in the explanation of the Black/White gap. They reach no conclusion themselves on whether the cause is partly genetic although they read the data as "tipping toward a mixture of genetic and environmental influences".\textsuperscript{29} According to Richard Nisbet, Herrnstein and Murray's conclusions underestimate the strength of the environmental thesis.\textsuperscript{30} But despite the understandable strength of feeling engendered by the publication of The Bell Curve, it is important to remember that even it is ultimately agnostic on this point.

Thomas Sowell also notes the evidence for environmental causes of group IQ scores. Studies of children born and raised in Germany whose mothers were German and whose fathers were part of the occupation forces after World War II showed no differences in IQ between the children whose American fathers were white and those who were black.\textsuperscript{31} Other studies have shown that the IQ scores of immigrant groups in America have gone up over time; in the absence of much genetic change caused by intermarrying.\textsuperscript{32} Some studies suggest that women are less susceptible to environmental influences than men. If that is the case the predominance of high IQ black women compared to black men, which is not found in the case of black orphans raised by whites, also suggests an environmental explanation.\textsuperscript{33}

There is also the so called 'Flynn effect' which refers to the fact, noted by James Flynn and others, that IQ scores are rising in general. In studied examples each generation of the same genetic stock has done better on some tests than the previous generation, which

\textsuperscript{25} Herrnstein & Murray The Bell Curve, above n 11, 286.
\textsuperscript{26} Ibid 289.
\textsuperscript{27} Ibid 293.
\textsuperscript{28} Sowell Race and Culture, above n 18, 168.
\textsuperscript{29} Herrnstein & Murray The Bell Curve, above n 11, 131.
\textsuperscript{30} Richard Nisbet, "Race, IQ and Scientism" in Steven Fraser (ed) The Bell Curve Wars, above n 12, 36, 48-53. See also "Curveball" by Stephen Jay Gould in Steven Fraser (ed) The Bell Curve Wars, above n 12, 11, for a scholarly attack on the idea that IQ tests measure our 'intelligence', and their relevance for social policy.
\textsuperscript{31} Sowell Race and Culture, above n 18, 170.
\textsuperscript{32} Ibid 170-171.
\textsuperscript{33} Ibid 170.
would suggest an environmental cause for group differences. Sowell has argued that the authors of The Bell Curve do not take the Flynn effect seriously enough:

While The Bell Curve cites the work of James R Flynn, who found substantial increases in mental test performances from one generation to the next in a number of countries around the world, they seem not to acknowledge the devastating implications of that finding for the genetic theory of inter-group differences or for their own reiteration of long-standing claims that the higher fertility of low-IQ groups implies a declining national IQ.

If there was good evidence that the Black/White test scores were genetically caused you would expect an evolutionary psychologist like Steven Pinker to know about it. He, however, is content to rely on Sowell’s findings that ethnic group differences in IQ have been common throughout the twentieth century, with groups not in the cultural mainstream often having scores lower than the population average. These included immigrant European groups who in some cases scored below the average to the same extent as blacks do as a group, in recent times. Though Pinker notes the gap disappeared after a few generations he argues that, as the experience of black people under slavery and segregation is not comparable with other immigrant groups’ assimilation into mainstream society, “their transition to mainstream cultural patterns could easily take longer”. Given our history of assenting to invalid arguments about racial differences it would appear wise to ask that any suggestion of inheritable socially significant differences be comprehensively established.

So critics of the past discrimination argument for affirmative action do not have a good case based on permanent group differences in cognitive ability. Everyone agrees that environmental factors play a role in IQ scores, and it is not proven that these factors alone cannot explain group differences in these and other tests. But the critics of the past discrimination argument do not have to rely on genetics. If the difference in Black/White scores is entirely the result of environmental causes, and we have reason enough to think it is, it still has to be shown that black disadvantage was entirely caused by discrimination against blacks after their arrival in America, rather than by other social causes.

This is the basis for the most common mode of objection that affirmative action for recent immigrants to America cannot be justified. They obviously were not enslaved or

34 Thomas Sowell “Ethnicity and IQ” in Steven Fraser (ed) The Bell Curve Wars, above n 12, 70.
36 Pinker The Blank Slate, above n 1, 144.
discriminated against, in America, so how can affirmative action for them be based on the past discrimination rationale? For black people who are descendants of those who suffered slavery and discrimination the critic would seem to have to find environmental factors that predate arrival in America. This may seem fanciful to us. But Thomas Sowell says that is because we have not read the history of race and culture. That history shows the persistence of cultural traits over time and their survival in quite different environments.

Cultural Destiny

In his book Race and Culture Sowell tracks the persistence of various characteristics of ethnic/racial groups in various historical contexts and different places. The first chapter of this book provides many examples of this. The generalisations found there are not the unsubtle caricatures of ethnocentric thought. He does not talk about ethnic groups in broad undifferentiated terms. He notes that the differences between subgroups are often as large as differences between larger groupings. He tells us, for example:

People of Scottish ancestry have long been among the more prosperous groups in the United States, but people of the same ancestry in the Appalachian region have also constituted one of the most enduring pockets of poverty among white Americans.

The reason he advances for this variance in Scottish immigrant success is an application of Sowell’s core thesis in Race and Culture:

As long as our view is confined to American society, it is plausible to believe that ‘objective conditions’ in Appalachia, or the way people were ‘treated’ there, accounts for the anomaly. Indeed, prevailing social doctrines all but require that approach.

The “prevailing social doctrines” he refers to are the set of ideas which suggest we are entirely the creatures of our present and recent environments. This theory claims that as long as group A has been in society X for a reasonable amount of time any relative disadvantage of group A in society X must be a result of relative deprivation and discrimination suffered, and not remedied, by group A in society X.

38 Sowell Race and Culture, above n 18, ch 1.
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Perhaps no one believes that in such stark terms but it is a familiar idea and it often plays a role in the past discrimination argument for affirmative action. That argument seems weakened if the disadvantaged group is already disadvantaged compared to other groups already in the society, when it first enters that society. According to Sowell the fortunes of the Scottish group that is not doing well need not have been produced by the effects of discrimination against them in America because: "if the history of the Scots is viewed internationally, then it becomes clear that the subgroup which settled in Appalachia differed culturally from other Scots before either boarded the ships to cross the Atlantic."\(^\text{42}\)

Detailing the uniform successes in various fields of various groups or subgroups in vastly different circumstances, Sowell argues that it is not plausible to think that the fate of these groups depended on the circumstances in which they found themselves. In Russia the Russians might explain away the farming prowess of the Germans in terms of special favours granted by the government to German immigrants. But when German farmers are also remarkably successful in Australia, Mexico, Brazil, Honduras, the United States, Chile and Paraguay then it is more difficult to argue that the success is not the product of cultural traits which persist over much time and in many different environments.\(^\text{43}\)

It is not true, Sowell argues, that societies simply assign roles to various groups which they in turn are obliged to accept. One can, contrary to this idea, attribute a group's position to its own cultural characteristics. One may think this is simply resorting to prejudiced stereotypes. But how else, he asks, can one explain that in Argentina, Australia, the United States, Poland, Jamaica, Brazil, England, Curacao, and Russia (amongst even more countries) Jews predominantly filled the role of middleman minority.\(^\text{44}\) There are and have been other middleman minorities of course and Sowell argues they share the cultural traits that make them succeed and persist in them across a wide range of environments.

What makes people do well? What is a successful culture, or how does an unsuccessful culture become successful. Sowell argues that, for one thing, a culture that is lagging behind will do a better job at catching up if it is receptive to new learning. He discusses the fate of some which were not. By comparison he mentions the Japanese who have more

\(^\text{42}\) Ibid 3.
\(^\text{43}\) Ibid 11.
\(^\text{44}\) Ibid 11-12.
than once learned from others and then overtaken them. Education by itself has not proved to be the panacea social reformers have thought it to be, because people might be culturally inclined to think of it as an escape from the difficult and sometimes delicate tasks which must be undertaken in a modern economy. He describes cultural change or acquisition but more in terms of how it happened in fact rather than how to make it happen. This is, I suppose, because Sowell is against 'social engineering' in general. The thing he stresses most is that people need to acquire the right "cultural capital". A reticence about requiring such capital can hold people back, as can an unwarranted pride in and commitment to outmoded ways.

What does all this strident modernism have to do with blacks in America at the beginning of the twenty-first century? Sowell's reminder that it is not the case that our fate is entirely sealed by our present and recent experience is something to note but slavery and discriminatory legislation were real in America. His own data can be used as a partial critique of his rejection of the past discrimination argument. I am not convinced that what he says about deficits in cultural capital and the persistence of cultural traits explains the present plight of black America.

American blacks as a group are better off than blacks in South Africa. The different present condition of blacks in South Africa and blacks in America results mostly from the relative longevity of racial oppression in South Africa. Sowell tells us the gradual ending of state enforced discrimination in the United States coincided with, in the twenty years preceding the introduction of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, a two-fold increase in the number of black Americans attending college. This was accompanied by an increase in the number of black professionals and occupational improvement for blacks generally. But if taking away most of the discrimination makes things get better that would seem to suggest it was discrimination, not some aspect of group culture, which was holding people back. That improvement of average African American prospects might be evidence supporting an argument that affirmative action is not necessary, but not one which suggests that discrimination is not the key causal factor to historical black American disadvantage.

48 Sowell Race and Culture, above n 18, 99. Apartheid was just starting in earnest when state sanctioned discrimination in the United States was coming to an end.
Moreover black slaves were very clearly consigned, in America, to certain roles. That must have had some effect on their 'culture'. And the New World slave owner practice, described in another of Sowell's books, of separating black slaves from their fellow tribe members meant that it would be more difficult for them to perpetuate cultural practices than it would be for voluntary immigrants. As he says, about black slaves brought to the Western Hemisphere to work in plantations as unskilled field hands:

They entered Western civilisation at the bottom, acquiring only the rudiments of that culture, such as the spoken language and familiarity with the simplest technology. To varying degrees they lost the culture they brought over from Africa, without acquiring the full range of European culture.51

And because the African population in the US increased naturally it did not need, in terms of the requirements of the slave owners, to be replenished by new arrivals. This also meant that traditional African culture disappeared at a faster rate than, for example, in Brazil where African languages were still being spoken at the end of the 18th century. This would all seem to lead to the conclusion, about cultural influences on black achievement in America, reached by Glenn Loury:

Some conservative writers attribute black American disadvantage entirely or in part to purported patterns of "social pathology" said to be characteristic of "black culture". Yet even were that to be so - and the point is eminently arguable - such "pathology" could not be rightly understood as an alien cultural blemish imposed on an otherwise pristine Euro-American canvas. Rather, it could only be seen as a domestic product, made over the generations wholly in the good old USA, for which the entire nation bears a responsibility. Clearly, this would not be the case - at least, not to the same degree - were there to be found any comparable, adverse cultural patterns among (say) Dominican or Korean immigrants. 53

The unhelpful culture that is part of the way of life in impoverished black ghettos is of course the culture of those people, and they are immediately responsible for it. The fact that it was 'made in America' does not absolve those who live it from all responsibility for it. But that culture, like all culture in that sense of the word, is a response to challenges posed by the broader society. It is bad sociology to think it sprung from nowhere or was hiding in some African collective unconsciousness, and we can safely assume there were no black ghettos or crack cocaine dealers in pre-colonial Africa.

50 Sowell Conquests and Cultures, above n 47, 158-9.
51 Ibid.
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53 Loury The Anatomy of Racial Inequality, above n 13, 12.
Sowell’s evidence can thus be interpreted to support a conclusion he would not accept. The forces that caused black disadvantage in America are all American. He does not accept the first part of the past-discrimination argument – that absent discrimination blacks would now be on a par with whites. In *Affirmative Action Around the World* he addresses this issue in his chapter on the United States. His analysis of this point is scattered throughout his thoughts on whether affirmative action works, whether it is actually beneficial for blacks. He has other (free market) fish to fry and he punctuates his treatment of the past discrimination argument with his other main argument about affirmative action – that it harms blacks. He does not say much about the black culture that could have held black Americans back even if they had not been discriminated against.

Sowell also argues that we cannot say discrimination has been the only cause of black disadvantage because, for one thing, in other countries where there was less racial oppression of blacks they were less well off than blacks in America according to comparisons made at various times. This was because, Sowell explains, they were relatively recent arrivals in those countries, and so relatively less acculturated. But group disparities can have different causes. Discrimination can be the cause in one situation without it being the only cause in every situation. In any event the group disparities in the other situations he is talking about, other Western Hemisphere destinations for black slaves, still have to be explained. Might we not say the ‘racial oppression’ there is forcing them to come there in the first place and not equipping them with whatever they needed to live there as equals. It is unfair to throw a person who cannot swim into a river, and then claim that if she drowns it is her fault because she cannot swim. (To be fair to Sowell, he is not interested in fault as such. He mainly wants people not to think there is some alternative road to success which does not require obtaining the cultural capital needed to succeed in the modern world – that is a very good general point.)

The past discrimination argument, in America, is of course one about domestic justice in America. It cannot be weakened by asking whether things would have been better for them if African Americans had stayed in Africa. The argument is about the proper response to
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what took place in America seeing they did end up there in the way that they did – as slaves.

We do know that all other things being equal immigrant groups would have come to America with different sets of skills and types of historical achievements and strategies for dealing with life’s difficulties. And that would give us reason to think that even if they had been treated equally they might have fared differently. But blacks in America had their culture disrupted and interrupted and were then forced to fit into the slave owner’s culture at a pace determined by their masters. It is hard to deny responsibility when you have assumed that level of control.

Groups that have been allowed to maintain much more cultural continuity, whatever other injustices and indignities they have suffered in America, have not had comparable experiences in that respect. It is not enough to say: ‘well, look at the P’s, they have suffered more throughout history than the Q’s and yet they have done better’. Even more context is required than the copious detail Sowell provides. Even if the different fates of white and other (not black) groups was not determined only by what happened to them in America it remains true that their experience in America was very different from the black experience. And it can quite plausibly be argued that the history which did happen made it far more difficult for blacks to succeed.57

Sowell does offer a sympathetic analysis of why sub-Saharan Africa has lagged behind in general. He explains this in terms of isolation mainly. The lack of navigable waterways, a dearth of natural harbours and shallow coastal waters together with long distances between the hinterland and coastal areas all made maritime trade difficult, thus also diminishing the opportunities for cultural exchange.58 Sowell lists many other geographical challenges the continent presents to its inhabitants and discusses how these worked together to impede development in this region:

Like other places relatively isolated from broader cultural developments – the Scottish highlands, parts of the Balkans, or the South Sea islands, for example – much of sub-Saharan Africa tended to lag behind the technological, organizational, and economic progress in other parts of the world.59

58 Sowell Conquests And Cultures, above n 47, 101-109.
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And while these geographical factors affected relatively small areas in Europe or Asia or other parts of the world, their effects in Africa were widespread and constrained many peoples.60

The cultural responses people make to live with these sorts of difficulties might not be helpful in different contexts but if any of this disadvantage is supposed to have survived the American experience of American blacks that fact would need to be explained. Sowell says, approvingly, that the Japanese first imitated the West and then competed on equal terms with them but that is precisely what African Americans were not allowed to do. Past discrimination will not have determined every aspect of black American destiny of course, but it might at least explain a great deal of the present.

We cannot say, by comparison, that justice would have required affirmative action for disadvantaged groups on their voluntary arrival in America to make up for deficits caused by prior events. At least that cannot be, as it cannot now be for recent arrivals, justified by application of the past discrimination argument. This is because the past discrimination argument is about unfair treatment people have received in the United States at the hands of other Americans. If the Africans who were enslaved had come voluntarily, as immigrants, with cultural traits that adversely affected their success in America, the past discrimination argument would not be available to them; but they did not come voluntarily. The plausibility of the initial motivation for affirmative action, for black Americans, seems intact. The discrimination of the past was a breach of basic equality. It seems reasonable to think our commitment to basic equality requires us to do something about that discrimination. But we cannot be sure what would have happened without slavery and Jim Crow laws. We probably cannot know, so we cannot presume to know how to put blacks in the position they would have been in absent discrimination.

60 Ibid.
Counterfactual Puzzles

Sowell is concerned about the certainty of some that all would be well absent discrimination. In terms of income, he thinks that:

It cannot simply be assumed that blacks would have had the same incomes as whites in the absence of racial discrimination, given that various groups of American whites have had very different incomes from one another at various periods of history.61

That point is worth consideration, as it illustrates a more general point: it is difficult to work out what would have happened if the particular injustices of the past had never been committed.62

Perhaps the best way to make a past discrimination argument is not by asking precisely how things might have been. Can we not simply say that absent any sort of discrimination against blacks by whites their position would at least be much better today? And that that is enough to at least justify some affirmative action? The counterfactual past discrimination argument requires that all of the difference between the success of white and black America be explained by discrimination. Perhaps that is a tall order. But the experience of slavery and discrimination would harm any group of people even if only while they were being oppressed. While we cannot be sure that the effects of discrimination would be the same on any group that is partly because the circumstances of discrimination always differ to some extent.

It should be noted that the fact that the experience of other groups (not blacks) was different in America does not mean that they should be excluded from any assessment of past injustices. Particularly they should not be if these assessments are intended as part of a project designed to bring about a distribution that would have prevailed had the injustices of the past not taken place. As Jeremy Waldron has argued, in an argument dealing with the specific injustice of land dispossession, the legitimacy of this type of counterfactual exercise is weakened if, in undertaking it, we do not attempt to achieve what backward looking justice requires in general.63

61 Ibid 118.
That would require us to assess the effects of all prior injustice in America. I have argued that blacks are not to be blamed for their relatively bleak group situation simply because other groups have had their own hardships and some have survived them better. If blacks had had another group's history their fate would have been the fate of that group. The fate they did embody was that of slavery and discrimination and it is not morally implausible to ask that something be done about that, something more than just bringing discrimination to an end. But that does not mean the position of other groups should not be considered. If we tried, working from some general theory of justice, to put all racial/ethnic groups in the position they would have been in now if things had been just that would mean some adjustment amongst non-black groups as well. That is not fatal to the past discrimination argument. It simply means it must be applied to everyone. But that does make it extremely complicated.

Extending the principle to all groups raises at least one awkward question too. People got to where they are now as the result of all sorts of factors. This is one of Sowell's main themes. All sorts of injustices, heroic effort, inaction and plain circumstance like physical environment brought us to our present situations. It would be very difficult to work out where every group in America would be if it had been treated perfectly since it, or its members over the years, arrived in America. And even if we could it is not clear that all groups other than blacks would be equally well off now because their pre-American histories would differ. If that is right I am not even sure how to ask where blacks should be relative to the rest. Should they share the average fortune of other groups perhaps?

Because discrimination based on race is the clearest breach of basic equality and because basic equality is such an important value in modern political philosophy we feel motivated to think about how we can make up for past racist discrimination. This worthy motivation, however, should not make us overlook the difficulties of achieving this in more than a token way. Apart from the fact that we cannot be sure where everyone would have ended up if there had been no discrimination, the situation of our present inequality is in some ways not advisably alterable. We should not, for example, artificially change the prison population in America now just because we know that blacks are over represented in the prisons and that that is largely the result of circumstances that many blacks are unjustly born into.
There is, in any event, something odd about focussing on the past in our efforts to do justice now. We see this, for example, when we ask the question: what should we do about the discrimination suffered by some groups in the past who, for various reasons which need not lead us to think they are somehow superior to black people, have, as a group, done well despite that history? (By ‘done well’ I mean they are not unfavourably disproportionately represented in the good and bad things in life that most of us care about.) Should we compensate those groups anyway? If we think we should then we seem to be thinking about historical group injustice in terms of a model of justice which makes more intuitive sense when dealing with recent injustices against individuals.

We think it is important to restore John’s car, which was stolen last year, to him even if he does not need it because he has a new one (or two other cars). Sometimes this model of justice seems to be implicit in past discrimination arguments justifying affirmative action. The level of prosperity and success we think the victims of discrimination would have enjoyed if they had not been unjustly dealt with is something that was stolen from them, and it should, accordingly, be given back. We do give John his recovered car back because justice demands that but that idea of justice has a consequential aspect which should not be overlooked. If we do not restore John’s car to him simply because he does not need it we, at the very least, encourage theft from anyone who has anything more than she needs.

What is the counterpart of the moral hazard in the case of historical group injustice? We might say: ‘If we do not compensate for historical discrimination then, if people discriminate now and get away with it justice might never be done’. But that problem is partly solved by making sure they do not get away with it now.

There is another reason for restoring John’s car to him of course. It is his car and we believe in property rights in one form or another. Should we not compensate groups who were discriminated against in the past regardless of whether they are relatively deprived now? They had a right not to be discriminated against just as John had a right not to be involuntarily dispossessed of his car. The idea seems counter intuitive though. Perhaps most importantly because we live in a world where other things seem more pressing than the need to compensate groups that are not relatively deprived.64
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64 See Waldron “Superseding Historic Injustice”, above n 62, generally, for a discussion of the problems that arise when we try to transfer our intuitions about contemporary injustices to the case of historical wrongs.
Perhaps the problem is larger still. We might think that absent discrimination we would all be, as groups, at the same level now. There are, however, groups that have done better, for some complicated reason again not attributable to original superiority, in the face of discrimination, than they would have done if they had been spared the injustice. Should they now be taken down a peg or two? Our intuition is probably that groups that have been discriminated against but that have done well nevertheless would be awkward recipients of affirmative action and we would be particularly hard pressed to think of a plausible justification for restraining their development now.

The past discrimination argument, which seems to survive arguments to the effect that past discrimination does not at least partly explain the present condition of some groups does run into these counterfactual puzzles. It also has difficulty explaining exactly which individuals should benefit from affirmative action and who should suffer the disbenefit. I will return to those questions after introducing another type of argument – the forward looking argument premised on the fact of present discrimination and segregation. I will now consider that argument for affirmative action (for African Americans) and the question of its fairness to those directly affected by it. I will then turn to the issue of whether, even if it is otherwise justifiable, affirmative action is an effective tool.

**The Forward Looking (Present Discrimination) Argument**

Although a lot of the plain prejudice inspired behaviour of the past may really be a thing of the past in America, its effects linger in different ways. Blacks might need resources and opportunities they do not have to help them catch up but their catching up might also be impeded in another way. They might be facing a new set of problems. Their very (group) disadvantage might now be counted against them when they look for work, or investment opportunities, or accommodation, or a quiet life free from harassment. Whether the profiling they are subjected to by the police, employers, landlords or bankers is ‘rational’ or bigoted, its effect is the same as plain old fashioned discrimination.

Elisabeth Anderson cites statistics to show that there is much, in some cases increasing, de facto racial segregation in the United States. This segregation is residential, educational
and, to a lesser but significant extent, occupational. In terms of occupational segregation she cites studies which also show segregation within firms: "One survey of jobs found that half of all job titles were occupied by whites only, and one-quarter of blacks worked in jobs to which only blacks were assigned". Anderson argues that this de facto segregation results in inequality of opportunity for blacks.

Segregation means lack of access to social networks. Because many job opportunities are communicated by word of mouth and many whites who hear about them do not know many blacks, at work or in their neighbourhoods, many blacks will not get to hear about such opportunities. Job growth has also not been taking place in the areas that blacks mostly live in. It therefore costs blacks significantly more to get to work. Residential segregation also leads to unfavourable property values in predominantly black areas which leads to reduced opportunities for capital growth and access to credit – which in turn leads to fewer business opportunities. Professional services are also harder to come by in segregated economically deprived areas as professionals are less likely to set up shop there. Access to services is thus affected by this segregation and the conditions for fair competition generally are not in place.

Racial segregation, Anderson argues, does not only cause inequality of economic opportunity. It also harms democracy as the discussion about and reflection on our various interests does not go well in segregated societies and segregation encourages discriminatory policing by emphasising the idea that people have, according to skin colour, a place where they should be and should not be.

Might affirmative action not be a good response to this present ‘institutional discrimination’? The discrimination caused by the ‘racial stigma’, as Glenn Loury calls it, that blacks have to live with. They have to live with it because people generalise about them on the basis of their group’s disproportionate representation amongst, for example, the ranks of the imprisoned and the impecunious. A group response to deprivation might
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be justified, not as an act of compensation for past discrimination then, but as an antidote for present structural discrimination.

James Flynn also argues that the disadvantage of being black in America now will persist until group differences change. He focuses mainly on the issue of racial profiling, not just by the police but generally and states the matter plainly: “No one expects police to search white matrons in suburban neighbourhoods for drugs as they do young black males”. Flynn recognises that some whites may unreflectively think that being black in America is, because of measures already taken to compensate them, to be privileged. He suggests a thought experiment that will show this to be at least counter-intuitive. Assuming that parents want the best for their children, how many whites would, he asks, in the event of their death, want their children to be adopted by black parents. He allows, for the purposes of the experiment, that their children could magically change skin colour so they would not experience any alienation due to different appearance. If few white parents would choose the black adoption option then most do not really believe that blacks in America are not currently disadvantaged.

The argument then is that affirmative action is justified as a counter measure, to set off, in part, the effects of ongoing barriers to black advancement. If there are present obstacles to black advancement and these operate to bring about the same effect as plain prejudice – because they mean that blacks are negatively profiled on the basis of social statistics about their average fortunes – then affirmative action can be used to redress this situation. It can be used to achieve ‘integration’ in Anderson’s terms or, in Loury’s terms again, to overcome the ‘stigma’ of being black.

Why exactly should we be concerned about the racial profiling of blacks today in America, if it is not produced by the behaviour of prejudiced individuals? I think the fact that it was caused indirectly by a failure to treat people as equals might be part of our reason for being concerned about it. The past is not irrelevant here, as it will not be in matters of discrimination based on sex. The past discrimination helps to distinguish such a group from one which has chosen its present fate in a way that blacks could not. A religious sect
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that diminished its secular material prospects over generations for theological reasons would not have the same sort of claim to preferential treatment now, although it might have another.

But this forward looking approach based on present structural difficulties spawned by an oppressive past does not try to match a hypothetical present which we would be living in if the past had been morally better. It tries to respond to an existing condition which is harmful to blacks now. The future oriented justification for affirmative action also offers an answer to another large question that often bothers the opponents of affirmative action. Why, in any event, are we concerned about justice for groups rather than individuals?

One might not be convinced by the rejection of the idea that we are, after all, individuals. It might be conceded that we are inextricably (but not quite unalterably) culturally situated in one context or another. But we might nevertheless insist that there are fundamentally needy people rather than groups. In this vein one might ask why we should worry about how many blacks are poor rather than just about how many poor people (or well off people, doctors, lawyers etc), per se, there are. It is often pointed out that having affirmative action programmes in university selection in America on the basis of poverty would not help as many blacks as affirmative action based on race. But if there are enough poor white people to make that true does this not show that race is not the issue? If our commitment to basic equality means we should be worried about equality of welfare, or at least about extreme, undeserved inequality of welfare, surely we would not be happy just as long as there were equal numbers of white and black poor. Would that really be a more just society?

Racism is an important injustice of course but these critics are not necessarily ignoring that: they would presumably not be happy if every white person was adequately well off and every black person was not due to discrimination against them. But critics of affirmative action might wonder whether poverty or ignorance, or deprivation of any sort even is the primary concern of the supporters of preferential policies. Perhaps they are, these detractors might think, simply concerned with proportionality per se.

Supporters of affirmative action might like to think that critics of preferential policies are all right wing free market fundamentalists whose commitment to the ‘individual’ is simplistic because the individuals whose freedom they want to protect are too isolated
from each other. It might seem that critics of group rights are concerned about subjects that are too rational and independent to be the real world individuals who are dependant on each other and their social circumstances in a myriad of ways. But affirmative action can itself be seen as the product of an uncritical acceptance of the economic status quo. Supporters of affirmative action can seem to hold the view that the poor deserve their lot unless it is the result of racist or sexist discrimination. All will be well if the socio-economic classes are populated proportionately by all the groups which are currently the focus of the supporters of preferential policies.

There may be truth, in terms of the motives of some unscrupulous or unthinking individuals, behind these suspicions – any good tool can, after all, be abused. But it is not necessary to think that group equality is an end in itself in order to support group conscious policies as a way of dealing with present discrimination. This is true whether that discrimination is prejudiced or rational, because it is individuals who are being discriminated against when people are dealt with harshly according to correct or incorrect beliefs about one of the groups to which they belong. The motivation for forward looking affirmative action for blacks in America does not rely on vague notions of uniform group destiny. There is, here, no attempt to create a world that might have been as if that were an end in itself, and no quest to achieve group proportionality for its own sake. This last point distinguishes the forward looking argument for affirmative action from one based on the supposed inherent value of diversity. A digression is warranted.

*The Diversity Rationale*

Whatever the benefits of diversity, in general, in education or in the workplace, the idea must, in relation to affirmative action, be subservient to the purpose of righting the wrongs of discrimination. In terms of higher education one would expect some diversity of views and experiences amongst those who would gain access to elite institutions. If there is not enough, one reason might be that the successful applicants are mostly from the same race/socio-economic group. That would not mean they would all think the same of course. Certainly not in America – home to as many world views as any country I would think; although a broadly capitalist modernist view would be the dominant one. It would be very patronising and plainly wrong to think that any group of a hundred white Harvard law
school students would all think the same. And while most of the students who attend university in California may be Californians they will not be intellectual clones.

It is also trite to say that most of the learning that takes place at university is by means of reading books and discussing the contents of those works rather than just by meeting new people and sharing their existing ideas: if that were not the case parents would expect their children to emerge from holiday camps in a more erudite condition than when they entered them. It is also true that, as Elisabeth Anderson puts it:

If the true educational interest is to ensure that a diversity of opinions be heard in the classroom, schools should select students directly for the ideological diversity they can be expected to bring to the classroom, rather than use race as a crude proxy for this.\(^\text{75}\)

Viewing diversity as a self standing reason to practise affirmative action makes one ask, she says, why race is more important than, say, blood type.\(^\text{76}\)

It is true, though, that even if students of other races will not necessarily have different ideas about the origins of the universe or the nature of democracy, they might have some quite different experiences to share and different perspectives on how well American democracy is treating its citizens. Middle class blacks are also amongst the victims of racial profiling and the people who live in largely black ghettos may not live like them but they do look like them. The point of wanting racially mixed classes is perhaps not so much about enriching education with a wide range of ‘views’ – that is what books are for – but about representation of an oppressed class that needs a voice. The voice is needed to express the interests of an oppressed group, not to make the experience of white students a more exotic one. As Anderson stresses, one black student can achieve the latter purpose, in the same way one jazz player can.\(^\text{77}\) Diversity on its own will not justify substantial affirmative action. Proportionality exercises will look like middle class musical chairs if they are not explained as a means of achieving justice, at least in the long run, for those who most need it. It is hard to imagine how affirmative action could be consistent with basic equality if it required people to lose opportunities because of their membership of a racial group if the only benefit to others was the chance of a more interesting environment in which to study or work.


\(^{76}\) Anderson “Integration, Affirmative Action, and Strict Scrutiny”, above n 65, 1222.
Thus distinguished from other current rationales for affirmative action the forward looking argument looks promising. It must, however, like all forms of affirmative action, also survive interrogation about its fairness and its effectiveness. Whether we want to employ affirmative action as a remedy for past discrimination or as a means to ameliorate present discrimination we have to ask: does employing affirmative action take into account the interests and concerns of those affected by it and does it work? I will tackle those questions, in that order, shortly. But first I want to briefly address another question the forward looking argument raises. Is there not already a remedy for present discrimination?

**Why is the Prohibition of Discrimination not Enough?**

If the fact, in the case of the forward looking motivation for affirmative action, of present discrimination is the problem, why is ordinary anti-discrimination law not sufficient to deal with it? That law need not only be directed at ‘irrational’ discrimination; it can also be used to prohibit discrimination based on statistical profiling (unless that could, in certain circumstances, be justified as reasonable differentiation on the grounds that it benefited everyone, including blacks).\(^7\) It seems like a vote of no confidence in ordinary anti-discrimination law to say that we need affirmative action to deal with present discrimination. It might be argued, though, that anti-discrimination law that focuses on discrete acts of discrimination by employers or service providers might not prevent the wider harm caused by a discrete act of discrimination.

Anderson suggests that the knock on effects of discrimination are particularly prevalent in the case of American blacks because their segregated situation means that when one person is discriminated against, the effects of that discrimination spread to other members of the community and are long lasting:

> If a firm denies one’s neighbor a job due to discrimination, one loses a potential role model, a source of information about job openings at the firm, and a connection who could provide a credible job reference to the firm’s owner. This loss is negligible for one who has plenty of other neighbors with connections to mainstream opportunities. But if segregation means one’s social network is limited to mostly disadvantaged people like one’s neighbor, their disadvantages become one’s own. Once these disadvantages become shared, one’s community becomes a site of concentrated and self reinforcing disadvantage, perpetuating the effects of discrimination over time.\(^7\)

\(^7\) Ibid 1222.
\(^7\) For an interesting attempt to justify racial profiling by the police in America see Mathias Risse and Richard Zeckhauser “Racial Profiling” (2004) 32 (2) Philosophy and Public Affairs 131.
\(^7\) Anderson “Integration, Affirmative Action, and Strict Scrutiny”, above n 65, 1207. Anderson is not comparing ordinary anti-discrimination law’s ability to deal with the problem with using the affirmative
If this is true, though, is it the case that only affirmative action, and not ordinary discrimination law, can solve the problem? It does suggest the solution to the problem of present discrimination against blacks should be one that responds to the wider effects of discrimination. But note that this is not because ordinary discrimination law, which prohibits A from discriminating against B in situation X, cannot, at least in theory, deal with the problem. If we think only affirmative action can remedy the discrimination blacks now face in America then we must be assuming that plain discrimination law does not work. If it was working, the neighbour in Anderson’s example just cited would have had a remedy and most firms would not discriminate for fear of the consequences. The “site of concentrated and self reinforcing disadvantage” would not exist.80

So the present discrimination argument implies that ordinary discrimination law does not solve the problem of current discrimination. But the proponents of the present discrimination argument would not advocate its repeal, as detractors of all equality legislation, like Thomas Sowell and Richard Epstein, would.81 They, the supporters of forward looking affirmative action, seem to think of affirmative action as an additional weapon in the fight against present discrimination, one which is needed to deal with the effects of discrete acts of discrimination to which the ordinary law fails to respond. If that is how they see things it does not follow that they should seek the repeal of ordinary antidiscrimination law, although their scepticism about it may give succour to those who would repeal it. Assuming though, as seems reasonable, that ordinary discrimination law, like most other laws, will not prevent all the mischief it was aimed at, it is not unreasonable to think about measures that may help to fill the gaps. The next hurdle facing the present discrimination argument is the question of its fairness in relation to those affected by preferential policies.
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The Fairness of Affirmative Action

How is affirmative action supposed to play the supporting role, to fill the gaps left by the uneven application and success of discrimination law? And how, in doing this, does it serve basic equality? The law which forbids discrete acts of discrimination requires the state, in all contexts, and private moral agents in some contexts, to treat people as equals. Acts of discrimination deny basic equality. By failing to respond to acts of discrimination and by allowing their results to fester, basic equality is denied even further. Can affirmative action help prevent this by reversing some of the effects of 'untreated discrimination'? Perhaps it can if it will help to repair the damaged social network described by Anderson.82 And because it is intended to solve a social problem, in this sense of 'social', forward looking affirmative action may not need to worry about exactly who the individual beneficiaries of affirmative action are.

One of the most common criticisms of affirmative action is the one that complains about many of the beneficiaries of affirmative action being too well off to need preferential treatment.83 Of course one can, generally, be entitled to compensation even if one does not need it. And if (ordinary prejudiced) discrimination persists in America today, as it does of course to some extent, there is the ongoing injury caused to all blacks by the knowledge that some are harmed just because they are black. Full blown widespread racism in America is arguably too recent for us to be able to shrug off that harm as something suffered by all groups from time to time. But the focus on need is not arbitrary. Affirmative action has a price tag, however judiciously it might be applied, and we are not likely to consider using it to improve the situation of a group that is already doing well, however badly they may have been treated in the past. So why allow the black middle class to benefit from it? The forward looking argument notes that the blacks who fill affirmative action places, and who are typically middle class,84 are only the direct beneficiaries of affirmative action.
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If the middle class black beneficiaries of affirmative action in America can be what Anderson calls “agents of integration”\textsuperscript{85} who are “partners with the practitioners of affirmative action in breaking down the barriers that block black access to mainstream opportunities and benefits” then the objection that affirmative action benefits the wrong people loses much of its force.\textsuperscript{86} Anderson cites studies which show that the black middle class is more likely, than its white counterpart, to maintain links with poor blacks, because, as most of them are first generation, they are more likely to be linked to them by residential and family ties.

Black students at elite colleges, who may have been the direct beneficiaries of affirmative action, are also more likely to hold leadership positions in community organisations than whites with the same level of education.\textsuperscript{87} This is not just a question of providing role models, although that is part of it. The idea is that the direct beneficiaries of affirmative action can provide a link, in different ways, to networks of opportunity. As Anderson sums up, “the targets of affirmative action’s benefits are those who are best able to perform a role as agents of integration”.\textsuperscript{88}

That does not mean that the individual beneficiaries of affirmative action do not get something that a young person in a black ghetto whose life chances are relatively ruined does not get. But the forward looking rationale for affirmative action gives that asymmetry a purpose. Affirmative action is intended to help repair the social fabric that produces a disproportionate number of people who do not have the opportunities of the black middle class affirmative action beneficiary.

With the forward looking argument we can explain the role of the direct beneficiary in a way that does not make him seem doubly undeserving. It might be thought unfair that those who have managed, as an African American, to gain some qualifications now receive even more while the blighted victims of discrimination remain two steps behind. But if the direct beneficiaries play a role in helping others they do not seem needlessly privileged. It is not pointless then to target blacks who do not make up the ‘underclass of blacks’. The forward looking argument explains why “some advocates of affirmative action continue to

\textsuperscript{85} Anderson “Integration, Affirmative Action, And Strict Scrutiny”, above n 65, 1212.
\textsuperscript{86} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{87} Ibid 1213.
\textsuperscript{88} Ibid 1212.
point to the underclass as though it was an argument for policies aimed at those positioned above the underclass." It is. The forward looking approach argues that affirmative action helps the underclass by helping the middle class.

The past discrimination argument for affirmative action might seem to find it more difficult to explain why less disadvantaged blacks should gain most from affirmative action. Even if we can know exactly what should be transferred from whites to blacks, as between groups, because of past discrimination, we still need to ask why only some blacks should get it and some whites should give it. It is not enough to say that the blacks who benefit are only getting what blacks as a group deserve and whites who suffer the disbenefit are only losing what they did not deserve. By allowing the redistribution of opportunity to affect only some in each group we would be creating a new unfairness. It is not enough to say that the nature of affirmative action makes this inevitable because only blacks with at least some qualifications are good candidates for it and only whites with similar or slightly higher qualifications are suitable donees of opportunities they would otherwise have had. If that were all that could be said we would surely have to conclude that affirmative action was a very crude and unsatisfactory means of compensating for past injustice.

But affirmative action may be seen as a way of compensating all blacks. If the benefit given to ‘agents of integration’ can be seen as a means of uplifting the whole community then the development potential of affirmative can be seen as a form of compensation. It is perhaps not wise to make too much therefore of the difference between the past discrimination argument and the forward looking argument.

Efforts to integrate disadvantaged blacks into mainstream society by means of affirmative action might just as well be called compensation. It is not denied that the need for it arose because of the way blacks were treated in the past. The extent of de facto segregation in America today and the phenomenon of racial profiling did not arise out of nowhere. But the forward looking argument responds more directly to a current problem and does not rely on a complicated calculus of what might have been, which is particularly difficult when we have to start factoring in the effect of new arrivals, black or white.
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But what about the whites who lose opportunities because of affirmative action? The ‘innocent white victim’ looms large in any evaluation of affirmative action.90 The whites who do lose an opportunity for training or employment because of affirmative action are not necessarily the least well off members of that group, although they might include some of those, because they will be people who have almost made the cut and who would have made it but for affirmative action. This means they may well have a good high school education or its equivalent – they will not usually be literally poor whites. This is at least true for many types of affirmative action in America. But they are also usually not the most well off. If a sacrifice has to be made so that blacks may achieve integration why should the sacrifice not be made by the whites who can afford it most? If the answer is ‘well affirmative action does not work like that’ then why not use something else that will do the job better?

Black beneficiaries are allowed to benefit, even though as individuals they may not be the best candidates for compensation or advancement if they are already relatively advantaged in relation to other blacks. But that is at least a case of someone gaining something extra because they are in a position to advance the interests of the least well off blacks. If that is the only way the situation of less well off blacks can be improved then, perhaps, so be it. One must not forget the burden of being a role model91 and perhaps the ‘extra’ can be seen as compensation for that. The whites who lose out because of affirmative action do lose something, however, and they are not compensated for that.

The point about the ‘white victim’ is not only a concern about merit or efficiency, although these are important issues because these ideas are important for the community as a whole – it matters to all of us that we have the best surgeons! The problem is also about who should pay the price and why – it is an issue of basic equality. If all whites (or everyone) paid equally through the tax system, for some project designed to uplift depressed black communities, they would all lose some of the money they had earned, perhaps by their own meritorious efforts. But they would pay equally, at least as between the members of their income tax band. With affirmative action some whites are singled out and only they pay.

90 See Eastland Ending Affirmative Action, above n 37, ch 1.
The past discrimination argument says 'no matter, they are only losing what was not theirs in the first place' – the return of stolen property idea. But surely if a group owes a debt it should be paid by the group? The past discrimination argument does give us a reason to think in abstract groups up to a point. But to say if things had been different then whites as a group would have X and blacks as a group would have Y, tells us little about who (if anyone) specifically, should pay compensation. If anyone should then we only know it is whites, as opposed to blacks, who should be paying. Any unjustified assumption about exactly who should be paying is an ignoratio elenchi. It does not follow from the acceptance of the idea that one group should pay another something that it does not matter exactly who does the paying. It might not matter if the groups are small and their proprietary interests are essentially communal but in the context of modern affirmative action debates this is not likely to be the case.

The white university applicant or job seeker may pay for the sins of their fathers regardless of whether they have actually benefited, and even if we assume that all American whites now living benefited from slavery and Jim Crow laws (and it is not clear to me quite how one could prove that), it is one thing to say that absent discrimination we would expect a group that made up twenty per cent of a population to have twenty per cent of its university places and twenty per cent of its top executives and quite another to say these whites should pay by stepping aside and giving up their places, because they are conveniently situated where giving their places or opportunities to blacks does not distort the order of merit and efficiency too much. It is not enough to say that those places or opportunities are not really theirs; they are, in terms of the usual way we decide such things. (It is true that the whites who lose their places today could at least be thought to have ‘seen it coming’ whereas the original involuntary donees could not have.)

The forward looking argument also faces this challenge. According to it blacks have to be the agents of integration, or of black advancement generally, but in doing so they achieve something for themselves. If they can survive the pressures of being a role model and awkward questions about their ‘real ability’ they can be the heroes of the piece, and achieve something for themselves. The white agents of integration simply have to fall on their swords.
It is not that sacrificing some of the interests of some people for the good of all is never consistent with basic equality. We have to, however, distinguish between ways of denying the interests of some in a certain context which are consist with basic equality from those which are not. If the country has a greater objective need for some industries than others the government may favour those which are needed more because that is in everyone’s interests, even the interests ultimately of those who would prefer to work in the disfavoured industries. Even interfering with the civil liberties of some people may be justified sometimes if the restriction is necessary to avoid a greater evil and the interests of those who are being restricted are taken into account.

Denying blacks who would be lawyers in Texas in the 1950s entrance to law school because the white majority had no (subjective, we might say) need for black lawyers was, on the other hand, not justified. Black people’s concerns were simply ignored and that is precisely what constitutes the denial of basic equality.\(^2\) Ronald Dworkin thinks the position of the whites who are not appointed or selected due to affirmative action is like that of those who would have liked to work in a disfavoured industry and not like that of the blacks who wanted to attend law school in Texas in the 1950s. The latter were excluded because of prejudice against them whereas the former are not.\(^3\) It is true that affirmative action, unlike racist discrimination against blacks, is not motivated by prejudice. But the absence of bad motives and the presence of good intentions are not enough to make a policy just. Why are these whites not unjustly treated when they lose opportunities because they are white?

Writing in the context of higher education in America, Dworkin argues that there is no injustice if blacks are given preferential access to selective institutions. He notes there is no right, in America, to university education as such.\(^4\) Usually intelligence, as displayed on entrance tests, is the requirement for entrance to selective institutions. No one is not treated as an equal simply because she fails to score highly enough on those tests, he says. Intelligence is the principal criterion (there are others of course) we use for admission to things like law school and medical school because we think it is better to have intelligent
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lawyers and doctors. But if we have few black doctors, because of past and present discrimination, then we have a greater need for black doctors than white doctors now. Taking race into account is just the same, now, as taking intelligence into account has always been.\textsuperscript{95}

Dworkin does not mean, of course, that there is something about being black per se that makes one a better lawyer or doctor. Its just black lawyers might serve the black community better, or more willingly, for now. Because blacks and whites in America to some extent have different experiences it may be the case that some black lawyers will have a better understanding of some black litigants needs and concerns than the average white lawyer would, and socially segregated societies need services in each community. The point should not be over stressed. Class differences still make their own barriers of ignorance and no lawyer entirely shares the world view of her poor and lower middle class clients.

There is moreover no single ‘black culture’ in America to which all black professionals will have instant epistemic access.\textsuperscript{96} Like gay and straight people, blacks and whites share a culture.\textsuperscript{97} They may play different roles in that culture at times but they do not live in different worlds with entirely different frames of reference. I should, on the other hand, not press that point too far. When people live in partly segregated circumstances they do develop some cultural differences but the work of some lawyers and doctors from relatively privileged backgrounds who make it their business to understand the circumstances others live in should also not be underestimated.

The case may be somewhat different in some kinds of work such as that of police officers. Police personnel usually have to work in situations that are at least potentially conflictual. To say that given the level of racial tension in some America cities, as in many other parts of the world, a multiracial police force will be more effective than one whose members are all, or very disproportionately, white seems like common sense. (There may even be aspects of police work where race (or gender) is a prerequisite, undercover work for

\textsuperscript{95} Ibid 225.
\textsuperscript{97} Ibid 88-89.
Even in the case of things like police work, and perhaps social work generally, race based staffing decisions are race based and being black (or white in some suburbs?) is only a qualification because the world is racially disfigured. But we must, to some extent, take the world as we find it. Subjective needs are not unimportant per se. Where race or sex is as clearly a requirement as, say, the ability to shoot straight, it might be that we are not even talking about affirmative action anymore. But even in the case of institutions like the police force, not all preferential treatment based on race will fall outside of what we call affirmative action.

In the case of the professions one typically studies at selective institutions of higher education, it can only be the tentative belief that greater black representation in the professions will help to ameliorate the effects of de facto segregation that justifies affirmative action for African Americans. Black doctors and lawyers may be thought more likely to service under serviced black communities. Having more blacks in class may improve everyone’s educational experiences and more blacks might be encouraged to aspire to these professions. The black community as a whole may benefit from its increased integration into the wider society. All Americans may benefit in terms of racial harmony. These results are valuable and confidence in them certainly is a reason to think affirmative action worthwhile.

But while the positive results of affirmative action may be real and some of them surely are, that still does not explain why the whites who lose opportunities due to affirmative action have not been unfairly treated. ‘We do not need you in this role because we have a racial imbalance which you may not have caused and may not have benefited from but must be fixed in the interests of other people’ does not sound quite like the more traditional ‘we do not need you in this role because you do not seem to have the potential to fulfil the requirements of it’. It is not quite enough to say no one is entitled to a place at university. No one is ‘entitled’ to a particular job either but we take into account restraints imposed by considerations of fairness when we allocate these things. Distinctions on grounds like race are arbitrary unless justified.
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Those who bear the brunt of affirmative action have lost something, the right to compete for offices and other opportunities in terms of the usual rules. Do we really want to say those rules are no longer the default position and that ignoring them does not impose a cost on those who lose opportunities under substitute rules which are being used as a temporary measure to help a disadvantaged group? The forward looking argument for affirmative action, like ordinary anti-discrimination measures, is trying to deal with the fact of present discrimination. But unlike those measures affirmative action does not directly address the discrimination, it compensates for it by changing the rules. If we do not want to reform the 'usual way we decide these things' then we have to justify depriving these whites of what they would have had if the usual principles had been applied. This conundrum cannot be easily dismissed; unless we think the rules themselves are arbitrary or discriminatory. The proviso warrants another digression.

*Is Merit a Myth?*

One way to respond to the accusation that affirmative action 'lowers standards' is to ask questions about the validity of the standards. If the standards are meaningless then the whites who lose their places due to affirmative action have not been excluded despite 'deserving' their places — because the idea of merit is now questioned. Even if we think standards are important we should reconsider their suitability from time to time anyway. There might be many reasons for changing the way we evaluate applicants for jobs and places in selective training or educational opportunities. Some of the criteria we use may, at times, be crude and not particularly helpful for selecting the best applicants. Medical schools, for example, realise that high test scores may not always pick the best doctor but interrogating the motives of twenty-year olds in interviews or by requiring them to write essays about why they want to be doctors might not help much either.

Still, we can only continue the search for what we think are relevant criteria. One objection is that we cannot find objective criteria, only alternatives from different cultural perspectives. Are the criteria we use to allocate positions and opportunities necessarily cultural? I think they are, but only trivially. The intelligence — intellectual, emotional and practical — that makes for a good doctor is a culturally bound intelligence, but not in the sense that it is likely to produce a good doctor in only some sorts of contemporary societies. We expect even the white male English speaking graduates of Harvard Medical
School to doctor well anywhere in the world today though language and local customs may have to be interpreted for them.

Medical knowledge is universally applicable, even if its, you might say, public relations may differ according to context. And knowledge barriers between medical practitioners and their patients exist in the so-called western world; whose inhabitants, like other people, are not blessed with innate knowledge about the latest developments in medical science. The difference between a white American doctor and a white American lawyer, who has not read a great deal about medicine, is large and it is a ‘cultural’ difference too, even if the lawyer has a basically scientific worldview. This is because culture is about more than large world views. It is also about how we communicate, achieve tasks, and solve problems in our immediate environment. The medically illiterate lawyer shares the doctor’s culture in the larger sense but she is not part of the subculture of medically knowledgeable people (doctors and nurses etc) and sometimes will know as little about what one does in a situation requiring in depth medical knowledge as she does about the worldview of an ancient culture she has never studied.

This is not to deny that there are sometimes different routes to the same knowledge. Some pre modern cultures may be able to cure an ailment in ways not known to the Harvard graduate. But the modern doctor and the traditional healer are both bound by the facts of the matter. And these facts, including why both sorts of remedies work on occasion, can, in principle, be explained in the terms of modern medical science. It is true some people have no faith in modern medical science, and some people think all older forms of medical practice are useless. But that, as I have suggested, is a public relations challenge; not a reason to think we really know nothing about healing which is of universal value.

Even if affirmative action debates are not always perfectly informed by all the fields of knowledge relevant to the topic, they are, of course, conducted in an intellectual context. And the present one is more than a little sceptical about claims to accurate knowledge and the merit we attach to that. But unless we share that scepticism, and it is by no means universally agreed that we should,⁹⁹ there is no reason to doubt the idea of some people being more suited for medical training than others.

It would be particularly difficult to sustain an argument that blacks in America were kept out of medical school for the kind of cultural differences I am talking about here. American blacks are as 'western' as white Americans. As the potted history I took from Thomas Sowell shows, the only difference is that blacks were for a long time denied many of the fruits of that cultural heritage. But the general argument is worth mentioning as it is part of the contemporary discussion of affirmative action.

Apart from the larger group culture argument there is also an argument that qualifications are arbitrary in our modern technological culture generally. Affirmative action may be applied at all levels of commerce and industry, not just in the professions taken up by the graduates of elite universities. The qualifications for and best methods of appraising some roles may be difficult to pin down. But we would, however, probably find, with Brian Barry that “even the most strenuously post-modern academics tend to agree that some departmental secretaries are a lot better than others at the job”. He disagrees with Iris Marion Young, who talks about the “myth of merit”, on the question of assessing applicants for positions or promotions. He thinks that, although, as Professor Young argues, some jobs may seem to include so many different tasks that it is impossible to assess performance in them, we are able to distinguish between a good worker and a bad one. Here the point, that Young is trying to make, is not one about the relativity of knowledge. The argument is that the notion of being 'qualified' for certain positions is too vague to be relied on in an argument against preferential treatment for some groups.

Referring to an example of Young’s, Barry does not think this means we cannot tell a good travel agent from a bad one. I think Professor Barry is right to stress that however closely we look at the ways in which people are excluded from certain roles we will still think some criteria are relevant and that selecting some people rather than others may always be sensible and justifiable. Barry does not share Thomas Sowell’s confidence in cognitive test scores but still believes some people are qualified for certain positions and others not. Of course we sometimes expect candidates for offices and opportunities to conform to our
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cultural idiosyncrasies, and that should be avoided because it is oppressive, but that does not mean there are no relevant criteria for those positions.

They may be difficult to measure and committees will make mistakes in their application. But that does not mean we should abandon all criteria for filling positions. Young thinks some of the criteria we use are cultural in the sense of not being part of the narrow set of technical skills needed for the job. But not all the skills of a good practitioner in any profession or trade need to be ‘technical’ in order to be amenable to fair evaluation.

A pleasant disposition is a good thing for anyone who works with the public to have. Some behavioural traits that employers do require can be relevant although not ‘technical’ skills in the sense Young seems to intend. As Barry says: “there is nothing mythical about a conception of merit that includes characteristics such as diligence, conscientiousness, reliability and cooperativeness”. This does not mean, he stresses, that one must be insensitive to differences in expression which really are irrelevant to work performance. I think some employers do expect their employees to recast themselves in the employer’s image and that can certainly constitute discrimination, or ‘oppression’ as Professor Young prefers to call it. It is also true, as Barry says, that there will be some grey areas and tribunals will have to weigh factors from time to time. But some legitimate ways of ‘fitting in’ will always be required, although they may change, because simple cooperation always requires that.

As skills based on knowledge and cooperative endeavour are possible to acquire and necessary we cannot conclude that affirmative action merely alters an arbitrary order in the direction of better group representation. The redistribution of opportunities on racial (or gender based) lines must be justified and distinguished from discrimination. It is a denial of basic equality if it cannot be. We cannot plausibly suggest, in the debate about affirmative action for black Americans, that there is no unfairness in denying whites places and opportunities required for affirmative action candidates because all such places and opportunities are actually randomly allocated.
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Can Rejecting Better Qualified White Candidates be Justified?

Is the position of better qualified white candidates really like those who want to work in an industry that has lost its state subsidy, as Dworkin suggests? In any decision it makes about the fate of its citizens a state must consider the plight of those affected by it. Even a policy which benefits everyone, eventually, might not be justified if it harms one group disproportionately. We might not think affirmative action is justified if we consider exactly who the people are that it harms. Affirmative action picks "the next most disadvantaged group". And it has to, because, as Michael Walzer argues: "[u]nless one is prepared to give up the very idea of qualification, the costs cannot be distributed any further". Walzer thinks that we cannot just say 'oh well, the situation of blacks is dire and something has to be done', because he thinks affirmative action was the first resort, not the last.

Walzer thinks that race based affirmative action in America is a way of avoiding the substantial redistribution that would be required to really repair the damage done by discrimination against blacks. He is right to say that affirmative action does not involve a radical redistribution. Twenty years after he wrote that it is even clearer that hardly anyone with any influence wants a radical distribution in the socialist sense. But the point, in the forward looking argument, about the role of the beneficiaries of affirmative action remains. Affirmative action for blacks in America may achieve more than just a change in the skin colour of the upper middle class. It may also help those trapped in segregated communities, even if Walzer is right to think that something else could do the job more comprehensively.

Perhaps affirmative action does offer the prospect of a more secure future for all, including the whites who are now disadvantaged by it, if it produces the greater social stability its advocates think it has and will. This does distinguish affirmative action from racial classifications which ignore the interests of some group entirely. And it is also true that if it is not a case of ‘Yale or jail’ for the direct, black, beneficiaries of affirmative action, that
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applies to the whites who lose opportunities too. And they are less likely to find prejudice against them as an obstacle to finding good employment than their black peers.

It seems to me all these considerations are pretty evenly balanced. Affirmative action policies will typically not be motivated by any hostile intent and they do promise all a share in the general benefits which should come with improved social integration. But they do sacrifice the more immediate interests of some, and only some, to achieve those benefits.

Is Affirmative Action Effective?

To justify sacrificing such significant interests on the altar of racial justice one must at least be sure that affirmative action achieves what it promises, without too many bad side effects. Affirmative action must be shown to work. Much, though not all, of the current debate about affirmative action in America is about its effectiveness. The publication, in 1998, of The Shape of the River by two past presidents of prestigious American universities, Derek Bok and William Bowen, was seen by supporters of affirmative action as a very good indication that the policy has good results, at least in higher education.114 Ronald Dworkin, who previously had defended affirmative action against attacks that it was unprincipled and had adopted a wait and see approach to the question of the effects of affirmative action thinks that, while we should be open to new findings, The Shape of the River gives us reason to think affirmative action works.115 He notes first its central finding that blacks perform better at the more selective schools, which were the subjects of the Bok and Bowen study. This would seem to refute the notion that affirmative action for blacks in America mismatches blacks by placing them in the wrong institutions, where they are likely to fail.

This was Thomas Sowell’s chief complaint about affirmative action before The Shape of The River and it still is. Sowell is unmoved by Bok and Bowen’s findings in this regard. He argues, and cites statistics in favour of his conclusion, that the key factor determining the relative success of black students is not how selective the institution is, but how large the difference is between white and black entrance test scores in the pool of applicants for
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places in a university. Bowen and Bok themselves note the decreasing gap between black and white scores among those applying to the elite colleges as compared to other tertiary institutions.

The elite universities also have better staff student ratios and this, Sowell says, may benefit those black students who need more tutoring. He compares the percentage of black students failing to graduate at Stanford (13% in six years) with the percentage for the University of California at Berkeley (42% for the same period), noting that the staff student ratio at Berkeley was more than double that at Stanford and notes similar statistics for a comparison of Yale with the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor.

One may wonder what the point of Sowell’s criticism is here. If there is no significant mismatch in the case of black students attending elite institutions and if extra tutoring helps to deal with the relatively impoverished backgrounds those students come from, then what is the problem with them being there? It cannot be the fact that they do not succeed there, if they do. Sowell’s larger point here is that Bok and Bowen’s sample is too limited to tell us anything about affirmative action in higher education in general. Perhaps it is, but if the study shows that affirmative action in this special case of top tier universities is not putting blacks into programmes in which they are unlikely to succeed, that is significant although it does not, as he says, show “mismatching [in general] does not hurt black student’s prospects of graduating, after all”. But it was not trying to show that, the study was trying to show there was no mismatch in the institutions covered by the study.

Sowell’s point seems to be that this has only been shown to be the case at universities, top tier or otherwise, where there is a lesser difference between black and white scores in entrance tests. That would make sense of course, if the tests are worth anything, but if there is no serious mismatch at some elite institutions then affirmative action at these does not set blacks up to fail. If Bok and Bowen have shown that, they have, as I suggested, told us something useful. Even if it is a bit odd, affirmative action might work better at some more selective universities than at some institutions to which it is, in general, easier to gain access. But Sowell does show that being a selective institution is not the key issue. There is
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a big difference in the black/white test score gap between some of the institutions studied by Bowen and Bok, between Harvard and Rice for example, although all the institutions in their sample are selective.121

Another of Sowell’s criticisms is relevant to this key Shape of the River finding. The study produced statistics about the achievement of blacks at the institutions studied, not about the achievement of blacks admitted in terms of an affirmative action programme.122 Sowell’s complaint, that the data used in The Shape of the River were not made available generally, is also important.123 The matter of the effectiveness of affirmative action is not cut and dried and needs to be researched more thoroughly, and openly, than it has been.

It is also surely true, as Sowell argues, that it is not a case of “Yale or jail”.124 If the students who get into Yale on an affirmative action basis could have studied law or medicine at a slightly less prestigious institution without affirmative action we do have to explain why only Yale would do. We might be able to make an argument that their being at Yale makes the Yale experience a better one, but why do black students have to risk possible negative effects of affirmative action to make Yale a more rounded experience for others? Perhaps because Yale graduates would then be more likely to understand the constraints faced by other blacks – if the blacks who get into Yale are able and likely to convey this knowledge. But blacks obviously do not need to go to Yale to be better represented in the professions in general.

They might, though, as Dworkin stresses, relying on Bok and Bowen,125 do better later in life simply because they have attended a more elite institution. Whether that helps blacks in general again depends on the truth of the trickle down theory developed by Anderson et al. Dworkin also thinks it is clear that the study shows that there is “some reason to doubt whether there is any general and deep-seated antagonism to affirmative action specifically in university admissions.”126 Most impressively, perhaps, in this regard, The Shape of the River provides data which suggest that the whites who one would think are most likely to
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object to affirmative action, those with lower entrance test scores who were more likely not to get their first choice of university or programme, are *not* more likely to object to it.\textsuperscript{127}

Dworkin also notes that most blacks surveyed in the study thought that affirmative action had been good for them, all things considered and had improved their life chances. He does concede that it is not a good thing if any black person feels stigmatised because of affirmative action. But any harm caused by such feelings can be outweighed by the good that affirmative action might do, and the students surveyed were saying the good results do outweigh the bad.\textsuperscript{128}

Dworkin stresses, citing the Bowen and Bok study and others, what he thinks would happen to black enrolment at selective institutions if affirmative action were abandoned. It would plummet and far fewer blacks would enter the professions.\textsuperscript{129} There would of course be fewer blacks at the elite institutions. It is not clear, though, that fewer blacks would enter higher education per se. Sowell cites figures to show this has not happened in California and Texas where affirmative action has been restricted recently.\textsuperscript{130} And some less selective institutions in the United States also train people for the professions. Still, it obviously is the case that fewer blacks would get into some, more elite, institutions but for affirmative action. This would be true unless those institutions suddenly became more competent in the matter of recruiting suitably qualified, hitherto unnoticed, black students. But as an argument for affirmative action this is somewhat question begging. We need to show that affirmative action is the best response to the under representation of certain groups in higher education – not just that better representation can be achieved with it.

Does affirmative action in higher education work in a deeper sense? In terms of the diversity rationale it might be thought that it obviously will. If people study separately they will clearly have less chance to get to know and understand each other. As Dworkin notes, the Bowen and Bok study concludes that black and white students did interact to a significant extent and that support for diversity programmes has been growing.\textsuperscript{131} While diversity is not an absolute good, and is sometimes quite meaningless, if better race relations can be achieved by racially diverse classes that is a point in their favour. But, as
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Stanley Rothman, Seymour Lipset and Neil Nevitte caution, studies on these issues rely on “the reported attitudes, perceptions, and memories of students, faculty, and administrators”\textsuperscript{132} and the positive attitude of the respondents could just as easily reflect an increase in conscious or unconscious efforts to give socially appropriate answers, a result of the growing emphasis on these programmes at elite schools, where they are frequently presented as highly important moral imperatives.\textsuperscript{133}

Students are taught diversity is a good thing and when you ask them if it is a good thing; they say it is. The authors note that when they asked students, as part of their own study, which included a hundred and forty institutions of higher learning, whether students agreed with the statement “No one should be given special preference in jobs or college admissions on the basis of their gender or race” two thirds of the students strongly agreed.\textsuperscript{134} They did find support for inclusion of courses, as a voluntary option, intended to encourage cross-cultural understanding. Rothman et al suggest that what is happening here is that people are almost universally in favour of racial inclusion and diversity in general, but when they are asked to reflect on the necessary sacrifices affirmative action demands they might well report negative attitudes towards preferential treatment. The authors give more examples of this.\textsuperscript{135}

Bok and Bowen accept that the question of whites who lose their place due to affirmative action is a large one but feel they cannot be indifferent to the race of students admitted because, amongst others, government officials, CEOs, bar associations, medical associations have “repeatedly stressed the importance of attracting more minority members into their fields”.\textsuperscript{136} They feel that: “[i]n view of these needs, we are not indifferent to which student gets the graduate fellowship.”\textsuperscript{137} The value of \textit{The Shape of the River} can be recognised while noting that where its findings take the form: ‘so many people think this is a good idea that it really must be’, it will not convince everyone. The value of the study is that it does show that affirmative action in higher education in America is not thoroughly discredited. Its weakness is that it cannot completely explain why it should not be.
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Those who value basic equality would naturally like American employers to have all the black applicants they would like to have. We want this because we think the reason the black candidates are not available in America, or in countries like South Africa which share a similar history of discrimination and exploitation, is because they have not had equal opportunities in the past. But it does not follow from that that every means of achieving this is justified. We should want more evidence of how it works and why it is, seeing it is divisive to some extent at least, the best way to solve the problem.

At the moment, thirty-five years or so after its implementation in America, it is not clear, one way or the other, it seems to me, whether affirmative action for African Americans is worth having. In terms of affirmative action's results in higher education in America, Dworkin says of The Shape of the River that it has raised the standard of debate and that that standard must be maintained in any project that tries to show Bok and Bowen are wrong. That is not much by way of convincing justification; after thirty years of affirmative action. Elizabeth Anderson notes that Bok and Bowen's study does not say much about the benefits of university affirmative action for other blacks who are not the direct beneficiaries of affirmative action.

In her review of The Shape of The River she argues that Bok and Bowen's focus on the involvement of blacks in community work after graduation is not the right test for affirmative action's effectiveness. She thinks the most important question is whether affirmative action benefits the black community by providing professional services and employment which would be lost if affirmative action were scrapped.

Recently retired United States Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor, whose vote in split decisions has been pivotal in keeping affirmative action alive in the United States, has suggested, in the latest affirmative action case to reach the US Supreme Court, that race based affirmative action might be needed for another twenty five years. Hopefully during that time some clearer means of assessing it will become apparent. That assessment is sorely needed because affirmative action can only be justified, in light of the potential disadvantage it can cause to black and white candidates for various opportunities and
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positions, if it really can deliver long term racial justice and if it is the best way to do it, in terms of results and side effects.

If African Americans are facing (prejudiced and ‘statistical’) discrimination, then something should be done about it. If anti-discrimination law is not enough and if something else will help, it should, all else being equal, be tried. The best solution would be one that was contributed to by every American taxpayer. Considerations of fairness, of basic equality itself, suggest this; but so does the idea that blacks and whites would then be solving the problem together. If affirmative action is being used because vast programmes of urban renewal will cost wealthy Americans too much, it is less justified. If affirmative action is the only solution available, then perhaps it is justifiable.

A final point about affirmative action’s effectiveness: good consequences have to be weighed against bad. I have not really discussed all the complaints that critics of affirmative action have about its alleged bad effects.\footnote{142}{If affirmative action really does cause racial divisiveness, if it does discourage hard work in some contexts or if it just adds to the stigmatised status of its direct beneficiaries, then the good that it does will have to outweigh all of this. Not every negative effect need be seen as a new social evil which would not exist if affirmative action was not practised. If affirmative action inflames the prejudices of already prejudiced whites one could argue, as Elisabeth Anderson does, that these whites would always find something to justify their racist attitudes.\footnote{143}{It is also true, on the other hand, that we should be wary of providing excuses for continued bigotry. We should therefore make sure we can show that it is the opportunity and not the naked preference that is improving the lives of affirmative action beneficiaries and other members of their group.}} If affirmative action really does cause racial divisiveness, if it does discourage hard work in some contexts or if it just adds to the stigmatised status of its direct beneficiaries, then the good that it does will have to outweigh all of this. Not every negative effect need be seen as a new social evil which would not exist if affirmative action was not practised. If affirmative action inflames the prejudices of already prejudiced whites one could argue, as Elisabeth Anderson does, that these whites would always find something to justify their racist attitudes.\footnote{143}{It is also true, on the other hand, that we should be wary of providing excuses for continued bigotry. We should therefore make sure we can show that it is the opportunity and not the naked preference that is improving the lives of affirmative action beneficiaries and other members of their group.}

Different Contexts and Groups

I have been discussing, in all this, the justification of affirmative action for one particular group, in one country. I hope it is clear how complex and inchoate that justificatory task is, even in the context of one debate. I restricted my discussion to one case because the
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question of whether affirmative action is consistent with basic equality cannot just be asked once. It must be asked separately in every situation which is materially different from some other situations. Not every argument for affirmative action will have the same features.

In particular an argument for affirmative action for women in America or in a country where women have achieved a similar level of liberation would be similar to the one made for blacks only in some respects. Women are not a segregated community in America, or anywhere else, in the sense that blacks are, to a certain extent, in that country. But they were discriminated against, and even in countries where that discrimination is now prohibited we cannot be confident that they are not still discriminated against at times in certain sectors.

The effects of the historical discrimination linger as they do in the case of racial discrimination. It is true, however, that because women can be oppressed without being poor, normal access to education can bring about rapid change, comparatively speaking. There are important complications in the debate about affirmative action for women to do with family 'responsibilities' and child bearing itself. Is affirmative action an appropriate response to the fact that a woman's career development may be made difficult by her role as the bearer of children and her disproportionate role as care giver? I do not address this question here, though it is important. It can only arise in the context of gender because only women can give birth but it is related to one of the questions that is asked in the race context. Superficially the case of child bearing gives us a counter example if we thought that all disadvantage must be caused by discrimination. It is not anyone's fault that childbearing must interfere with the development of at least some careers to at least some extent. Here there is a real group difference which, unlike theories about average innate group intelligence, cannot be doubted. But how to respond to the difference is another matter. Women do not have to bear children. If we want them to it does not seem much to ask that we make some sort of adjustments to the structure of paid work to accommodate their needs.
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In general it may be noted that some of the hard questions posed by race based affirmative action are relevant in the gender context too. Some women, like some African Americans, would prefer not to have their colleagues wondering if their success was due, in part, to preferential treatment. And some men, like some American whites, may feel they have done nothing to deserve being overlooked because of their (male) group membership. There are also factual issues and, as with race, they are very controversial. Here I just want to note one difficulty that will remain until we are in possession of a lot more facts.

I have referred to the modern debate about sex differences.\(^4\) There is some agreement at least that our (recent) common sense notion that men and women are on average equally intelligent, insofar as we can measure such things, is correct.\(^5\) But I have referred above to authorities who suggest this does not mean that men and women, as groups, always have the same interests and that where their interests do, in general, differ this is not necessarily due to oppressive environmental factors. This factual issue is relevant because, if these authorities are right, it cannot be argued that if women are disproportionately represented in some positions valued by our society that is necessarily entirely due to discrimination.

There is no point in worrying about the fact that fewer women enter a particular sort of career – say certain types of engineering – if it really is the case that fewer women are interested in that career and no environmental improvement would produce a greater number who were. It is true that the more we do come to know as a matter of generally accepted science, if our knowledge in this area does advance and if it does inform us of interesting differences between the sexes, the greater the temptation will be to indulge in invidious profiling of individuals. But that is, strictly speaking, a separate though important issue.

Strategic suppression of facts is seldom a good idea. There is no point in pursuing a social policy as potentially divisive as affirmative action in contexts which are the results of unforced choices. Matters will seldom be as simple as I might seem to be suggesting. Even if fewer women than men would choose to work on oil rigs that does not mean those who do will not be discriminated against sometimes. But to say the under representation of

---

\(^4\) See ch V.
\(^5\) Pinker *The Blank Slate*, above n 1, 344.
women or men in some occupations might not be entirely the result of discrimination is not to say that discrimination plays no part.

These are fairly subtle matters I suppose – but not so subtle that we cannot be expected to remain objective and avoid substituting vitriol for good argument. The emotional outbursts and academic vindictiveness that sometimes accompany the discussion of sex (and race) differences are extremely silly and only encourage the perception that there are no good arguments to counter truly sexist or racist views. Sex has always been a more interesting difference than race. Understanding the difference it makes is a difficult task, but then so is understanding the nature of the atom. We would not be impressed by a physicist who encouraged the suppression of theories which contradicted her own.

Although less famously, affirmative action thrives outside of America. As Thomas Sowell patiently points out, affirmative action, or something like it, is ubiquitous in the modern world. The complex set of arguments about affirmative action for American blacks cannot be relevant, certainly not in every respect, to the justification of every sort of preferential policy. I chose to focus my discussion mainly on the American race example partly because the problem of racial justice in America makes the case for affirmative action for blacks and some other groups in that country at least plausible. I only partly mean to suggest that if it is not justified in that case it will be hard to justify in any situation. That is partly true but there are some situations where it might seem even easier to justify preferential treatment; for women in Afghanistan for example. Sowell is right to note, in the affirmative action context, though it is true generally, that people are fond of thinking their situation is unique. But there is always the possibility that situations might be at least partly different.

America and South Africa, for example, though they share a history of racial oppression which is similar in many ways, differ greatly in terms of the political environment in which affirmative action operates. The ruling party in South Africa fully supports preferential policies and these are specifically protected in the Constitution. But it is quite likely that implicit and explicit political and social pressure alone would have brought about a vast transformation in that country in terms of job and educational opportunities, at least in

\[\text{\footnotesize 146} \quad \text{Sowell Affirmative Action Around the World, above n 3, 1-2.}\]

\[\text{\footnotesize 147} \quad \text{Ibid 1.}\]
terms of lower and middle level opportunities. Because blacks automatically had political power, after democratisation, as most South Africans are black, there was no need to use affirmative action to ensure that issues that effect black people are kept in the public eye. (It is true, though, that much of the ‘voluntary’ integration in recent years in South Africa has taken the form of affirmative action.)

Because blacks do form such a large majority in South Africa, a grossly disproportionate distribution of desirable places and opportunities was, after democratisation, more obvious, more embarrassing and more vulnerable to political pressure than in the United States. Because of the more recent repealing of discriminatory laws and the highly systematic segregation and repression of different racial and ethnic groups in South Africa by the white minority regime, there is, in that country, a greater danger of unqualified people being promoted too quickly than there is in America. These are just some of the more plainly visible differences between situations which apparently have a lot in common.

Some instances of affirmative action are found in quite different contexts. Affirmative action in Malaysia, where, like South Africa, the target group is the majority but, unlike South Africa, has not been systematically discriminated against by other groups in that country, would seem much more difficult to justify than American or South African preferential policies. This is particularly true as the motive for preferential practices in Malaysia seems to be infected by cronyism. Affirmative action’ there, as in the case of preferential treatment for Afrikaans speaking whites in apartheid South Africa after 1948, seems to be more about political accommodation than about social justice.

In order to even partially morally justify a preferential group policy does there always have to be a group that has been discriminated against? Perhaps not but I think it is much harder to justify affirmative action in other circumstances. Even affirmative action which is seen as a remedy to present discrimination against a certain group, in the absence of a history of bad treatment of that group, seems like a strange remedy. The kind of affirmative action that Elizabeth Anderson supports – affirmative action as integration – is a response to a type of present discrimination but the segregated circumstances of some American blacks

today is largely the result of earlier systematic discrimination. Affirmative action for new waves of immigrants to America seems more difficult to justify, even if these immigrants do find it hard to integrate.\textsuperscript{152}

It might be thought that any group which is thought to be suited for affirmative action must have been discriminated against at some point but that would necessitate inclusion under the rubric of ‘discrimination’ any cause of a group’s current relative disadvantage. The idea should not be made to denote that much. Even if a group of new comers had suffered discrimination elsewhere it would be difficult to argue, as a matter of justice, that they should be the beneficiaries of affirmative action.

A country might reasonably provide special assistance for refugees or for groups of immigrants it wants to attract in order to help them settle into new circumstances. But the cost for that will normally be spread amongst all its taxpayers and will not fall on one group of citizens only, as it would if affirmative action is used to integrate new settlers. The innocent white or male victim problem looms much larger in this situation. Even if, as is surely the case, not every white American disbenefited by affirmative action caused or benefits from current black disadvantage, there is still a sense in which they can be exhorted to gracefully accept their lot for the sake of the greater good of American racial justice. Their consolation is the fact that at least they do not face the difficulties faced by many blacks due to racial profiling. But to ask them to make that sacrifice in the service of a progressive immigration policy seems too much.\textsuperscript{153}

There may be groups of people within a society which lag behind others for reasons which need not have much to do with discrimination. Take the case, which I have mentioned, of a group which has disengaged from modernisation for religious or ‘cultural’ reasons. What if such a group decided to abandon its other-worldly path and embrace modernity? In a social democracy they would of course be entitled to basic welfare but, as a group, they would lag behind others and be under-represented in the sorts of positions valued in modern

\textsuperscript{152} See Eastland \textit{Ending Affirmative Action}, above n 37, 149-151.
\textsuperscript{153} Perhaps this point could be used, \textit{reductio ad absurdum}, to argue against affirmative action in general. The question of immigrants raises issues about inter state justice. I cannot address these here because the general topic would require too much introducing. But it obviously is important as basic equality cannot logically stop at the border. For a discussion of some of the issues see John Rawls \textit{The Law of Peoples} (Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 2001).
society. Would that be a reason to treat them preferentially with regard to their applications for such positions? It might seem kind to do so but the kindness consists once again in dispensing some one else’s opportunities.

**What Is to Be Done?**

All in all there certainly is a danger in thinking that every group variation, in terms of the benefits and burdens experienced in any given society, is the result of some injustice that group has experienced or is experiencing at the hands of that society but where it is there is at least some reason to think affirmative action is defensible. Even in the most deserving cases affirmative action may, however, be both an unfair imposition on members of other groups and a remedy of uncertain efficacy. Those questions are linked by our uncertainty about particular facts. Apart from not knowing yet if affirmative action will work and will complete its work in a reasonable time, we probably cannot be sure as yet there is no better way to get the job done. Just because class based affirmative action might not do the trick does not mean there is no other more direct way to solve the problem of group injustice which would not involve distorting the idea of merit in contexts where merit is important.

The question of whether there is an alternative to affirmative action is not just about whether we should rather have class based affirmative action. Poverty can be a culture that is hard to escape and educational institutions in many countries have for a long time sought to assist poorer members of the community with scholarships. To suggest that is all we need is to deny the existence of, for example, racial injustice. Affirmative action is premised on the fact of the denial of opportunity caused by group membership. Getting a university education may be difficult if you are poor. But you might be poor because your mother is black and suffers discrimination in the workplace, when she needs a loan, or by not being connected to a network of information about opportunities to apply for jobs. People are disadvantaged for different reasons; some of those are to do with prejudice which causes discrimination which leads to disadvantage. That disadvantage in turn can lead to shunning of the disadvantaged group which allows the cycle to continue. It would seem the solution must do something about the status of the group, mostly for the sake of its more vulnerable members, although successful members of the group will also suffer from prejudice at times. Whether that something should be affirmative action depends on whether it works and has fewer bad effects than other solutions. The obviousness of that
point has unfortunately not led to research which unequivocally decides the matter one way or the other.

There have been other efforts to improve the lot of disadvantaged groups. Efforts to uplift impoverished communities by providing community based education and training have been tried in America.\textsuperscript{154} Barbara Bergmann notes these programmes have also been going for thirty years and their job is not done.\textsuperscript{155} She thinks that if part of the problem in gaining access to the world of success is to do with present discrimination, whether of the prejudiced or rational-statistical variety, then education and training alone will not do the job.\textsuperscript{156} Here the broader social context is important: not all countries which have relatively disadvantaged groups are as racially polarised as America is. Where there is more good will between the disadvantaged and other groups, education and training may translate more easily into opportunity.

What should we do while waiting for more perfect knowledge? If we decide to continue or go ahead with affirmative action programmes in situations where the justification for doing so seems plausible, we should do so in ways most likely to achieve its goals. This is not just a matter of efficiency. Affirmative action comes in many forms. Each type requires justification, just as different types of taxes do. If we think we can justify a particular affirmative action programme on the grounds that it will benefit a disadvantaged community generally by integrating it with the more successful sector of society that will only be reason to practise affirmative action with that aim in mind. And it will only provide reason to practise it in a way most likely to achieve that goal. It will not, for example, justify practices that pay no attention to those goals by ignoring the idea of qualification altogether and which aim only to achieve greater ‘representation’ in general.

We should, therefore, ensure that the direct beneficiaries of affirmative action are well qualified enough to play their roles. If we lower standards too much we might increase the level of diversity in workplaces and universities but that would only be a useful result if diversity was in itself an end worth achieving. If it was we would feel obliged to think that favouring candidates from groups that were not disadvantaged was appropriate in situations where those groups were under represented or not represented. This use of

\textsuperscript{155} Ibid.
affirmative action, which has had some supporters,\textsuperscript{157} would in my view be bizarre. But if we do not feel that diversity in itself would justify such a remedy then we may argue, \textit{reductio absurdum}, that affirmative action for disadvantaged groups is also not sensibly thought of as a means to diversity as an end in itself.

In education and employment, our commitment to basic equality inspires attempts to achieve improved equality of opportunity for unfairly disadvantaged groups. That disadvantage will only be removed when those groups are able to compete with others without special assistance in areas that count. This is important to bear in mind in affirmative action in higher education and in business. In business, black managers, for example, may be disproportionately expected to play soft human resource roles in industry.\textsuperscript{158} In higher education the danger is that measures taken to include and support minority students may not direct them to areas where their participation may be most helpful to the integration of their group or may insulate them from the very benefits their inclusion is meant to provide. Real integration is achieved by ensuring there are enough minority doctors and lawyers to go around, not by producing a surplus of graduates who have studied the sociological reasons for the dearth of minority professionals.

My only other suggestion is that affirmative action should remain contentious. Where government, including the public tertiary education sector, practices affirmative action it should expect and welcome scrutiny and there should be a clearer idea about the expected duration of such initiatives than there seems to be in at least many cases.\textsuperscript{159} The greatest danger posed by not having at least tentative timetables for preferential policies, is their becoming normal. The danger is that if this way of allocating places and opportunities becomes standard we will lapse into thinking that proportionality is an end in itself. Perhaps some do think this, but it is surely not something to encourage. Affirmative action should be seen as a temporary (even if fairly long term) measure; an honest attempt to solve a problem rather than just a way of living with it. State funded practitioners of affirmative action should also put more effort into the study of the effects, positive and negative, of their programs.

\textsuperscript{156} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{157} Eastland \textit{Ending Affirmative Action}, above n 37, 114.
\textsuperscript{158} See Duncan Innes et al (eds) \textit{Power and Profit} (Oxford University Press, Cape Town, 1992) 131.
\textsuperscript{159} Sowell \textit{Affirmative Action Around the World}, above n 3, 3.
It is better, therefore, to think of affirmative action as a political issue rather than an established moral right. Our duty, in the service of basic equality, not to discriminate against others, issues in a moral right not to be discriminated against. We have reason to feel certain of that. Our views about affirmative action, however, should be tentative. Because the different concerns for different groups of people seem to be too equally weighted for us to have much confidence about which path to take. The issue should therefore be subject to ongoing political scrutiny. Americans may feel that the debate over affirmative action is divisive and never ending but there are other nations which have little or no rigorous debate on the issue, and that is worse.

My remarks about affirmative action thus conclude with the same sense of incompleteness as my treatment of indirect discrimination did. The core concerns of basic egalitarians, in the human rights law context need much more careful attention. Legal ideas and schemes far outstrip our understanding of the relevant moral concerns. In the last few paragraphs I became as ‘practical’ as I have been in this essay but I will end this chapter on affirmative action by returning to more obviously theoretical matters.

The link between the idea of basic equality and affirmative action seems obvious but what it means to apply the value in this context is not. The uncertainty present when we first consider the matter survives, I have argued, a good thirty years of debate in America and elsewhere. The difficulty is, in part, about assessing the facts; a difficulty which I have argued can be partly overcome, in some contexts, by trying to assess the facts. But there may be more conceptual work to do as well. It is not that we do not know what basic equality demands, in general, but the way it applies to this issue may need to be conceived more broadly than it typically is. Because basic equality is denied by discrimination we think it requires us to respond to the effects of discrimination. It does, all things being equal. We also need to consider the effects on other people of our attempts to right the wrongs of discrimination. This balancing is hard to get right – partly because we do not understand all the relevant causes and effects160 – hence our difficulty with this topic.

The argument takes place, however, in the context of other assumptions about what basic equality (amongst other considerations) requires. Affirmative action is a political response,
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160 Anderson “From Normative to Empirical Sociology in the Affirmative Action Debate: Bowen and Bok’s The Shape of the River”, above n 122, 284, 304-305.
made in certain specific political settings. Its appropriateness may be related to assumptions made in those contexts but not others. That is partly a question of political sociology rather than political philosophy. Some societies have wounds they think need healing.

But affirmative action is also debated against the backdrop of political theory. Unless, which seems unlikely, its practice in certain situations is required by every theory of justice, it must be an entailment of one or some theories of justice, or of none. If Kymlicka is even partly right to suggest that modern theories of justice are principally theories about what basic equality requires\(^{161}\) then it is in this broader theoretical context that we must ultimately determine whether affirmative action is consistent with that value.

Affirmative action might seem most compatible with Robert Nozick’s theory\(^{162}\) which focuses, in its theory of the just distribution of property, more on the question of historical entitlement than other contemporary theories do. But affirmative action may also be thought to be an entailment of John Rawls’s support of “fair equality of opportunity”\(^{163}\). That idea, as Rawls argues, can mean more than just meritocracy.\(^{164}\) Merit is only respected, in Rawls’s scheme, if it benefits the least fortunate – those who would lose out altogether in a pure meritocracy.\(^{165}\) The instrumental nature of the value of respecting merit means that it will have to be shown to be a good thing in any particular situation. Perhaps it is not absolutely required when there is a pressing need to overcome the effects of discrimination.

Another theory of justice might question the basic way we distribute goods in liberal democracies. I referred to Iris Marion Young’s critique of the idea of merit.\(^{166}\) Her approach seems to dismiss the idea of merit altogether. I disagreed with that conclusion but it illustrates how challenges to any of the background assumptions we may make when discussing affirmative action, some of which are assumptions about what basic equality requires, can threaten to complicate the whole debate in unexpected ways. There is nothing peculiar about affirmative action in this regard of course. Any social thesis can be upset by
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\(^{161}\) See ch I.


\(^{164}\) Ibid.

\(^{165}\) Ibid 84.

\(^{166}\) Young *Justice and the Politics of Difference*, above n 102.
the introduction of novel considerations. But awareness of this can serve to remind us that broader explorations of the role of basic equality in political theory may have implications, which we have not thought of, for specific problems like affirmative action.

Affirmative action is typically an intervention which is aimed at increasing the share of economic benefits that certain groups receive. Further progress in the vexed debate about the implications for a theory of distributive equality of a commitment to basic equality would seem to hold the promise of some insights which would help us to think about affirmative action. That debate, about distributional equality, also seems intractable for the moment but it will continue of course and I think our understanding of the moral quandaries the idea of affirmative action produces could be improved by looking more closely for connections between what basic equality means for distributive equality and what it might mean for affirmative action.

---

CONCLUSION

The task of understanding what basic equality demands from us in our social policy is enormous. It is also very important because it seems so obviously right to most of us that there can be no justification for a distinction between persons as such. That widely shared intuition is justified because we are equal in important ways which make sense of the idea of basic equality. That moral principle has substance. 'Equality' is not an empty notion though it is an abstract one. Although many do toy with the notion that the idea has no determinate content, most continue to pronounce, in a plethora of contexts, that a right to equality has been breached in one way or another.

The popularity of the idea of equality in contemporary political and legal thought is a very welcome development. It is difficult to imagine how we could even begin to have much needed discussions in moral, political and legal philosophy about what justice requires without a commitment to basic equality, at least in its abstract form. Almost all (of what we agree are) denials of basic equality in practice are now accompanied by at least a pretence of devotion to that value. That at least provides us with a common language with which to engage in the urgent moral debates of our age. Women want to be treated as equals and so do men. Muslims want the same concern and respect afforded to Christians and vice versa.

To be sure the full theoretical basis of popular claims is not always well understood. Religious people sometimes find it difficult to comprehend the need to respect the rights of those who do not share their doctrines. Many find it hard to support equal rights for gays. But the incipient idea is there in most public debate about our most pressing concerns whether they be about oppression by foreign powers, the suppression of some groups within a nation or how we should share land or water. These and many other debates are now often framed in terms of the need to consider the interests and concerns of all affected parties and typically include claims that this is not being done. The fact that some of these debates are hard to resolve and often produce conflicting claims about what basic equality requires is not a reason to abandon the idea of equality. Its popularity can, to the contrary, save us from incommensurability. All who believe in basic equality have a common idea
with which to explore what it means, for example, to treat Muslims, Jews, Christians and atheists, or the poor and the well off, as equals.

Partly because we have strayed, in jurisprudential discourse from the broad core idea of the equality of persons, into an endless array of conceptions of equality, much equality talk is confusing and there is little agreement about who has or has not been wronged. What basic equality means in terms of how we should live together is a question we have only just begun to answer. That our task has just begun is clear from our attempts to resolve conundrums that stand at the centre of contemporary discussions of equality.

The two most well known issues in equality jurisprudence, the problem of indirect discrimination and the practice of affirmative action, are difficult to resolve precisely because considerations of (basic) equality itself are in tension. The tension will not be resolved, or will only be resolved artificially, by substituting a different notion of equality. A simpler, more rule-like notion, of equality will only do the job by ignoring the interests of some and that will be a denial of basic equality, not an application of it.

There are many other important issues in legal and political philosophy which are 'equality issues' in the sense that the requirement to treat people as equals plays an important role in any competent treatment of them. I have said almost nothing about distributional equality here but the morally appropriate way to distribute material goods and services must clearly be one which respects our status as equals and there is still much more to be said on this. As I suggested at the end of the last chapter, further developments in our understanding of what basic equality requires in terms of distributional equality may also improve our prospects for moral clarity on the vexed subject of affirmative action.

There is obviously much more to be said about the relationship between basic equality and other values. I have only touched on one aspect of the equality and liberty debate. The relationship between equality and 'community' is also important. Questions of identity are central to contemporary social thinking. Much is demanded, for example, in the name of our right to live according to 'our culture' (religion, way of life etc). The discourse of these claims is replete with knock-down arguments about what equality requires but exactly how the interests and concerns of all affected parties are to be respected is seldom spelt out. More commonly a simple equality of one sort of outcome is favoured over all other
considerations. More discussion of this issue is required. This task is particularly urgent because, for now, many of the world’s most troublesome conflicts are framed in terms of questions about group identity.

Despite lack of clear agreement about what it is, equality’s puzzles will continue to be debated in courts and parliaments. But the most helpful contributions, I think, will come from discussions which stand back a little from the practice of equality law and engage painstakingly, issue by issue, in a careful moral analysis which weighs up the competing demands of all our social values while insisting that there must be no distinctions which treat some as intrinsically more important than others.
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